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Good morning, my

JUUll6

is Juanita Hunt.er;!

the New York State Nurses Association.
1,

Am

President of

I thank you fort.he

opportunity to share the concerns and viewpoin~s of our
Association.
lfflRSDIG
A.a

you are aware, the nursing shortaga continues to~ an

important iaaue which affects many facota of our society.
Several major studies conducted vithin the past two years have

documented specific recommendations which include th& tollowing
short term strategiest
(l) increasa compensation {2) increase support services
for the registered nurse ( 3 l better utilization of .. the
current workforce and (4) increase the supply of

registered nurses.
The New York State Nurses Association urges the Regents to

initiate and support broad-based funding for nursing education
at federal, state and local levels in order to augment current
efforts to enhance recruitment into nursing.
Although NYSNA supports the nursing scholarships proposed by

the Regents, we urge the Regents to consider funding levels which
are more equitable.

The Recommendation of less than $200,000 for

nursing scholarships compared to more than $6 million for teacher
education does not recognize the severity of the nursing shortage.
Furthermore, there are no scholarships for graduate level nursing,
nor any plans to remediate problems accessing-publicly funded
baccalaureate nursing education programs north of New York City.
It i$ important for New York State to take steps to correct this
situation now since projections for the number of nurses needed in

the next 20 to 50 years indicate that the shortfall will be greatest for those nurses who are prepared at the baccalaureate and
graduate levels.

It is eom.manda.ble that the Regents recommend. 9 million
dollars to enable LPNs to become R.Ns.

The major drawback to this

.cholarship projjp:am ia the ur1fairness of limiting minority and

ecc::o.mically disadvantaged LPNs to earning only an associate

t.his instance nursing care~ as a collection of separate, simple,
ta.ska, which can~ isolated, taught to, and performed by

a

minimally prepared technician •
A recent request from a hospital corporation to utili•e

degree instead of allocating some of this funding to allow LPNs

unlicensed personnel in the delivery of intravenous therapy is an

to seek baccalaureate education.

example.

This change would place New

The nursing shortage appeare to have been the

York in a bEltter position to meet current neods for RNs as well

motivating iactor behind this request.

.as meet needs in the near future for baccalaureato prepared

unlicensed personnel, a Queens hospital has completed a

Instead of using

successful. project using LPNs to deliver intravenous therapy
IIYSMA supports the Regents recommendation to establish grants

under the direction of a registered professional nurse.

This

for continuing education courses to assist candidates who fail the

project, Jike other nursing shortage studies, demonstrated ~hat

regi.Btend professional nurse licenoing examinat.lon.

an adequate number of nurses are willing to provide patient care

The Presidential Commission, the Commonwealth Fund, the NYS
Labor Health Industry Task Force, and the NYSNA's Arden House

Conference have all stressed the need for healthcare facilities
to provide aufficient numbers of unlicensed auxiliary staff to

perform non-nursing functions such as housekeeping, dietary,
messenger and laboratory tasks.

The availability of RNs for

.bedai.de care can be significantly improved by reducing RN time

spent- on tasks that could be performed by these less expensive

assiative personnel.
The Ne1r York State Nurses Association also would like to

take this opportunity to share with you our deep concern about a

very dangerous 'trend in the provision of healthcare in New York
St.ate~

This trend involves promoting the use of unlicensed

persons t.o deliver pat:ient care beyond their traini.ng,
capability, and practice guidelines.

This is extremely naive and

if a facility provides the opportunity for professional practice.

Professional nurses want the opportunity to provide direct
patient care.

Registered nurses become dis~nchanted ~ith the

nursing profession when they see direct patient care being
subverted into a secondary, inadequately prepared providar
system.

Likewise, the plan to introduce another category o·f
caregiver, the unlicensed, minimally prepared RCT is short
sighted and duplicative.

There already exists a cadre ot

experienced clinical supp{,rt staff, LPNs and nuraes aid~s, who do

assist with caregiving under the direction of the re-gist:er~
professional nurse.

The numbers of these support staff $ifflply

need to be increased in practice settings.
As you are aware, the New York Stat~ Nurse$ A:8t,OCiat.io:.

continues to ,,;.,-ork toward the upgrading and star.dardi.-:at.ion of

it is pot~ntially dangerous to conceive of health care, and in
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nursing education.

'l"ha

t goal is based upon the lonq standing

to appropriately utilize the current

pool of nurs•s and to
differetttiAte between the levels of
practice. Within the con-tent
of
th.a. current shortag(J •dditional rational""&
.., include:
1•
The need to provide ap
i
for practic& in 4
preparation of ntn;ses
Cocplex health care enviro~e~t~a!n~nd scJentifically
2.
'!he need to attract
in tha profession. more recruits and to retain nurses

highf;or:

:tr

We urge the RP.gents to support thJ.s goal.
idantified r.wer and over again that

We have

this critical change is
e nursing services, health
care, and to attract
prcirpective students into the profession.
neaded to improv

·

8URSB XIDlf:rFmn'
'l"he

New York Stat~ Nurses Association

To 4ddrass these problems 1 some are advocating the eatab-

lishment of a separate Board of Midwifery.

This legislative

initiative would eliminate the requirement for nursing as a
prerequiaite tQ becoming a midwife.

However, there ia no

evidence to support the rationale that this direct-entry

midwif~ry route will recruit more people than the current nursemidwif~ry route.

Furthermore, the time and money required to set up a new
professional licensing board does not justify the introduction of
an unproven health caregiver, the non-nurse midwife.

These

resources could more appropriately be spent on increasing the
number of nurse-midwives, a proven, cost-effective provider.

We urge the Regents to implement multiple strategies to
t

s rongly supports
nurae-Jllidwives a d ....
n w,e coat-effective services
they provide. It
.is a fact that there are n t
o enough obstetrical care providers
especially in inner city and rural
areas. The se are areas with
increased infant mortality rates.
Nurse-midwives have an
established record of
caring for these populations in the
underaervec: urban a.nd rural areatt.
There are approxJ.ma 1
te y 300 nurse-midwives
in New York State
and thu nwnber . • im
· is i ited by multiple
factors. First, two of
th• three educational
programs
confined to New York
Secondly, the.current
City.
regulations under the Sanl.·tary
~ronio
Code do not
r
te professional p ...actic
.
e consistent · h
preparation.
wit educational
These two prim~ry f
""
actors mak
Bew York State a
e nurse-midwifery in
less desirable choice
than other specialty
practice areas.

promote nurse-midwifery practice and enhance recruitment into

nurse-midwifery.

The cur~ent most critical needs are to first,

grant prescriptive priYileges to nurse-micholives: second, ref or:

the regulations which control practice; and third, increase the
geographical availability of nurse-midwifery programs in Nev York

State.

Please see the attachment for a description of other

strategies.
REW YORK STA'l'E JIURSK PRM:'l'ICE N::r

There have been multiple problems in implementing the 1988
Nurse Practitioner Law.

One of the many questions which has

arisen is whether nurses can execute the orders of nurse
practitioners.

To resolve this issue, the Regents rec01lffll<iend that

the Nurse Practice Act be amended by adding nurse practit.ione.rs
to physicians and dentists as professionals who may pre.scribe.

-s-

In addition, bills introduced by Senator Donovan and
,:

fairly,

The Regents should consider how professional licensees

Aasamblynum. Gottfried seek to add podiatrists to clar1 fy that. RMS

will be notified of the new requirements and the time frame for

and LPMs are authorized to execute the orders of a podiatrist.

requiring compliance.
NYSNA commends the; Regents for its proposal to expand the

't'h.e Mew York State Nurses Association recommends an approach

that will avoid a piecemeal solution and at the same time will be

tr&atment and supervision of professional licensees with drug or

both comprehensive and flexible.

alcohol abuse problems.

First, Section 6902

It ia appropriate to allow selected

aubdiviaiona one and two should be revised to indicate that

candidates to retain their licenses while undergoing rehabilita-

reqi.atered. professional.· nurses and licensed praetical nurses can

tion.

ez:ec:ute regJ.mer.a preacribed by a licensed or otherwise legally

licenseem to surrender their licenses ii, not consistent with t.he

authorized health care professional.

goals of rehabilitation.

Regulations should then

define the appropriate health care professionals.

nsn

At present,

rec:ommenda that su:}, regulations should at least include

physicians, dentists, nurse practitioners, nurse-midwives,

podiatriat3, and any other appropriate individuals.
The use of a general term like "health care professional" in

the llu.rlle Practice Ac::t is consistent with statements in the
Pharmacy Practice Act and the most recent revision of the

hoapital code.

In the future, if needed, the regulations can

then .be changed to include those who are authorized to prescribe
a regimen whieh a registered professional nurse or licensed
practical nurse ean execute.
PROP'ESsIOIDL BDOCATIOJI AlUl PMCTICE
The Regents are recommending many changes to the Education
Law regarding professional discipline.

The New York State Nurses

Association supports the substance of each recomrriendation but

cautione. the Regents to examine the process for implementing these
new requirements.

The current punitive approach of requiring professiona.l

Each health professional must be treated

BKAL'l'B CARE FOR SCHOOL CRTIJlREII

There is substantial evidence that the provision of quallty
school health services positively affects tha student's health
status and also the student's academic performance.
The health needs of school children are very diverse.

who have chronic illnesses or other severe physical problems may
need the care of a professional nurse during school hours to

administer treatments or to evaluate new symptoms ~hich occur
during the school day.

Healthy children may suddenly b,e,come ill

during the school day.

Children who are honieless are iricra.asing

in numbers; they need comprehensive health care services.

Child

care before and after school poses a problem for individual

families and society as a whole.

The prevention of serious

illness and chronic or crippling disease not only ben~fits the
individual student but society as well.

In order to provide a school health syatern which
students• needs, the health services
coordinated.

-6-

Many

miJst

~t;$

th-e

oo expande-d and

Each school district must. hav~ a sufHcitmt: number

-7-

.

'{:{lf//1/(j
Attac!maat I

of adequately prepared nurses who are allowed and encour~ged to

practJ.ce. to

i:.he

full extent of their educational preparction.

lltJRSB-KIDWll'ERY

Plmmtng and developing theaa services must originate from the
Slate BducationDepartment.

Please see the attachment for more

specific :r:er:ca:rm&htdationa on achoo! heal th nursing.
On

The New York State Nurses Association recommends the following actions to resolve the shortage of nurse-midwives.

behalf of the New York State Nurses Association, I want

t.o ·thank the Regent.a for this opportuttity.

The Association's

X.C,J.alat1.ve PJ:ogram for 1990 will be adopted at its October

Caaventi.an.

Pollowi.ng adoption of that program, we will share it

wi:tll you. and seek your support.

I WC':Ud be pleased. to answer any questions.

Strategies to Promote Hurse-Xic:hrifer.,' Practice

* Grant: prescriptive privileges to nurse-midwives.
• Authorize nurse-midwives to order laboratory tests.

• Encourage hospitals to grant admission privileges to nursemidwives.

* Guarantee the availability of comprehensive, affordable
liability insurance for nurse-midwives.

* Reform regulations to remove meaningless barriers to practicing the full scope ·of nurse-midwifery services.
• Adjust the reimbursement system to eliminate salary ccmpressiort and recognize the clinical competence of nursemidwives.

* Ensure that consumers in rural, urban, and suburban
have access to nurse-midwifery services.

areas

Strategies to Praaote Recruitment into lluraa-11.idwifery

* Develop additional geographically dispersed nurse-nu.dvifary
educational programs targeted to serve tho population
needing prenatal care.

* Explore obtaining all possible federal funding to
nurse-midwifery educational opportunities.

*

·9
...~,. ....--

expand

Encourage New York State educational institutions to adopt
proven fast-track nurse-midwifery programs for non-nurse
adult learners that have been developed in ot-her states.

* Publicize nurse-midwifery as a caroer ladder for registered professional nurses, especially minority nurse .

* Promote nurse-midwifar-f as an option for a second ca~~r.
* Create incentives for registered prot~ssional nurses to

choose nurse-midwifery.· ( Consider sct,olarships, servlc~
paybacke, and State Health s~rvice Corps, etc.).

----------------------------mum

CARE POil snmaL CBIJrDRD

School nurses are a V6luable re•ource for meeting the health

care needs of school children.

The nursing profeaaion recogni%es

school nursing as an area of specialty nursing practice.

An

appropriately prepared school nune •uat have excellent broad

clinical skills, knowledge of grovth and dlr.reloPJMlnt and a commu ...

nity health background.

Health teaching and couns•ling are basic

components of a professional nurao's pr&paration.

Therafore, the New York Stata Nurses Association recommends

the following:
l.

That school districts be required by law to provide
school health nurses.

2.

That the State Education Cepartment have a qualified.
school nurse who is specifically responsible for planning

and developing quality school haalth servic~s throughout

. the state.

8/89

3.

That school districts be required to allow every registered professional nurse in the school syste, to provide'
individual students the health education and health
counseling they need as authorized by the New York State
Nurse Practice Act.

4.

That a process be established whereby the school nurse
me~ts the certification requirements that will allow the
professional nurse to participate fully in health
education and health counseling.

5.

That the existing fragmentation and lack of coordination
within the school health system be examined and
corre<:ted.

6.

That the school health nurse be required by law to hold
at least a minimum of~ baccalaureate degree in nursing.

THE UNIVERSI1Y·OF THESTATE OF NEW YORK.
BOARD OF REGENtS

LEGISLATIVE CONFERENCE

TENTATIVE
SCHEDULE FOR THE DAY

AND
ORDER OF PRESENTATIONS

FRIDAY

SEPTEMBER 8, 1989
STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT
ALBAl'l~, NEW YORK
,

.
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EI.EMt;NTARXi 5E!;:ON"DABk SPE{.:IAI.. ANO CUJ.,TURAL J;.QU('.ATI.QN
(9 A.M. - REG~"TS ROOM)

MS. JANET STEINER

REPRESENTING: '

THE NEW YORK LIBRARY ASSOCIATION

DR. ROBERT KOFF

REPRESENTING:

THE NEW YORK STATE
CONFERENCE BOARD

EDUCATIONAL

MRS. CONSTANCE ENO

REPRESENTING:

THE NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION OF
NEW YORK

MR. STANLEY LITOW

REPRESENTING:

THE li'l"TERF ACE

DR. RAYMOND R. DELANEY

REPRESENTING:

THE NEW YORK STA TE COUNCIL OF SCHOOL

SUPERIN"TENDENTS

l\lR. KEITH E. WASilBURN'•BANKS

REPRESE!\1TtNG:

THE NEW YORK THREE R'S ORGAi~IZATION

REVEREND LAWRENCE DENO

REPRESENTING:

THE
NEW
YORK
STATE
CATHOUC
CONFERENCE At~D THE NEW YORK STATE
CATHOLIC SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENTS
COUNCIL

MR. THOMAS HOBART

REPRESENTING:

THE NEW YORK STATE UNITED TEACHERS

~fS. JUDITH KATZ
REPRESENTING:

TI-IE NEW YORK STATE SCHOOL BOARDS
ASSOCIATION

.

(} fl fil(j
EJ..EMiNTARX, SECQNI>c\BY. Sf!ECiAL AND CULTURAi~ EDU<;;,\TION
MR, JOSF.Pll GREEN

(CONTINUED)

BEfRESENJING~

MRS. .PHYLLIS ALDRICH

WRESENIING:

THE ADVOCACY FOR GIFTED AND TALENTED .
EDUCATION OF NEW YORK STATE

REPRESENTING:

THE NEW YORK STATE FEDERATION OF
SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS

MR. ED\VIN FESSENDEN

REPRESENTING:

THE NEW YORK STATE
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

COUNCIL

ON

. StSTER 1\.fARY ANNE BRA\\'LEY

REPRf..sENTING:

THE CATHOLIC SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS

ASSOCIATION OF NEW YORK STATE

MR.. BRIA.~ SMlTII

REPRESENTING:

THE MEDICAL LIBRARY ASSOCIATION

t.fR. STEPHEN URGE..'lSON

~ :

THE NEW YORK STATE ASSOCV\TION OF S!vL.\LL
CITY SCHOOL DISTRICTS

MR. JOHN SKAWSKI

BEPRf;SE;'-iTINQ:

THE RURAL SCHOOLS PROGRAM

MR. HERBERT FRIED~fAN

REPRESENTING:

THE COALITION OF SPECIAL ACT SCHOOL

DISTRICTS

*** Ll.JNCHEON BREAK ***

ORGANIZATION

MS. SHIELA D. EVANS
t:!

BEPRESOOINQ.:

. DR..·MURRAY SCHNEIDER

THE PUBLIC LIBRARY SYSTEM DIRECTORS

THE NEW YORK STA'f.c..
SCHOOL EDUCATORS

1\.TCE OF BLACK

•., 1 l -\
J-\.W..,UU"
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(9 A.:M .• ROOM 14')

DR. FRANK ENDIEVI-.1U

REPRESENTING:

THE l'l'EW YORK STATE ASSOCIATION OF TWO

YEAR COLLEGES, TNC.

DR. JOHN CARTER

REPRESENTIN9:

Tf-IE MEDICAL SOCIETY OF THE ST,\ TE OF NEW
YORK

l\·fS. M. ELA VNE DE SIMONE

BEPRESENTTNG:

11-fE COALITION OF NURSE PRAC'TlTIONERS,
INC.

DR. JOSEPH S. MURPTIY

REPRESENTING:

THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

MR. DAVID CORLISS
REPRESE!\1TING:

THE NEW YORK CHAPTER OF THE AMERICA"'i
PHYSICAL THERAPY ASSOCIATION

DR. ROBERT L. GR.\Y
REPRESET\1I~G:

THE l\1EW YORK STATE SOCIETY OF CERTIFIED
PUBLIC ACCOu'N7'At'i"TS

:\fR. C. MARK L-\\\TO~

REPR ESE>.:'TJ:--; G:

THE COM:MJSSION ON f?\l)EPEr,;l)Er-.'T COLLEGES
A ~D UNIVERSITIES

~JS. BARBAR-\ J. RODRIGUEZ
REPRESE~T1~·G:
f"I

THE NEW YORK STATE ASSOCIATION
ARCHITECTS

OF

1}0rA~ITA HrI\TER
REPRESE~1r:--;G:

Tr-lE NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATfON

-.

.

-
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umum CQNTJNUJ,NC .~ND PROFESSJQrfil..EDlJCATIQ{'i

Hl<iilER. CO~TJNUING AND m™s[ONAI. EDU~.-\TION

(CONTINUED)

{l P.M. - ROOM 146)
MIL DAVID LONG

·REPRESE.r,,1TING:

THE NEW YORK STATE SOCIETY OF MEDICAL
MASSAGE THERAPISTS

BE.ERESl;~·•ffINQ.:

THE NEW YORK STATE ASSOClATION OF
CAREER SCHOOLS

MR. THO.MAS F. YACKEREN

REPRESENTING:

THE NEW YORK STATE
THERAPY ASSOCIATION

OCCUPATIONAL

MS. N~'fCY BARNES

REPRESENTING:

TIIE DE.1'.ITAL HYGIENISTS ASSOCIATION OF THE
STATE OF NEW YORK

MR. GLENNON J. WATSON

REPRESENTING:

THE NEW YORK STATE ASSOCIATION OF
PROFESSIONAL LAi'lD SURVEYORS

· Im PAUL HERGE.R

BEPRESENTING:

TIIE NEW YORK STATE ASSOCIATION OF 1'.l.JRSE

Al'JESTHETISTS

M1t. ALEXANDER T. SINGER

BEPRF.S:ENTINQ:

TIIE OPTOMETRIC COUNCIL OF NEW YORK
STATE. INC.

MR. JOSEPH J. RE.'IDA

BEPRESJ;l':fflNG:

THE EMPlRE STATE ASSOCIATION OF PUBLIC
ACCOU:,,rfAi'l'TS

MR. ROBERT JOHNSON

REPRESI;:NTlNG:

TIIE NEW YORK STATE BEAUTY SCHOOLS

ASSOCIATION

!** LUNCl:IEON BREAK ***

REPRESJ;tfilMQ:

THE NEW YORK STATE SOCIETY OF PHYSIC!.~~
ASSISTANTS

.
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August 21t 1989
IIEKOIAIIDUM
TO:

Juanita K. Hunter. EdD. RN
Pres 1d.!nt

FROM:

E. Joyce Gould, HSN• RN
Director. Legislative Program

DAtE:

Augu~t 24. 1989

!~ntative Schedule for Regents Legislative Conference
Sept~mber 8. 1989 and Preliminary Summaries of Regent;
Legislative Proposal, for 1990.

I will ~ry to drart so~~ additions to the existing draft of th
~~ep!t-ed ~tat~~e~t to addrus th~ R~gents' Propo~als. We cane
.naiize th~ s~a~esent an Tuesday prior to the rneeting with
HSSIT ..

.

To:

Participants in the September 8, 1989 Regents Legislative Confen:nce

Subject:

Tentative Schedule for the Day and Prelinrinnry Summaries of Regetrd
Legislative Proposals for 1990

Enciosed with this memorandum you will find a tentative schedu!c of :.he
presentations for the Regents Legislative Conference which wiU be held on FritU!y.
September 8, 1989, at the State Education Department. (Please note: .the clcment:uy,
secondary, special and cultural education organi7.ations will meet in the Regents Room
beginning at 9 a.m.; and th~ higher, continuir.g and professionnl tducation orgnoivadons
will meet in Room 146 beginning at 9 a.m.) We are making this schedule available to you
in advance so that you might better plan travel arrangements. etc. for the day.
Also enclosed you will find a document entitled Surnmarjg of Regcn1s J.&msb:1ltls
Pronosals for 1990 (Preliminary) which wiH serve to advise you of the program biU
suggestions now under consideration by the members of the Board of Regenu.. You are
invited to comment on any of these proposals.
On bt:half of the Regent;; and the Commissioner. we k)ok forward tn having your
views on September 8. Please call my office, (518) 474-8233~ if either \1?'$. Prnc.ak ,x 1
can be of further assistance to you prior to the Conference.

/cJp
Enclosure

Enclosures

Augm~t. 8, 1989

Pltf!tiftJNARY

SUMMARIES
OF

REGE~TS LEGISLATIVE PROPOSALS
1990
Note:

Items ln the document are ar~anged by topic. - Code
numbers are for internal Education Depar.tment
identification.
The code number (ES-1, etc.} to th~
left of each bill heading is the identifier for the
1990 program.
A code number to the t" ight of a bl-11
heading (e.g. ES-13/89) indicates that a similar bi 11
was included in the 1989 legislative program.
Estimated State costs for each proposal are shown.
"First year" cost is the initial fiscal year cost.
"First full year" cost is the initial school year or
annual cost.
"Fifth year" cost is the projected· cost
of the proposal for the full fifth year after its
enactment.
Where thP.re is an estimated local cost,
that cost also is shown.

State Education Department
Office of Counsel

fes-!JfflolJ1eJ
!f/t1
'J'l,BLE or·cowrENTS
ELEJIEll'1'ARY AND srmoNOARY K0UCA'l"IO!I

Topic

Paae No.

5

Child Abuse

SEP I den ti f: i er;
F.;S-5

es-7, 1::s-B,

Children With Handicapping conditions

ES-9, ES-12
;;.;s ... 42

Fire Safety
-·
Health Services

7

ES-13

7

ES-15

Limited English Proficient Students

7

ES-1

Multinational Education

8

ES-16, ES-17

Native American Education

8

ES-18, ES-lt;,

New York City School District

9

ES-41

Nonpublic Schools

9

ES-22, ES-23

Occupational Education

10

ES-39

Prekindergarten Programs

10

ES-25

Racial Integration

11

ES-26

.Scholarships

11

ES-27, ES-28

School District Law

12

OC-1, OC-4,
OC-5, OC-6

School District Organization

13

ES-29, ES-30

Teacher Disciplinary Hearings

13

ES-34

Transportcltion

14

ES-31, ES-36

Troubled Youth

14

ES-38

SIGHER AND CONTINUING EDUCATION

Academic Information

15

HC-17

Economic Development

15

HC-2

-,,

:,

,_,'

..

.

!?t1

eae1 /ll(j
.

,

-2-

Equity and Access

16

tnstitutional Assistance

18

Proprietary Schools

19

HC-3,.HC-11
HC--l 2, Hf;.-18
·HC-1, HC-4

t!C-5, HC-10

HC'-29, nc-Jo,
HC-3!, HC~-32,
HC-33

Public School Teaching as a Profession
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ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDOCATION
Child Abuse
ES-5

To provide 9renter prctec-ti0n from atuse and
maltreatment of ch1Idr1?n in schooi nettin1;.s
( ES-.3/ 89}

Thu,

bill would repeal and reenact subdivision 7 of. §30'5 of

the Education Law to authorize the Commissi,:)nec- to suspend or

annul any certificate gr:-anted to a teacher upon the r-eceipt of
evidence that such teacher lacks adequate moral character to
permit that teacher's continued certifir.ation.
The b1ll 1.,tould
alao require every superintendent and district superintendent of
schools to notify the Commissioner in writing of the conviction
of a crime or the commission of any act which raises a reasonable
question of moral character, such as alleged child atuse, of any
teacher employed by the diztrict of which such superintendent or
district superintendent has knowledge.
Any superintendent er
district superintendent who in good faith reports such
information to the Commissioner shall have immunity from civil or
criminal liability which might otherwise result by recis<:; .. of such
action.
The bill.would also authorize the State Education
Department to obtain information under certain circumstances from
rE:1cords maintained by the Division of Crir..inal Justice Ser-vices
relating to the criminal history of an applicant for State
certi(icat1on as a teacher or school admi:-.istrator:.
(Estimated
State cost:
First year- - $0: first full year - $0: fifth year$0.)

Children With Handicapping Conditions
To authorize the establishment of regional earh·
childhood direction centers and making an
appropr-1at1on therefor
This bill \,,oulo amend the Education Law to provide for the
oper~tion and ft1nding of fifteen regional early childhood
direction centers which have previously bee-n included as a budget
item each year.
(Estimated State cost= First year - Sl,315,000:
first full year - $1,815,000; fifth year - $2,379,093.)

not
0

This

cond1t1ons

C

bill would amend the Edu~ation

Law and the

Public

Authorities Law to authoriz~ th~ c::onatruction and financ1n9 of•
capital facilities by the Dormitory Authority for approved

private schools in the State.

(Estimated State cost:

First year

- $0; first full year - SO; fifth year - SO.)

ES-9

To amend Education Law
atatewfde t~ainln
imp ementat1on of the
for special educaticn

§ 19 5 2

to

establish a

This bill would amend §1952 of the Education Law to include
as part of the Technology Network Ties program the Part 200
Manag~ment System for Special Education and would establish a
training and support net~ork to train local school district
personnel and provide technical assistance in ucing the system.
(Estimated State cost:
First year - $1,500,000; first full year
- $1,500,000: fifth year - $1,136,000.)
ES-12

To amend the Education Law in relation
governance of special act ~nion free
districts

to the
school

This bill would prchi bit members of the boards of di rectors

and boards of trustees of child care institutions from serving on

the boards of education of the special act union free school
districts affiliated with such institutions.
The bill would
create an "arm's length" relationship between the board of
education and the board of directors or trustees, thus ensuring
that the programmatic and financial interests of the school
district will be preserved whenever they co~flict with the needs
of the residential program.
Special act UFSD board of education
membe-rs would be appointed to their posts by the local ooard of
cooperative educational services.
(Estimated State cost:
First
year - $0; first full year - $0; fifth year - $0.)

ES-42

amend the Education
w
in relation to
~aintenance payments tor c rtain children with

To

handicapping

conditions

developed through
ProJect {ES-7/89)

the

~laced

Childc-en's

in

programs

Residential

Th i s bi 11 w CPJ l d amen a E au car: i on La 1.1 § 4 4 o5 t o prov i de f c r
payment of thP full maintenance cost foe- certain children with
handicapping conditions who are placed in programs dev~loped
through the Children's Residential Project but 1./ho are net

fes/Jrr}tJIJ/iJ
ltft7
~at:1111q
-7eligible for Medicaid.

(Estimated State cost:

first full year - $01 fifth year -

so.)

F'lr,st y~~r -

SO:

Fi::-e sa!et}:'.
ES-13

To bmend the Education Law in relation to fire
oreven~lon atandaras ii tfie cit ~choui districts
.ochester,
the cit 6S o
Mev or,
u

syracus~ ana ion~~rs {fs-i27a§l'

Thie bill would amend lhe Education Law to remove th~
exemption of the city school districts of the cities of New York,
Buffalo, iiochester, Syracuse a-nd Yonkers from compli a nee with
regulations of the Commissioner of Bducation regarding fire
prevention.
(Estimated State cost:
First year - $0; first full
year - $0: fifth year - $0.)
Health Services

ES-15

To extend revisions
ea th services for

ro·ects for ex anded

'l'his bill would make permanent the tempor-ary authority
conferred by Chapter 198 of the- Laws of 1978, for designated
achcol d1st ricts and boards of cooperative education al services
to operate projects for the improvement of the health of the
children of school districts.
It would also continue the
~uthority for specially qualified registered professional nurses
to engage in expanded practice in such projects, provided such
nurse~ were qualified as nurse practitioners.
Such projects are
conducted in districts designated by the Commissicn~r of
Education with the consent of the Commissioners of Health and
Social Services.
(Estimated State cost: First year - SO: first
full year - SO: fifth year - $0.)

Limited F.nqlish Proficient Students
ES-1

To amend the Education La~ in relation to the
education of students ot limited English
proficiency (ES-48/89)

This bill would amend §3204 of the Education Law to require
all districts to identify and serve Umited Engli~h proficient
students in accordance with Regulations of the Commissioner.
{Estimated State cost:
First year - SN/i,; first full year$N/A: fifth year - SN/A.)

\)

Multinational Education
ES-16

ot international 1ssuEa and cu tures
This bill would amend the Education Lai.. to establist, a
program d~signed to assist elementary and secondary students in
the study of foreign cultures and intern,•Hional issues.
The
program would include a network of resource centers, scholarships
to support foreign

language education and grants to support

student, faculty, and cultural exchanges.

{Estimated State cost:

First year - $1,600,000: first full year - Sl,600,000: fifth year
- $1,600,000.)
ES-17

To assist in

the expansion of electronic eY.change
in New 'fork

programs between school districts
State and schools in other countries

This bill would amend the Education Law to establish a
program of financial support to expand the number of school
districts and school buildings which can participate in the New
York State/Moscow School Telecommunications Project, a privatelyfunded electronic exchange program designed to promote
understanding of foreign cultures and fnternational issues among
elementary and secondaq• pupils.
Grants would be awarded to
schools for teacher training, staff exchanges with schools in
participating countries, development of curricular materials fer
statewide distribution as well as partial suc:port for the costs
of project participation. This bill would also provide funds to
the State Education Department for administration of the project,
dissemination of curricular materials to schools throughout the
State, and research into developments in telecommunications
technology which may enhance the project. (Estimated State cost:
First year - $200,000: first full year - $200,000; fifth year$200,000.)
Native American Education

ES-18

To .rovide funds for instruction in Native
American anguage and cu ture ES-43 89

This bill ~ould authorize the State Education Department to
make categorical grants of State funds to school districts with
which the Department contracts for the education of Native
Am~rican students, ano to selected school districts which serve
Native American students who do not live on a reservation, for
the purpose of instructing both Native American students and
other students in Native American language ano culture.

1esI;n}&fJ1&
!f/f1
Jf;ftlq
-9{Est.tmated State cost:
First year $100,000~ fifth year - $100,000.)

$100,000;

!icst

full

year:-

To amend the E:out:ation Law to all()w eH9ible
Native Arneric-1.1ri st.ucf1,rnt;a1 to receive flnanciaI
assistance wFien the length of atud ill axten8eo
yond the norma

een2-_.

This bill would amend the Education Lav to allow Native
American students who have experi.enced academic failure and
therefore need more than the normal time to cornplet~ degree
requirements, to receive additional aid in an amount equivalent
to aid for two semesters of study.
Students would be eligible
for such additional aid if th@y meet academic criteria
established by the Commissioner.
( Est imateo State cost:
Flt:st
year - $40,000; first full year - $40,000; fifth year - $40,000.)

New York City School DiGtrict
ES-·41

To amend the Education Law to provide for the more
effective operation of the New York City School
District

(Estimated State cost:

SN/A; fi!th year - SN/A.)

First year SN/A;

first

full year-

Nonpublic Schools
ES-22

To amend the Education Law in relation to
transportation ot children with handicapping
conditions to nonpublic schools (ES-18/89)

This bill would amend paragraph d of subdivision 4 of §4402
t:duc~11.t ion Law to mak~ permanent the requir-ement that a
coard ot eoucation furnish suitable transportation to ana from a
nonpuhlic school which a child with a handicapping condition
attends, if the child attends the nonpublic school for the
purpose ot receiving services or ?Lograms similar to those
recommended by the committee on spt~ial education (Estimated
State cost:
First year - $0; first full year - SO; fifth yearSO.)
of

!h~

ES-23

To authorize reimbursement to certain nonpublic
schools for costs incurreo in complying with the
requ1rem~nts of an annual tire inspection report

(ES-19/89)

This bill would amend §3 of Chapter 507 of the Laws of 1974
to provide reimbursement to those nonpublic schools required to
Ule an annual fire inspection reµort pursuant to Education Law

....

lt/f7

I eJ/;h?tJ/J1a
.

'etle; /ll(j
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{,807-a for the costs iricutred in co!l'lplt:!t i ng an.d filing such
repoct.
(Est1mat~d State cGst:
F'lrst ye1Jt - $610,150; !iru
full y&ar - $610,150: fifth year - $1,067,791.}
Occupationdl Educatlon

ES-39

To provide for the de-veloc-ment of twelve health
career oriented hi-:Jl"1 scho1o!s in Ne..i York State

lEs-36/89)

Thia

bill

would authorize

•

the

.

Education

De-par.tment

to

provlc'le grants for the development of 12 health Cbreer oriented

/

.I

\JI

high schools t hr:oughout New York State.
The program in these
schools would be designed to provide student.a vith the skills
needed ior them to enter postsecondary programE in a tealthprofessicns f le ld.
The 1t arget groups would be at.-r isk st ucen ts
w1th academic capabilities.
A special emphasis of the pre-gram
would be to encourage minority st ucients to pursue postsecondary
education in health care fields.
Pt·ogram administrators voulc be
expected to establish partnerships with health care facilities

and postsecondaty· institutions

in order to provide practical

experiences and strong academic programs for stucents.
(Estimated State cost:
First year - $3,100,000: first full year
- $3,100,000: fifth year - $3,100,000.)

Prekindergarten Programs
ES-25

To amend the Education Law in relation to the
of State aid in sup ort of coordinated
reKln er arten-child care roJects and making an
appropriation therefor ES-44 89

This bill would amend the Education Law to provide State aid
in support of coordinated prekindergarten-child care programs to
encourage the addition of child care to existing prekindergarten
programs in school settings: the addition of a prekindergarten
component to existing child care programs at child care settings:
and other cooperative combinations of school and child care
services which are determined appropriate.
{Estimated State
cost:
First year - N/A: first full year - N/A: fifth yearN/7>..)
(Estimated local cost:
fit-st year - N/A: first full year
-

N / A:

fifth year - N/ A • )

(esItir}tJfJ1&1
/f/t1
eae1 /119
.

-ll-

ES-2.6

a

To amend the £ducotion Law in

to ~nhance rac1a

1nteqrat1on

Thie bill would amend the Education Law to provide, through
competitive grant process, financial as~i(ltance fcH the

planning and implementation of prograrn!i designed tc enhanc•.:racial integration.
{Estimated State cost:
First year$2,000,000: first full yoar - $2,000,000: flfth year$10,000,000.)

L,.-/_.

Scholarships
ES-27

To amend the Education Law in n lation
award of Re enta College Scholarships,

to the
Empir:e

State Scho a~s 10s of !xce lence and Reaents
Professional Education in Nursing Scholar~hips
{ ES-227 89}

This bill would amend §§602 and 605 of the Education Law to
establish new methods for the awurd of Regents College
Scholarships, Empire State Scholarships of E~cellence and Regents
Professional F-:dueation in Nursing Scholarships.
This bill .,1ould
allocate Regents College Scholarships to each approved high
school in the State on the basis of enrollment and provide for
the selection of scholarship recipients by each school on the
basis of high school performance.
Students in low enrollment
8chools and New York State residents att~nding out-of-state
schools "Would be eligible to receive additional Regents College
Schol a rs hips awarded by the Commissioner.
Commencing with the
1990-91 school year, such additional scholarships would be
awarded on the basis of performance on the Regents Col 1 ege
Scholarship Examination, a competitive achievement examination
deve 1 ope cl by the state Education Department.
This bi 11 would
also provide for the award of Regents Professional Education in
Nursing Scholarships and Empire State Scholarships of Excellence
by county on the basis o( performance on the Regents College
Scholarship Examination commencing with the 1990-91 school year.
(r;stimated State cost:
first year - ns9,000: first full year$189,000: fifth y~ar -$221,000.)
ES-28

To amend the Education Law in relation to the
amount and disbursal of Regents College
Scholarships and Regents Professional Ecucat1on in
Nurs1na Scholarships (ES-23/89)

This bill would amend subdivision 3 of §670 and subdivision
3 of §671 of the Education Law to provide for disbur~ement of the
entirl'? award for four years of study in the first year of

V

.

If51

t!at1111q
-12-

e ligf bi Ii ty fer such award.
( Est iiu,H@d State cc.st:
Pi rst year>
S2,625,000; first full year - $2,525,000: tittn y•er - SO.}

School District Law

OC-1

To amend the education Law to e~tend to elt'fflentary
ana seconaar · $e5oola
BOCEA existing

a~a

erovio1ons concern_n
~scr1m1nator
r~ctic@s and ~o a·
provisiona
ton~ern1n9 aux discr1minattcn 10c-1, .9

This bill would amend §313 of the Education Law to prohibit
in public or private elementary and secondary
scnoole, BOCES, postsecondary lnstitutione, vocational education
institutions and licensed private schools because of race, color,
n a t i on a 1 or i g i n , re l i 9 i on , c. r ti' e d , s e x o r ma r i t a l s t a t 1.1 s •
Substantial provisions concerning discrimination based upon ~ex
would be added.
FtJnds would be appropri~ted to the Education
Department to implement the provisions of the bill.
(Estimated
State cost:
First year - $100,000; first full year - $100,000:
fifth year - $100,000.)

discrimination

I

v

OC-4

To amend the Education taw, to eliminate a
discrepancy in the def1nition of compulscry school
aqes
_.__

This bill would amend subdivision 11 of §2 of the Education
Law to make the definition of "child of compulsory school age~
consistent with the age requirements for compulsory attendance
under §3205 of the Education Law.
(Estimated State cost:
first
ye~r - $0; first full year - $0; fifth year - $0.)

cc-s

To amend the Education Law, in relation to the use
ot schocl buildings tor child care services

This bill would ameno §414 of the Education Law to authorize
the use of school buildings for the provisions of child care
services while school is in session.
(Estimated State cost:
first ye~r - $0; first full year - $0; fifth year - $0.)
OC-6

amend the Education Law to authorize the
Commissioner of Education to supersede or suspenc

To

local school officials (OC-2/89)

This bi 11 would add a new §306-a of the Education Law tc
authorize the Commissioner of Education, after attempts at
conciliation have failed, to issue an order requiring the
trustees or board of education of a local school district to
cease improper conduct or to take corrective action ~hen the
Commissioner tinds that ::::uch local school officials are in
violation of law or a decisi~n, order, rule er regulation of the

.commissioner of Education or the BCi.ltC at ~&gents..
Thi$ bill
would also provide tor the en:foreem.-nt o! such 01:(k>r by
emp~vering the ComMi$sionet to aupers&de or susp~nd thet loc:al
board <>f education or: any member thenitof.
( t~t imated .St~te cost:
First year - $0: first full year• $0: fifth year~ $0.)

ES-29

To

amend

the

Education

recUstricti ng of euperviao~y

Law

in

relation

di st ri~ts i ES-25/ 89

t.o

This bill would amend Sl,lbdivision 3 of §2201 of the
P.ducation Law to aut.horize the Commissioner of Education to
tranafer school districts from one ~upErvisory distric't to
another, without regard to county boundaries, when the
educational interest of the region wi 11 oo promoted there by.
(Estimated State toot:
First year - SO: first full year - $0;
fifth year - $0.)

ES-30

To establish a uniform procedure for alter1n
schoo district boundaries 8S-26 89

This bill would amend Article 31 of the Education Law to
provide a single boundary alteration process for all school
districts, with the exception of the big 5 city school districts.
such boundary alterations will be determined by the distr-ict
superintendent, with a right of appeal by a board of educat1on or
residents of an affected district to the Commissioner of
Education.
(Estimated State cost:
First year - $0: first full
year - $0: fifth year - $0.)

Teachor Disciplinary Hearings
ES-34

To amend th~ Education Law to establish a per diem
lee to be paid to persons serving as chairperson
of a hearing panel convened pursuant to Educ8tion

Law §3020-a

This bill would amend §3020-a of the Education Law to
provide for compensation of the chairperson of the hearing panel
in a hearing on disciplinary charges brought against a tenuz:-ed
teacher at a per diem rate of !our hundred dollars ($400) per day
plus travel and expenses ( Estimated State cost:
First year-$77,000: first full year - $77,000: fifth year - $77,000.)

lft1

{If/ !ll(j

-14Transportation
ES-31

To

amend

Education

el !mlnatin

La'J

in

relation

to

as the ba~is for aicHn

Comm1as10ner

nona!Iowable expense

at1ons

£S:l8/89i

tc c

cu ate

This bill would amend the Education Law i3623(1) to delete
the requirement that the Commissioner approve the capacities of
school buses with ref@lnrnce to specific bus routes, which
presently is the basis tor including new buB purcha5ea in

approved transportation expenses upon 1,1hich State ai a is paid.
Education Law §3602(7)(b), which definea approved transportation
expense, would be amendr.-d to authorize the Commissioner to r.lefine
nonallowable transportation E>Xp?.nses, for the purpose of

determining State aid, and the provisions of §36O2(7)(cj relating
to npp~ovable expenditures for the purchase of school buses would
be repealed and added to §3627, which provides for the
transportation quota.
This propcsal would promote safety and
efficiency in the establishment of school bus routes. (Estimated
State cost:
First year - SO: first full yea~ - SO; fifth yearSO.)
ES-36

To

standees on schoo.1 buses used to
to or from school or school
ES-46 89

eliminate

up1ls

This bill would amend the Vehicle and Traffic Law and the
Education Law to provide, over a four-yea::- period, for the
gradual elimination of the practice of allowing passengers to
stand while traveling on a school bus to or from school or school
activities. This bill would also provide an exception that would
allow standees under emergency conditions.
(Estimated State
cost:
First year - $0; first tull year - $10,142,696; fifth year
- $10,142,696.)
(Estimated local cost:
First year$131003,456: first full year - $2,860,760; fifth year$2,86O,76O.)
Troubled Youth

ES-38

the Education Law, in relation to the
provision of educational services to youth
confined 1n detention facilities or incarcerated
in local correctional facilities and making an
appropriation therefor (ES-33/89)

To amend

This bill .. ould amend subdivision 7 of §3202 of the
Education Law to authorize and require the provision of
educational services, in accordan;:e 1.1ith regulations of the
Commissioner of Education, t,:, school-age youth confined in

/es1Jf1101Jlef
Iff 1 eae1 ;vq
institutional detcnt ion fa-cil it i&s operated ty the Div 1sion
Youth, or one or more countiefl or the City o! New York.
addition, this bill would amend subdi.vision 4 t'"}I. §.j.202 of

Education

Law

to

specifically

r~quir~

the

prov1sion

for
In
the

of

educational services to school aged youth confined in non-secur~
detention family boarding c.are facilities, non-secm.::e detention
agency-operated boarding care facilities or non-secure detention
group care facilities.
This bill would also provide funding foe
special educational 1H.!rVic0s for pupils with handicapping
conditionF.l confined in penal institutions rnaintain~d by counties
or the City of New Yort or in institutional detention facilities,
and for the pu~chase of compute~ hardware and software,
texttlOoks, instructional supplies and litrrary materials for use

in

educational

programs

for

ycuth

confined

in

.such

penal

institutions or detention facilities.
(Et;t1mated State cost:
First year - $547,000; first full year - $547,000; fifth ye-ar$944,000.)
(Estjmated local cost:
First year - SO; first full

year - $215,000: fifth year - $724,000.)

HIGHER AHO CONTINUING EDUCATION
Academic Information

HC-17

To
rovide fer the devP.lopment of a
curricu um information service 1HE-13 89

college

This bill would authorize the redesign and implementation of
computerized college curriculum informat.ion service (CCIS) by
the Education Department, in order to provide information
concerning ~egistered college curricula to prospective college
.students, high schools, guidance and counseling organizations,
libraries, and other interested groups and to promote enrollment
in colleges and universities within the State.
(Estimated State
cost:
First year - $489,000; first full year - $489,000; fifth
year - $501,000.)
a

Economic Development
l!C-2

To assist in the expansion of the New York State
education and research
1. S9)

network

(NYSERNet)

(HE-

This bill would enact an unconsolidated law to estabJ ish a
program of financial support enabling additional colleges and
universities to be connected to NYSERNet, either singly or in
c-:::nso~tium, and a program of financial support to selected
tacult_y and research personnel to develop projects for· distance-learning or electronic conferencing activities on NYSERNet.
:n'SERNet is a high-speed data transmission net.work linkin9 22
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public and independent coll•ges and universities, Brogkhaven
National taborat9ry, and s~v•ra1 New York industrl~l firms.
(Entimated Stat1:1 co.st:
first Year
$3,200,000: f.icst full
year
- $3,200,000: fifth year - $2,375,00(i.)
(Estti:neted local
costs:
First year - $1,050,000; first full year - SLOS0,000;
fifth year - $1,050,000).

Equi~y and Acce~s
HC-3

encourage in creased enrollments b
oua1 if ied
stud~nta in aoctora
programs 1n engineering,
mathematics and the physical sciences {HE-6/891

To

'l'his bill would establish a program of 26 fello;,•shi.ps for
doctoral study in engineering, mathematics and the physical
sciences to be awarded on a competitive basis to residents cf New
York beginning tull-time study in registe:.-ec dcctov:-al proc;rams at
institutions located in New York State,.
The Commissioner would
be required to ensure, to th~ extent practicable, that thic:!
recipients include individuals from groups unrepresented or
under represented in the disciplines.
Each fellowship would be
available tor up to four years of full-time study, with a maximum
annual value of $16,500 {up to $12,000 tuition plus a $4,500
stipend). The bill would also establish a program of 50 teaching
assistantships in engineering, of $10,000 each annually, fer
doctoral students serving as faculty in baccalaureate engineering
programs.
Ten awards would be made to students at institutions
within the State University, five to students at City University
institutions, and 35 to students at inde~endent institutions.
The bill would also provide fer joint applications by two or more
degree-gcanting institutions for teaching assistantships on a
shared basis.
The bill would appropriate $60,000 to the
Education Department to support the administrative costs of the
programs.
The programs would terminate after nine years, unless
extended by the Legislature.
{Estimated State cost:
First year
- $60,000; first full year - $826,000: fifth year - $3,282,000.}
(r:stimated local costs:
First year - $0; first full year$314,585; fifth year - $1,258,340.)
BC-11

To

his
women

portunities for academic careers for
underrepresented minority grouos and

·
HE

This bill would add a new subdivision 14 to §605 and a new
§676-c to the Education Law to estaclish a program of Academic
Career Opportunity Fellowships for study in approved doctoral
programs by applicants who are women or members of minority
groups which have been historically underrepresented among fulltime faculty in the State.
After earning the degree, each
recipient would be obligated to sel'."vE> for two years as a fullti

r.i

e

fa cu 1 t y

me m be i·

at

a

p u bl i c ,

i n de pen a e n t

or

pr: o p r i e t a r y
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college for each year he or she received an dw,ud.
( Est j_ m,.HfHj
State coat:
First yedr - $60,000: firat tull year - SJ,360,000;
fifth year - $13,260,000.)
HC-12

Tc
m@m

of

minorit
ty lH

acu

Thia bill would establish (1) a program of Regents minority
and Women Faculty Loan For9iveness Awards and {2} a program of
Regents Car-eer Development Gran ts.
Under the Loan Ferg i veness
program, a woman or member of .i mi nor i ty group underrepresented
among college and university faculty who holds a terminal degre~
and who Js newly employ~d in a tenure-track faculty position by a
New York college could receive up to eight annual loanforgiveness awards of up to $7,500 each.
The recipient would be
required to serve one year as a faculty member for. each award
receiv~d, or repay twice the award, plus interest.
In th~ first
year, 25 awards would be made, increasing to 100 in the fourth
and thereafter.
Under the Regents Career Development Grants
program, awards would be made to colleges to support activities
by untenured female or minority faculty membe:::-s that will enhance
the individual's likelihood of receiving tenure.
One hundred
grants of up to $30,000 would be made on the joint application of
the college and the untenured female or minority faculty member,
on a competitive basis.
(Estimated State cost:
First year $150,000; first full year - $3,337,000; fifth year - $3,900,000.}
HC-18

To amend the Education Law in relation to the
establishment of the Career Opoortun1tv
Professional Education Prog~arn and making an
appropriation therefor

This bill ~ould amend the Education Law to codify the Career
Opportunity Professional Education Program (CO-PREP) and provide
an appropriation for the program.
CO-PREP would be designed to
increase minority access to the licensed professions and increase
the number of direct care staff qualifying for appointment to
occupational therapy assistant and physical therapy assistant
titles in facilities under the jurisdiction of the Office of
Mental Retardation and Developmental Disabilities (OMRDD} or the
Office of Mental Health (OMH). This bill would provide grants to
degro?e granting institutions to offer training programs in
occupational and/or physical therapy to a ::arget group of
minorities and State employ~es based upon crit1:i:-ia develcped
jointly by SEO, OMRDD, OMH and the Governor's Office of Employee
Relations.
(Estimated State cost:
First year. - S2,000,000;
tirst full year - $2,000,000; fifth year - $2,000,000.)

I esl;mtJoie:1
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HC-1

To .increase the a_peropriation, !or ,the Ne1.1 Yor~.
State Board ol, Re2ent.s' Albert E1nst~in and Albert
Schweitzer Chair Pro;l_r~~s

This bill would amend the provisions of §239 of the
Education Law to increase the funds appropriated fer the Alber.t
Einstein and Albert Schweitzer ctiai1· prograr.;s in an amount
sufficient to fund ten such chairs at the amount of $200,000
each.
(Estimated State costs:
First year - $2,000,000; first
fnll year - $2,000,000; fiftn ye,.,H - $2,000,000.)
HC-4

increase

in

State

This bill would provide increased aid for independent
colleges and universities phased in over the n•xt four years
beginning with the academic year 1990-91.
At the end of the
fourth year the amount paid p~r degree would be as fellows:
As~ociate 5900; increased from $600; Bachelor's $2,200, increased
from $1,500; Master's S1,150, increased from $950; and Doctoral,
$5,000, increased from $4,550.
This percentage increase in Bundy
Aid would represent a significant step toward bringing the
program to a level consistent with the State support for other
arl:'\as ot higher education.
(Estimated State cost:
First year$6,500,000; first full yea:: - $6,500,000; fifth year$38,900,000.)
HC-5

To establish a program of State grants to
f a c i l i t a t e mergers, consolidat1ons and
comb1nat1ons of certain institutions of higher
~ducat1on (HE-14/89)

This bill would authorize the Education Department to
provide grants of up to $2 million over a five-year period to
help not-for-profit, degree-granting postsecondary institutions
to accomplish a merger, consolidation or other combination.
Applicant inst. i tutions would be required to demons tr ate how th~
proposed merger, consolidation, or other combination would
strengthen the educational opportunities which are provided.
No
more than two new grants wi 11 be authorized each year.
In
addition, th~ Department wou1d be author.ized to provide up to
two, one-time grants of $50,000 each year to enable institutions
to explore possible mergers.
The grants are designed to preserve
educational opportunities during a period of anticipated
enrollment declines.
The proposal recommends that no new grants
be awarded after March 31, 1993.
{ Estimated State cost:
First
year - $2,100,000; first fuil year - $2,100,000; fifth year$1,500,000.)

lff1
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To

amend

the· Education

Law

in

relation

to

authorizing a revision in the Stat.,, re(mburserneni:
to certain indeoenoent in11tit.ut1one "of' hiqher
education wfiich'participate in the Federa!

sfudy Program

J!9li

Thi a bi 11 would amend Education Law !6405 by chang1 nq the
percentage of State reimbursement to indepenoent institutions of

higher education which participate in the Federal ~ork Study
Program to conform with recent changes in the Federal Work Study
matching formula.
The State reimbursement ...,ould be increased to
correspond with the increases in the institutional share of
rnatching funds that will result from the recent amendments of
Part C of Title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965.
(Estimated State cost:
First year - $2,000,000: first full year
- $2,400,000: fifth year - $2,400,000.)
Proprietary Schools
HC-29

To amend the education law in relation to the
establishment of an individual vocational training
grant program, and to repeal paragraph 3 of
subdivision 4 of the Education Law r.elatinq to
Tuition Assistance Program awards for student; in
non-degree programs at registered business schools

(HE-18l89)

This bi 11 would amend the Education Law to make vocation a i
training grants of up to $2,500 available for students who
demonstrate financial eligibility and who enroll in programs
approved by the Commissioner of Education for training fn .fields
which are determined to be in need of skilled employees.
Institutions offering the programs would be required to
demonstrate that programs can be completed within one year's time
and that the schools and their programs meet certain performance
standards relating to their ability to achieve student program
completion. The Commissioner of E~ucation woula be authorized to
approve institutions and programs ~1,d the Preside~t of the Higher
Education Services Corporation wouid monitor student eligibility
and make payment of grant awards.
Procedures would be
established to provide assessment and counselling services and
incentive payments would be available for programs which t,,1ere
successful in training hard-to-serve populations where that
training leads to employment in the same field.
As this program
is implemented, the Tuition Assistance Program for student.s
enrolling in non-degree programs at registered private business
schools would be eliminated.
It is intended that the fundino
required for this program not exceed the amount appropriated fo;
such Tuition Assistance Program awards during the 1967-88 school
year, a total of approximately $36 million.
{Estimated State

-20coat:

First year -

year - $400,000.)
IIC-30

To

enr

$400,000;

limit

f'inH

full year -

tuition

bill

w-ould

nstruct1on
amend

fifth

liabilit

Wlt

This

$400,000;

.subdivision

1

of

J5003

be

ore

o1

the

Education Law to require that nll p~oprietary vocational schools
make refunds to students who fail to compl~te programa on a term
or semester basis.
In addition, the bi 11 would require schools
t o ma k.. e r e f u n d s on a pro - r a t a baa i s t o t hose s t u den t s wh c,
withdraw and who are enrolled in~ program, or group of programs,
which start four or more times in any one calendar or academic
year.
{Estimated State cost:
First year - $0; ftrst full year
- $0: tifth year - $0.)

UC-Jl

To amend the Edccation Law in

1 i c ens i n

correspon

HE-

relation
r 1 va t e

to the

tr a de

and

This bill would amend §§5001, 5002, 5003, and 5004 of the
Law, and would add a new §5006.
This bill would
address several areas in which abuses of consumers and students
have been prevalent.
The bill would require the use of audited
financial statements certified by independent certified public
accountants or public accountants, would raise the fees for
licenses and registrations and would restrict the transfer of
licenses and registrations.
The bill would establish a moral
character requirement for applicants for licenses and
registrations, whether individuals, partners, or shareholders of
more than 10 percent of a corporate applicant.
The bill would
further provide the Commissioner of Education with the power to
issue subpoenas, and would give the Commissioner the authority to
determine whether a school had adequate financial resources to
conduct its program properly.
The bill would also establish a
presumption, where a prospective student was recruited but a nonlicensed agent, that such recruitment was done at the behest of
the schoo 1 involved, and for a consideration or remuneration.
(Estimated State cost:
First year - $700,000: first full year$700,000; fifth year - $700,000.)
Education

HC-32

To amend the Education Law, tc make reapproval of
groprietary school curricula contingent upon a
demons t r a t 1 on by t h e sch o o I t h a t t he propose d
curricula meet erformance standards established
y the Comm1ss1oner HE-L 89)

This bill would amend §5003 of the Education Law to give the
Commissioner of Education the authority to make reapproval of
curricula contingent upon a demonstration by the school that the

.
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curricula have met per for-m~nce standal' cl.s tc t>e developed in the

o! completion rates, acquiaition ct compf:tencies, and
placement rates.
Ultimately, pe:-formance standards would
discourage schools from enrolling unqualified students 3nd
motivate ecoools to impro\fe the quality and efficiency of their
course offerings.
(Estimated State cost:
First year - $0;
first !ull year - $0: fifth year - $0.)
ace,o:;

HC-33

To amend the Education Law in relation to the
establishment of a student tuition recovery fund
~HE-21-a/89~

Thia bil 1 would add a new §5007 to the Education Law.
The
fund established would be for the purpose of relieving or
mitigating pecuniary loss by any student of a sch col 1 icensed or
registP.red under Article 101, and which charges prepaid tuition,
as a result of a failure to make a refund or a cessation of
operation.
Each institution t,•ould be assessed one-tenth of one
percent of the annual tuition paid by each student, but not less
than $10.00, until the fund reaches $10,000,000.
Once the fund
had reached its statutory maximum, only newly licensed or
registered schools would be required to contribute for the first
four years of their existence. Schools which failed to pay their
asruu1sments would be subject to summary suspensio- by the
Commissioner.
(Estimated State cost:
First year - !.,.l;
first
!ull year - $0: fifth year - $0.)
Public School Teaching as a Profession
HC-13

To establish a program of Regents loan forgiveness
awards to encourage historically underrepresented
minorities and women in selected subject areas ·to
enter and remain in the teaching profession, and
to encourage teachers to seek employment in school
districts designated as having shortages of
certified teachers {HE-31/89)

This bill would establish up to 1,000 loan forgiveness
awards each year of up to $2,500 for a maximum of four years to
persons in the teaching profession who have outstanding education
loans.
Up to 500 awards would be available annually to members
ot underrepresented minority groups who have obtained provisional
certification and have entered the teaching profess ion.
Up to
150 awards would be available annuall:i,• to _.omen who have obtained
provisional certification in fields where women hold less than
forty per.cent ( 40\) of the outstandj,ng teaching certificates and
have entered the teaching profession. Up to 350 awards would be
available annually to provisionally or permanently certified
tt-actiec-s who teach in a geographical area, urban or rural,
designated by the Commissioner as a shortage area, basec upon an
historically high incidence of the use of uncertified teachers.

(Esti~at&d St~te coat:

First year - $2,600,000: first full year

- $2,IS00,000: fifth y~,a:r -

$2,€4C,Ol.l-O.

i

HC-·14
:.11,
ln trunr rre\'.natered t~acher
1!ducat1on erep:;trattcn ft"C9t:"ans ,lH:- ,.., t19

•

This bill would authorize th.r! State Education !'.:4\'F,a:r:::11'.•ent to
provide formula per capita aid to in!Hituti..on!.'! cf ~1gher
education w 1th undergradm&t ie, teacher pre par .at i or. ra-ograms for
minority studa!!!nts vhose enrollment 1!! at leaet 8 percl!i'nt of th,.;,
inztituticn•a: total erirc1lrner.t in teacher ;::reparaU.on prograu.::;.
The inaticution loi'Ould receive An add.iU.onal c,.t=:it~tion or
erirollt:11Pnt grant c,! $200 fer each st 'Jdent up to 12 perce-n t: S400
for •ach ~t ud,ent .. p to l 6 percent and $800 for stu:Jent s a l'Ov~ 16
percent.
As a furth~r inducement for schcols to develop pr01ra~s
,ui::.,e,d at supporting rett""r!ticn "'.lf min\"Jrities, capitation payments
fr.st· f,oucth year students vould be awarded at double the norr:lal
},!,!:vel (S.2(1 C', S400. $800) depending en the enrcll,.,ent and
pil'rcentage for that year.
(Estimated State CC$t:
First j'earSNIA: first full year - $N/A: fifth year - SN/A.)
liC-34

a state boacd for: the •··rcfession of
Public School Teach inc and a state board tor the
profession ot Public School ~dministr-ation
lHE-17/89, HE-23/89, HE-25/89, HE-33/89}

To establish

This bill would amend Title VIII of the Education Lav to
establish a State Board for the profession of Teaching and a
State Board for the profession of School Administration and
Supervision.
The bi 11 would define the practice of teaching as
providing instruction or educational support services in the
public schools or publicly funded programs fo:;:- the education of
children with handicapping conditions and would similarly define
the p~actice of school adminstration and supervision as providing
administrative or supervisory services in the· public schools or
SIJCh publicly funded special education programs.
The two new
State Boards would assist the Board of Regents on matters of
professiional licensing and professional conduct and would make
recommendations on educational policies which affect the practice
of the two new professions and on matters relating to
professional licensure.
The bill would provide for the issuance
of permanent licenses that may be limited to specific areas of
t e a c h i n g or sch o o 1 a dm i n i s t r a t i on , an d w o u l d pres c r i be t he
requirements for licensure.
The bill would provide for the
funding of the operation of the new State Boards through fees and
would authorize the Department to charge a single fee for
licensure of an individual in more than one area.
This bill
would also amend the Education Law to require that tenure may be
granted only after a teacl1er has obtained a permanent license;
and to make local hearings on disciplinary charges against

!t/t1
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ter.ured employees pursuant

e xpedi ti ouo and

to Educdtion tav §3020-a moro
less costly while protect in!J the due process

rights of the employees.

In addition, this bill would am•nd the

£ducat ion Law to rttqu.tre that all

school

indi vi d-.ials serving as public

teachors or adl!lintstrators

be

licensed by

Educoti.on Depart~ent.
(£stilrrated State cost:
$6,100,000: first full year - $€,100,COOr
$7,450,000.)

th@ State

First year-:fifth ye.ar-

HC-35

Thia bill would authorize the State Education Department to
make formula allocations for the Statewide implementation of the
mentor-teacher internship program to all public school districts
and BOCES which employ individuals with emergency or temporary
licenses, provisionally certified teachers during the first full
year of teaching, and individuals who are serving as full-time
interns as part of a graduate program in education (i.e.
individuals who have not previously received a provisional
1 i cense).
These funds would be allocated by formula fer each
mentor/intern pair to cover the cost of the 20 percent reduction
in the intern' s assignment: the 10 percent reduction in the
ffientor 1 s instructional assignment: training of the mentors and
intet'ns: evaluation: ana pr:ogram coordina~ion.
In the fif::.h
year, $1,000 would be allocated for each individual serving as a
provisionally licensed teacher to allow the school district to
provide extra supervision and support.
(Estimated State cost:
First year - $20,130,000: first full year - $42,760,000; fifth
y<?ar - $57,760,000.)
(Estimated local cost:
First year$20~130,000: first full year - $20,130,000; fifth year$30,130,000.)

HC-36

To provide funds for

teaching

ti.~ development of careers in

This bi 11 would provide funds on a pilot program basis to
~velop and implement high quality, innovative and effective
part-time teaC'her preparation programs at the undergraduate and
graduate level for teaching assistants and temporary licensed
teach~rs to increase the availability of certified teachers, and
especially to increase the number of certified teachers from
historically underrepresented populations.
The bill would
authorize the Education Department to make grants to colleges and
universities to:
(1) develop and support innovative part-time
teacher programs for teaching assi5tants who are ~illing to
become teachers in shortage areas or in schools with a high

x\'

-24percentage of uncertified teachers,

or {.?.}

to provi<i~ special

assistance and support eervic~e to individuals serving under
te11potary licenses or on

b

temporary per die:n basis to help them

meet cert 1 f icat iorl requirements.
year - $6,056,000:
$6,096,000.}
HC-37

first full

{ Ei:lt im:&ted State cost:

year -

$6,056,000:

fifth

First

year-

To establish a fund to assist teacher education

Institutions' in recJe&i nin

stu ents meet

26789)

new

their proqrams to fieJ.

1c~n!."9 requirements

HE-

Thie bill would authorize the State Education Department to
make competitive grants of Stat4¾ funds to the 91 institutions of
higher education who have registered teacher education programs.
The f u n d a wo u l d be prov i de d t o a s s i s t t h e i n s t i t u t i o n i n
adjusting their programs to meet the demands of the revised
licensure requirements.
(Estimated State cost:
Fir.st year$3,000,000: first full year -

HC-38

$3,000,000: fifth year - $0.)

To
rovide fund8 to develc an education reseatch
capa 1 1ty 1n New York States co eges and
universities ~HE-27/~9)

This bill would authorize the State Education Department to
make categorical grants of State funds to support research and
development in 10 to :?O research infltitutions.
Funds would be
provided to address the needs of urban schools and to address the
state-of-the-art issues in elementary and secondary student
testing and assessment.
(Estimated State cost:
First year$10,000,000: first full year - $10,000,000; fifth yearSl0,000,000.)
.

HC-40

To ~mend the Education Law in relation to the
Em
State Challenger scholarshi sand
e
ips HE-30 89 - amen ea

This bill vould amend the Education Law to increase the
number of Empire State Challenger scholarships from 312 to 624,
and the amount of each such scholarship from $3,000 to $5,000.
The bill -would also increase the number of full-time and partti:=-e Empire State Challenger fellowships from 650 to 1,000, and
would increase the value of a full-time fellowship from $4,000 to
$10,000. The value of a part-time fellowship would increase from
Sl ,000 to $2,000 per year.
Of the total number of fellowships
avarded, a maximum of 700 would be for full-time study and the
minimum number of part-time fellowships would be 300.
Of the
l,000 fellowships awarded annually, a minimum of 100 would be set
aside for indi vi duals preparing to teach bilingua 1 education or
English as a second language.
(Estimated State cost: First year
- $6,724,000: first full year - $6,724,000: fifth year$6,724,000.)

-25HC-41

To

A

rovide

funds

for

n1atrat1on Centers

of School

This bill ~ould authorize the State Education Department to
make categorical grants o! StatP. funds to BOCES, con~ortia of

school districts or community achool districts or high schools in

New York City to develop and implement centers.
The proposals
would be developed in cooperation with faculty of institutions of
highar education having programs register.ed tor pr:-eparation of
achool administrators and supervisors, administrators' and
supervisors' organizations, representatives of the business
community and boards of education.
(Estimated State cost:
First
year - $2,300,000~ firat full year - $2,300,000: fifth year-

$5,000,000.)
HC-42

To
the

HE

additional funds
r Resource an

fer the o eration of

Centers

This bill would provide an increase of $7,500,000 for the
Teacher Resource and Computer Training Centers.
(Estimated State
cost:
First year - $7,500,000; first full year - $';1,500,000;
fifth year - $27,500,000.)

HC-43

r o v i de f u n d s f o r t h e de v e 1 o prn e n t an d/ o r
va 1 at1on of a test of i bera arts and sciences;
s ecialt examinations and assessments of teaching
s 1
s batteries for teachers who 1..'il
teach in
elementary education, and grades 7-12 in foreign
Ian uaqes, mathematics, the sciences, or social
studies {HE-36 89)

This bill would authorize the State Education Department to
develop or contract for the development and/or validation of:
a
n E.' w test o t: l i be r a 1 arts and sciences which w o u la be a
requirement for provisional licensure for pre-kindergarten
through grade three, kindergarten through grade six; and for
grades seven through twelve in English, foreign languages;
m,lthematics, the sciences, and social studies; and for a new
assessment of teaching skills and specialty examinations which
will be required of all teachers for permanent licensure or
c~rtification.
(Estimated State cost:
First year - $200,000:
first full year - $200,000; fifth year - $200,000.)

/e51tm~f}ia
!f/t1
Senior Citizen Education and Service
HC-25

To mobilize oducationilll resource,; tor thti: eldE!rly,

and to ennanc~ tfio a6ill€

contr

ol o!3ei citizens to

ute to the stron then.in
a2enc es. and i~_!$~ tutlon.s . H l ./

~mH:at1oni'I

This bill \.fould authorize and provide State funds

comprehensive set

of programs

for

designed to make available

a

to

citizens over the age of 55 a variety of occupational retraining
and counseling progr,uns, to rnake effective use of volunteer
services by oldet" citizens, to provide .students with
oppor.tunities to serve the ~lderly, to enhance professional
training in geriatrics and gerontology, to encourage research in
problems of the aging, and to encourage the use of superior
retired teachers and 11 brarians as mentors, tutor:s and in other
capacities.
(Estimated State cost:
First year - $N/A; first
full year - SN/Ar fifth year - SN/~.)
student Financial Assistance
HC-6

amend

the

Education

Law to orovide for
institutio~al academic
po 1c1es w 1c, affect such e 191 1 1ty HE- o 89

To

de artmental review

of

This bill would provide the Education Department with funds
to revie~ institutionai academic policies which affect TAP
eligibility. These fin~ncial aid compliance reviews will help to
assure appropriate institutional administration of the academic
requirements for State student aid.
Postaudits have shown

increasing instances of non-compliance which are costly to the
State. (Estimated State cost: First year - $341,000: first full
year - $341,000: fifth year - $341,000.)

HC-7

To ex and eligibilit
tuition awards
certain part-t me undergra uate students an
the implementation and administration
for Part-Time Study APTS
program

to
to

of

HE-

This bill would amend §666 of the Education Law in relation
the Aid for Part-Time Study program to eliminate the
requirement that students must have accrued at least six semester
hours: to require awa~d recipients to maintain good academic
standing, i.nstead of the current requirement of a cumulative
passing average for the award term: to eliminate entirely
institutional liability for students ~ho fail to achieve
cumulative passing averages: to create an additional eligible
Cdtegory of independent students with tax dependents: and to sP.t
the income ceiling for this category at $42,500 and increase the
to

z
.
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income celling !or dependent students to $42,500.
(f:3.stimated
First year - $0; first full year - so~ fifth ye.ar-

state cost:

$0.)

HC-8

uire apecial program students to ap l"

or
1nanc1a
a1,1 un . e:r t 1e ·ruitton
Assistance or Supe ement&l TultLon Assistance
Pro9rams, and the Pili grant program

This bill would amend subdivision 1 of §6451 and subdivision
1 of §6'152 of the Education Law to require that students
receiving special program .services or funds under those sections
apply yearly for financial aid under the Tuition A~sistance
Program (TAP) or the Supplemental Tuition Assistance Program
(STAP), and the Pell grant program.
(Estimated State cost:
First year - $0: first full year - $0: fifth year - $0.)
HC-9

To am~nd the Education Law to improve the Tuition
Assistance Program for graduate students

{HE-16/89)

This bill would increase TAP awards for beth dependent and
emancipated graduate students effective with the 1990-91 academic
ye a r • T he ma x i mum aw a r d f o r bot h de pen ae n t a n a em a n c i pa t e d
students would be increased from $1,200 to $1,600, the minimum
from $100 to $250.
Income eligibility levels would also be
adjusted.
These would be the first adjustments in eligibility
levels for graduate students since 1974.
The income eligibility
for mo xi mum awards would be raised from $ 2 1 000 to $7,500 for
dependent graduate students and from $1,000 to SS,000 for
~~mancipated graduate students.
(Estimated State cost:
first
year - $6,500,000; first full year - $6,500,000; fifth year$6,500,000.)
vocational Education

HC-20

To amend the Education Law to establish the
Workplace Education and skills Training Program

This bill would amend §§3032, 5100, 5101 and 5102 of the
f;ducation Law to combine the existing Teacher Summer Business
Tralning and Employment Program, the Employer Specific Skills
Training Grant Program and the Workplace Literacy Program into a
new Workplace Education and Skills Training Program in order to
provide comprehensive occupational education and training.
This
bill would expand the services currently provided by the existing
programs to authorize educational assessments of eligible
employers' work forces and the development of appropr:ate
curricula tc meet such employers' needs.
The bill would also
extend eligibility for the Teacher Summer Business Training and
F.mp}oyment Program to nonpublic school teachers and guidance

counselors, aa well an expand the acti-vit ies teachers aro
permitted to perform -as part of their pr:·i va te- s1tctc.t' employment

experience under the program.
- $12,800,000;
$12,800,000.)

HC-22

ftrst

full

(Estimated Stat~ cost:

year:

-

$12,800,000:

First yP.ar

fifth

yt;-ar-

To establish a
rogram of qte.nts to su.,nort
e ucat ona
assessment and career counse nq

service~ for. dlsaavantasea aau!ts and to t:Hlpport
!:_a,mily II ter.acy and patent lt'?°uca on pro~_ram.!5

q

This bill would authorize the State Education Department to
provide grants to varioue educational agencies tor the support of
expanded educational assessment and career counseling services
for educationally and economically disadvantagod adults and
family literacy and parent education services at certain
designated sites throughout the State.
(Eati~ated State cost:
First year - $N/A: first full year - SN/A: fifth year - SN/A).

HC-J9

for

assistin

successful

education teachers

hioh

HE-29/89)

This bill would authorize the State Education Department to
make categorical grants to local school districts and BOCES to
lHlpport successful occupational education high school graduates
to become occupational education teachers.
The State funds ~ould
support apprenticeship training, and the ccsts of attending
registered programs in occupational educational teacher
preparation.
(Estimated State cost:
Fit·st year - $900,000;
first full year - $4,500,000; fifth year - $4,500,000.)

PROFESSIONAL EDOCATION AND PRACTICE
Professional Discipline
OP-16

provide that professional disciplinary action
taken b' another state against a professional also
icensed in New York will prov1.de the basis for
disciplinarv action 1.n this State (OP-11/89)

To

This bill would extend the provisions of Education Law
§6509, subdivision 5, paragraph (d) which presently apply only to
physicians, to all of the professions licensed under Education
Law Title VIII, with the result that disciplinary action taken by
another state against the person also licensed in New York would
provide a basis for disciplinary action in New York where the
conduct which resulted in disciplinary action in the other state
1.,•ould, if committed in New York, constitute professional

m:tnconduct

under Nc1J York

Law.

{F.sti.mated Statae

year - $0: first full ye~r - SO: fifth year - SO.}
OP-17

coat:

Fir.st

To reg u 1. ~}' prof~ ss i ~r1a} l i C~;'!zsee: to report
criminal conv1cl1.ons, ct1sci ,I1nary actions 1.n
1

Pub 1c

Hea~th

at1n

L.t\oi

to th~

v10J.at1ons

,ract1 ce of

or.

This bill would add a new nubdivil!licn 13 to §6509 of th1;
Educati.on Law to require licensfH~,s to file- a written report with

tha Division of Professional Licensing Services within 30 days of
any criminal conviction or receipt of an order or any
adjudication of professional misconduct in any disciplinary
proceeding involving the licensee. Failure to file auch a report
would be deemed professional mL,conduct.
{ E.st imated State cost:
Fiest year - $0: tlrst full year - SO: fifth year - SO.)
OP, 19

To amend

the

Education

Law to provid~? access

b

the State E ucat1on De artment to cr1m1na
1stor.v
recor
in ormat1on o ... app 1cants .. or teaching
cet:"t1f1cation or foz.- rofessional licensure under
T t e VIII Ol:'-14 8

This bi 11 would amend the Education Law to expressly allow
the Department to obtain criminal history record information
maintained by the Division of Criminal Justice Services {DCJS) in
order: to determine whether applicants meet the "good moral
character" require~ent for professional licensure.
(Estimated
State cost:
First year -$0; first full year - SO: fifth year$0. )

OP-20

To eliminate the resent statutor provisions for
t e su mission o
testimony or other evidence
be f ore Re o en t s Rev i e w Comm i t t e a s i n di re ct
referral case_! (OP-15/89)

This bill would c'.;nend the Education Law and the Public
Health Law to eliminate existing provisions for the submission of
testimony or other evidence before Regents Review Committees on
the issue of the severity of the penalty to be imposed in soCdlled "'direct referral cases," and to substitute provision for

oral argument on the issue of penalty. In direct referral cases,
tht> licensee has already either been convicted of a crime, er has
been subject to administrative discipline in another
1uri sdict ion, after having been afforded full due crocess.
The
submiss.ion

of additional

evidence

before

a

Reg"ents

Review

Co~mittee is unnecessary and inappropriate, and is interfering
with the expeditious review of professional discipline matters by
th~ Regents Review Committees. Oral argument on the issue of the
disciplinary penalty to be imposed is a completely adequate
substitute for the submission of testimony or other evidence

.

{!;{l{j /l/(j

-30~fore the Regents Review Committee.
(Estimated State cost:
First yaat - $0: first full ye&r - $0; fifth year - SO.)
OP-21

To revise the time limitation8 for the service of
char es arid scheduli n
in died 11 nai:·y
cases 1n ro~a c_ne OP-

This bill would amend Public Health Law §230 to provide that
disciplinary heat"ings in mecical discipline cases be schP.6uled
not later than sixty days and !iot l:?.as than twenty-five days
aftec the service of the charges and notice of hearing.
'!'hPpresent otatutory requirements are thirty-five and twenty days,
respectively, and have resulted in many requests for adjournments
from licensees who contend they have had insufficient time to
prepare for the hearing.
(Estimated State cost:
First year$0: first full year - SO: fifth year - SO.)

Professional Education
OP-8

To

alleviate

awardo to
competency(OP-9/89}

the

registerod
scholarships and
urses enrolled in
of

This bill would add a new section to the Education Law to
establish a program of 550 nuraing scholarships for licensed
practical nurses enrolled in associate degree (RN) nursing
programs registered by the Department.
Eact, scholarship would
nrov ide up to $5,000 for completion of the RN program by the
.icensed practical nurse in no more than one additional year of
:'rofessional education.
The program would further provide
recipient LPNs with stipends of 70% of lost income, up to $10,000
p~r year. Priority would be given to minorities and economically
disadvantaged LPNs.
The bill would also support competitive
grants of up to $50,000 per year for institutions which have
s u bm i t t e d a p 1 an f or t h e e s t a bl i s h me n t o f a n a c c e 1 e r a t e d
competency-based associate degree nursing program for LPNs.
One
to two such grants would be awarded in each of the State's eight
postsecondary education regions.
(Estimated State cost:
First
year - $9,110,000: first full year - $9,1.iO,JOO; fifth year$9 , 110 , 000. }

OP-9

To alleviate the shortage of registered
rofessional nurses bv providing rants to support
cont1nu1nq education courses to assist
ai e
candidates· in passing the registered prof essicna 1
nurse licensing examination (OP-17/89)

This bill would authorize the Commissioner of Education to
award grants to eligible institutions with registered programs in

,c1e111/(j
a

-31professional nursing to ml!tet ttie additional costs of prov1 ding
continuing education courses t.o asai:st candidates vho tio1tve £ailed

the National Council Liconsuce Examination for Registered Nura~s
in paasing &uch examination.
( Estimated State cost:
first year - Sl,660,000: first full year - $1,660,000: fifth year
- $1,660,000.)
{NCtEX-RN)

OP-15

This bill would add a new §6531 to the Education Law to
require that programs of graduate medical educati~n.· otherwise
known as residency programs, me~t educational standards
established by the commissioner of Education and approve:~, by the
Board of Regents.
The bill would authorize the establishment of
appropriate criteria and the methods for review and approval -0f
programs of graduate medical education.
( Estimated State costs:
First year - $875,000; first full year - $875,000: fifth year$875,000.)

Professional Practice
OP-1

s

s1on o
abuse p

oacam for the treatment and
ess1ona i1censees with drug or.
ems

OP-lt 89;

This bill would amend the Education !,aw to provide that
selected licensees could retain their licenses and continue to
practice their professions under appropriate conditions and
supervision while undergoing rehabilitation for drug and alcohol
abuse.
This program would be an alternative to the present
program which requires that licensees surrender their licenses
during rehabilitation.
(Estimated State cost:
First year - SO~
first full yaar - $0: fifth year - $0.)
OP-2

To amend the Education Law in relation to the
authorization of postgraduate training in medicine
(OP-3789}

This bill would amend the Education Law to require that
graduate medical students practicing medicine in residencies or
other postgraduate programs in health facilities in this State
obtain a permit from the Education Department for such training
after the first year thereof. Permits, which would be issued fer
specific training programs, would be valid for up to three years
and could be renewed for additional one year periods in the
discretion of the Education Department.
A fee of SlOO would be
charged for such permits to offset the costs of administration.

(esI;j/Jj/)1&
.
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(Estimated State cost:
First year - $225,000;
- $225,000~ fifth year - $273,000.}
0P-3

To amend
racti.ce

tho

Education Law

in

first

tuli year

relation

to

ot lano, aurve Ing bv~eons 1 lC>i?OCH:'d

other jur1sdict10ns ,OP-4 89

the

rn

This blll would amend the requirements for a limited permit
to practice land surveying and provid& for an exemption
pe1•mittinq pc-actice by persons licensed in other state:3 or

countries and who have applied for licenaur& in New York.
The
amendment would restrict the issuance of liroitad permits and the
exempt practice to persons llcensed in .states <>t countriP.B in
which surveys are based upon metes and boun •:;.
(Estimated State
cost:
First year - $0; first full year - $0: fifth year - $0.)

OP-4

To require the owners of pharmacie.s, stor~z,
wholesalers and manufacturers to be of oood
mora 1·
,,
character {OP-5/89)

This bill would amend §6808 of the Education Law to impose a
requirement of good moral character upon the owners of
pharmacies, stores, wholesalers and manufacturers who apply for
or hold registration pursuant to §6808.
(Estimated State cost:
Pirst year - $0; first full year - $0; fifth year - SO.)

OP-5

To amend the Education La~ in relation to
a
ointment of the executive secretar • to
State Board for Med1c1ne (0P-6 8?;

the
the

This bill would amend the provisions of §6523 of the
Education Law to provide that the executive secretary to the
S t a t e Bo a r d f or Me di c i n e ma y be e i t he r a phys i c i an or non physician deemed qualified by the Board of Regents.
{Estimated
State- cost:
First year - $0; first full year - $0: fifth yearSO.}

OP-6

To amend the Education Law in relation to the
professional titles of licensed masseurs (OP-7/89)

This bill would amend the Education Law to prohibit the use
of the title "massage therapist" by unlicensed persons and to
recognize such title, as well as the titles "masseur" or
•~asseuse~ as an appropriate designation for licensees.
{2stimatec State cost:
First year - SO; first full year - $0;
fifth year - SO.)

-33OP-7

To conform

the definition of

ona

stancar

en or

0

ete

Thia bi 11 would amend the de fin it ion of pi:-act i c~ in pu t}l ic
aceounting to conform to nationally accepted terrriinolf,gy, but
would not substantively change thii' ocope of practice.
It wou.ld
also authorize the monitoring of the_ professional services of
practicing accountants by the Department to assure comp 1 i a nee
with accepted standards of professional competence, and it would
repeal, prospectively, a provision for licensure on the basis of
fifteen yeara of experience in lieu of professional education,
and an obsolete provision relating to the licensuc-e of public
accountants.
(Estimated State cost: First year - $0: first full
year - $0: fifth year - $0.)
0P-10

To authorize
1e

practitioner

nurse

·This bill 'Mould amend the provisions of subdivisions l and 2
of §6902 of the Education Law to authorize registered
professional nurses and licensed practical nurses to carry out
programs of treatment prescribed by certified nurse
practitioners.
(Estimated costs:
First year - SO: first fuJl
year - SO; fifth year - $0.)
0P-11

To eliminate the requirement that physicians file
a notice with the State Education Department upon
the employment or discharge of a physician's
assistant or specialist's assistant

This bill would repeal Education Law §6543 which requires
the filing of a notice with the Education Department upon the
e~ployment or discharge of a physician's assistant or
specialist's assistant.
(Estimated State cost:
First year - $0;
first full year - SO; fifth year - $0.)

OP-1.2

To amend the Education Law in ~elation to the
establishment of an examination requirement for
reg1strat1on as a phys1c1an's assistant and to
rovide

for

t:--ie

issuance oi limited permits for

p ys1can•s assistants

This bill would amend §6541 of the Education Law to require
that individuals seeking registration as physicians' assistants
obtain a passing score on an examination acceptable to thie
Department.
This bi 11 would also add a new §6548 tc the

/

I

)(
\

(esItirJtfJieJ
!t/t1
Education Law to make it possible for applicants tor registration
as phyaic:ians' a.!Hd.stants to proct iee under the t!upervision of a
licon~ed physician prior to taking the licensing examination
through the issuance of a lit:iitli'd permit. {Estimated State cost:
First year - $0: first full year - SO: fifth year - SO.)
ualified candidates for licensure in
i:,erm1 t in
001atrv
receive a
or one year

0P-14

I(

J

..

This bill would add a new §7007 to the Education La'«
providing for issuance by the State Education O~par:tment cf
limited permits a;.ithbrizing the practice of podiatry by
candidates who have graduated f~om an approved school of podiatry
and who 'W i 11 be e 1 i g i b 1 e f' or the New York s tat e 8 oar d
examination.
The permit would be available only to a candidate
who is participating in a clerkship under the direct supervision
of a licensed podiatrist designated as a member of the faculty of
an approved school of podiatry for purposes of a preceptorshi p
program, or who is participating in an approved postgraduate
residency training program in pediatric medicine under the
supervision of a licensed podiatrist. The permit would be valid
for one year, and renewable for a second year at the discretion
of th~ State Education Department.
(Estimated State Cost: First
year - $0; first full year - $0: fifth year - $0.)

OP-iB

rovide for expedited disciplinar

proceedings

r1or ad uc1cations o ... acmin1strat1t:e
invo v1ng professional practice

This bill would amend Education Law §6509, subdivision 5,

which defines certain prior adjudications of professional

be the subject of expedited disciplinary
proceedings before this Department.
It would make the expedited
proceedings available in cases involving rrior adjudicative
determinations by administrative agencies that a licensee was
guilty of having violated a law, rule or regulation in the course
of the practice ot his o~ her profession. (Estimated State cost:
First year - $0; first full year - SO: fifth year - $0.)

misconduct which may

..,.•.

I

CULTURAi. EDUCA'fIOM

careers for Minorities
CE-4

b

•ro authorize
nst1tut1ono

minorit

to

skiA s needed bv. l1e

adults ·

1n.st.1tut1ons

CE

This bill would provide grant funds to cultural
ch art ere d by the Regents or the Leg i al a t t: re
postgraduate internships for minority adults
b« cc a l a u re a t e de gr e e s , an d v a.: a t i on a l a p p r e n t i

minority

adults

enrolled

in

cultural

two-

or

institutions
to supp or t
who possess
c e s h i ps f o r

fou~-year

accredited

institutions of higher education.
The proposed one-year
appropriation would support 20 internships at the postgr-aduate
level, 30 vocational apprenticeships and a project coordinator.
(Estimated State cost:
First. year - $435,000: first full year$435,000: fifth year - $0.)
Li brat'ies
To

in relation to
h increased State
a1
stems; prov1 1ng
for increase
use o
ec nclogy for resource
shari
or public librar s stems'
coor
,
1teracy services, and
paren c 1
programs
E-1/89)

im

amend

the

Education

Law

This bill -..,ould amend §§271, 273 and 285 of the Education
Law to allocate funds for regional automation programs more
equitably among the nine regions; to increase State aid for
coordinated outreach services programs, the adult literacy
services program, and lifelong literacy programs: and to provide
a10 for
technical assistance and administration of
outreach/literacy programs. The bi:l would also increase aid for
parent and child programs, blino and physically handicapped
services, and increase aid to the central library, public library
system, school library system, hospital library syst~m, and
reference and research library resource systems.
(Estimated
State cost:
First year - $28,700,800: first full year$28,700,800: fifth year - $27,625,800.)

!f/31

.
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Museums
CE-2

To

orovide

State

aid

to

museums

and other

institutions for: ~Jucatlona.1 aervice!'s provl<led 'to
sdlool student:; ?CE-i? a-})
"

This bill would authorize the payment of State aid to
museums, historical aocietie~ and other cultural ~d~cational
institutions fo~ the provision of educational services to school
students.
(E:stimated State cost:
First year-;-- $4,200,000; fin.t
full year - $6,700,000; fifth year - $6,700,000.)
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DUE:
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Regents Te~tl~ony

Enclosed please find a draft of the Regents Testimony. I was not
successful in reaching you by phone to discuss this further prior
to .., .. it:l:.ng th1s draft.

I did Include the ideas we had mentioned at the last meeting of
the Board or Directors. The only item I added is about unlicensed personnel and intravenous therapy.

This draft takes approximately eight minutes to read. There is a
strict ten-minute limit for oral presentations. The Regents
suggest allowing some time for discussion with members of the
Board of' ~gents within the ten minute t.ime limit.
At 3:30 p.m. today, I received the Preliminary Summaries of the
Regents' Legislative Proposals for 1990. I believe we may want
to change this drart to include co~ments on some of their proposals. If you vish to revise this testimony, please let me know
immediately so that the copies can be delivered by the deadline
:, e x t Wed n es d a y , Au g u s t 3 0 , , 9 8 9 •
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Good morning.

I am Dr. Juanita Hunter~ President of the New Yort State-

Nurses As.sociatio'1 and also Clinical Assistant Professor of Nut"sing at the
State University of New York in Buffalo.
1s tht

The New York State Nurses Association

professional assor.iat1on of more than 30,000 Registered Nurses.

We

a~e the oldest and largest nurses association in the country.
I am very pleased to have this opportunity to speak to you this morning

on oehalf of the Board of Directors and our membership about the quality
· TESTIMONY

OF
TffE

NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION

BY
JUANITA K. HUNTER, EdD. RN
TO

THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON

NATURAL RESOURCES, AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH AND ENVIRONMENT
OF THE
U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE. SPACE, AND TECHNOLOGY

June 6, 1988
New York. New York

of nursing car-e.

As a former public health nurse, and

in~,

current role

as project director for a grant funded program which provfdes nursing care
to the homeless, I am acutely aware of the multiple factors which enter in
to assuring quality care to all of our citizens.
The current crisis in health care related to the severe nursing shortage
nationwide gives us a new opportunity to address the mult1p1e factors relater:!
t-0 retention and recruitment of nurses.

The quality of nursing care cansuaers

can expect, now and in the future, is directly related to retention aM recruitment of nurses.
The several causes of the nursing shortage most frequently cite-a are:
1.

Tne lack of standardization of nursing education;

2.

Salaries and benefits which are not comnensurate with nursing ro.l~
responsibilities ancl limited access to higher lifetime earnings;

3.

A lack of control over nursing practice h::ading to job Cf'!'ssatfafac•
tion, job fatigue and burnout; and

4.

Perception of nursing as less attractive or less prestigious th~n
other career opportunities for women.

-1-
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It is dear that the current health care en•,ironrnent severeiy limits
the abflity of registered nurses to provide the high qua l Hy of care needed
by

consumers. The increased demand for nursing care 1s without question

and theJ perform more autonomously in isolated environments.

Substantial.

s.opnisticated clinical judgment and planning are increasingly required in
extended care foc'fl ities and in home health care.

Increasingly, advanced

due to the advances in technology, shorter hospital stays, fricreased pathnt

te-chnologicai s~flls and knowledge of computers are required in heaith cal"!

acutty an~ the increased older, fragile patient popuhtion.

deliver~v.

The more complex

the health care needs, the more skilled nursing care that is needed.

The nursing profession ha.s long been aware that the explosive advances
in science and technology, the dramatic changes in health care delivery systems
and the ch1ngfn9 population demographics call for concomitant changes in
nurs1ng education.

Since 1965, the American Nurses' Association has held

Baccalaureate nursing programs generally include content 1n their

curricula which focus on these areas.

Tebbitt has outlined 10 qualities

which IMke baccalaureate prepared nurses more effective in acute care settings.

I have attached these to my written testimony.
Cost containr!V'nt measures enacted in recent years also have implications
for quality nursing care.

Both federal and state regulatory agencies must

the position thnt the minimum preparation for technical nurses should be

lovk at their procedures for reimbursement to health facilities as they relate

the associate degree 1n nursing and the minimum preparation for professional

to nursing costs and the effect on the compensation of nurses. including

nurses should be the baccalaureate degree in nursing.

salaries and benefits.

Two distinct careers

Historically, shortages of nurses have always been

in nursing based en standardized nursing education systems would diminish

alleviated

confusion on the part of consumers of nursing care.

the relative economic position of nurses when compared to other professions

Further standardized

nursing education would facilitate career mobility for nurses.

Additionally,

this would also decrease eurrent misunderstanding on the part of prospective

students who ~eek nursing careers.

The enactment of such legislation proposed

by the New York State Nurses Association every year since 1976 would address

severa 1 of the areas of concern re 1ated to the nursing short.::.ge.
Roles for baccalaureate prep~red nurses can be differentiated from nurses
prepared in other educatfona1 programs.

Baccalaureate prepared nurses provide

by

improved wages and benefits.

has actua1ly eroded since 1982.

It is important to note that

Despite significant publicity about the

shortage of nurses, nurses' wages increased only 41, on average, in 19-85.
In the "National DRG Nurse Costing Study 11 • data wer-e compiled related
to the cost per case of delivering direct, hands-on nursing care.
reveal which DRG's require the most nursing resources.

The data

(See attachment).

For example, 82.6% of the cost of DRG 1106, coronary bypass with cardiac
catheterization. is for nursing care.

If patient acuity and nursing intensity

grea:er flexibility in meeting the multiple client needs in current and future

were factored into the reimbursement methodology, health far.iHties wou1<i

health care systems.~ They have mere knowledge of complex environments

have more i ncent.i ve to improve nurses' sa lades and benefits.
frameworks must be reviewed.

The r-eillburs~~r:t

Improved compensation pack.ages for rmrse$. wou1d

-2-3-
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make nursing more attractfve and competitive for prospective students and

llli
•

Registered nurses need fecilities to expand the emp1oymen" and utilization

would decrease the numbers of nurses seeking employment outside the nursing

of ancillary personnel to assist in the clinical and non-clinical tasks not

profeu1an.

requiring sophisticated nursing knowledge.

Nvthing 1s more critical to quality patient care than the work environment

for nur'5es. One of the most confusing things for consumers and the most
frustrating misunderstanding for nurses is the rubric which equates health
::are with medical care.

This widely held view denies the interdisciplinary

coordination and collaboration necessary for successful patfent outcomes.

A recent study by Draper found that hospital staff (physicians and nurses)

Provision of these support personn=e1

will pennit registered nurses to carry out those patient care act1vit1es

which are most therapeutic, including; assessment, diagnosis, treatment pianning~
and evaluation.

The nursing care provided is based on the intensity and

complexity of the patient care needed.

Health facilities should also employ unit secretaries on a twenty-four
hour basis.

Evening and night shift nurses are particularly burdened by

interactfon and coord1r'lat1on was the only component that explained variation

time-consuming tasks which secretarial staff could do.

in detth rates 1n the intensive care units of hospitais.

sufficient numbers of personnel f n ancillary departments. such as dietary.

In this study,

There must also be

the m1sp1ul w1 th t..'le significantly lower-than-predicted death rate utilized

housekeeping, transportation and pharmacy.

pt'imny nursing and a support system of mast~r's prepared c1inica1 specialists.

pick up trays from the dietary department or medications from the pharmacy.

In this hospital, surgery was cancelled if adequate numbers of nursing staff
were not available.
&ll hospital care.
hospital care.

It 1s estimated that registered nurses deliver 90% of

Mos.t consumers not needing nursing care do not require

Quality care, then. can only be assured when there are adequate

numbers of well-educated and prepared nurses performing in a care environment

Nurses should not be

asked tG

Nurses should not be expected to take care of housekeeping chor~s on any
shift.

Nurses should not be required to accompany patients to other lat,oratory

or treatment areas unless a patient needs professional nursing assistl~e
off the unit.
Health facilities should increase the utilization of more efficient

where they are provided the support resources. both human and technological,

informational and systems technology to support patie~t care.

to can-y out c011petent nursing measures.

relates to the chronic problem of excessive paperwork required to .t1c~oria,~te

We mu st be very cautious in this tin-ie of nursing shortage and cost contain-

the vast and often duplicative regulatory processes.

This suggeition

All oo1ities :tt-1ated

ment that W! do not utilize unprepared personnel to perfonn nursing functfans

to routine documentation should be reviewed.

beyond their scope of practice and preparation.

has been generated in the current climate of legal protectionism.

This "downsubstitution"

Most of the papt-!rwork unaoubt~1y

However,.

will not solve the nursing shortage, but wi11 havo... the effect of decreasing

the result is often meaningless~ time-consuming routine and repetitiovs

the safety of clients in institutions a· nd lower•",
,,, g t hequality of health

tation.

care cf our citizens.
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Computerized charting and bedside records should be encouraged.
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Access

to patient data on a compute,- could reduce inefficient and time-consuming

te 1e;,heftC!

'

Cl l1 S.

Cc.msv.mers should further be aware that nursing is a highly self-regulating

profession. - Our nursing education programs withstand accreditation i,rocedur@s
and individual nurses are licensed.

Health factlHfes should implement patient acuity classff1catfon systems

The professional association for nurses

(AW\) has d,iveloped standards of nursing practice and a code of ethics.

and utiHie thHI!! systems to determine staffing ratios and assignments of

Continued ~ompetency in nursing is assured through certification, continuing

nuMiing personnel.

education and peer review mechanfsms.

Further, hospitals should close beds to elective admHsfons

Through all of these processes, the

When there are insufficient nursing personnel to provide the intensity of

nursing profession assures the public that we have mechanisms in place for

care required.

ouality control and accountabi11ty for nursing practice.

Iaplementatton of nursing service delivery models that util 1ze and respect
the juttgmer.t of nurse unit managers with regard to staffing and patient c~re

needs: s:hou1d be encouraged. Decentralized nursing service departments and
moctels of shared governance have been

successful in promoting satisfying

pn:rfes:sional nursing practice environments.
The Net York $tate Nur~es Association has, thus, identified several
strategies or solutions which, if implemented9 would assure a steady supply

I wi 11 conclude my testimony with a series of indicators for con~umers
seeking a nursing service model for quality nursing care:

1.

The profession's standards for nursing care are utilized.

2.

The nursing

l.

2.

and benefits comnensurate with education and experience.
3·.

The nursing departme~t

Ancillary personnel are employed in sufficient numbers to carry

out non-nursing functions.
5.

The institution fosters a prtJfessional nursing environ:ner.t Which

encourages:
(a)

clinical career ladders

(b} creative staffing and scheduling

Improving the practice environment for nurses througi increased

(c)

continuing education and staff deve1oi,ment pN.;r.,ms

;rrofessional autonOffly in decision making and increasing authority

(d)

comprehensive patient teaching prcgr~ms

of nurses over nursing practice.
4.

1dent1ffed to the consumer

evaluates patient outcomes.

Standardh':atfon of nursing education for two careers i1: nurshlg,

Improv1ng economic rewards for nvrses through increased salaries

are clearly

3. Quality assurance mechanisms are in place.

4.

ttie basis. of the most rational and logicc1l career ladder for nurses.

provided

in the hospital literature and in the billing process.

of professional nurses to meet the current and future needs of consumers.

These inc1ude:

services

Enr.andng the image of nursing as a lifetime career for prospective

nursing students and consumers.
-6-
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- 10 Qualities Prepare BSN Nurses
For Acute Care, Director _Says
{e)

shared governance

(f)

professiorial identity

(g)

nursing scholarship and research

(h}

6.

Cr.;1<luate!I oi ba~c.al:nirc:u:c nurn•
mi prot,r;m~ exhibit iO quJlit_tes
that mJke them tspc:d.1llr etkcnvc
in icute ca re ho!>pttah,, accotdmg to

B..uh.u~ Vdk Tebbm, RN, t.enior
,uwc:u!e dm:uor and directot of

col!JllUnity involvement

A patient acuity classification system is 1n place to determine
staffing ne-eds.

Policies are in place to close beds when there

are insufficient nurses to provide qua 1ity care.

7. The compensation and benefit package is sufficient to support a
pf'Ofessional identity and retain nurses in the system.

8. The Chief Nurse Executive has advanced preparation for a role in
finaru:e, management, organizational leadership and pol icy development?
Though certainly this is not an exhaustive list of all possible quality indica-

tors for nursing, we believe if these concepts were implemented, consumers
could be assured of qua 1ity nursing care.

Thank you for the opportunity to share with you the views of the New
York State Nurses Association.

i would be pleased to answer any questions.

nur!'.tnt servu:c, ilt rhe University
of Minnesota Hosptuls and Clinics.

Tebbm described the knowlt.>dge

ar:d ~k,lls. of BSN nurses in testimony bdore tbc Notth DakotJ Board
of Nursing .n .a hearing in Bismarck
Oc, tl Tl1e he,:uing w.1s the first of
nine conducted in ctties across the
s;r:ae to gJther information in prepu.:inon for decalons about proposed rules .tnd regul.itions affect•
ing the edw::.1tion and licensing o(
rcgisierea nurses and licensed ptactk.,l nurses. {See story on page I.)
Tebbitt, who beads a t,;t.aff of
l 800 nurses and administers an
a~nual budget of $68 miJlion, :;aid
that the list identifies skills and
'
knowledge she needs from ~ew
graduates in the "rapidly cb:rngmg,
technology driven" acute care setting. She described the following

list as "a synopsis of the thoughts,

opinions and beliefs of the 44 head
nurses at the University of Minne·
sou Hospitals and Clinics."

. The bead nurses pcrceiYe that
baccalaureate prepared nurses:

more comprehensive
understanding of the nursing
e Exhibit

process, particularly as~cssment
and documentation. ThlS relates
directly 10 patient care ~ctivitics

which are most therapeuuc to the
presenting condition.
_

• Demonstrate better patient

reaching skills in assessing n;~ds

and setting priorities for teachlng
because they have a b.Jsic under•
standing of the teaching/le,1Tning
process. Setting priont1es t~ re•
spond to p:nicnt le~rnmg·re.Jdincss
is a key factor for effc:::tivc and
efficient patient care since tbe
length of st.:1 y i11 ho5pttJ.h h.u decreased.
·
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lions to the t~m and ulrun.n~lr tJ)
the pl.Jr; oi enc for tbe patient.
• H;1ve: incrcucd abilitY t0 cm>ccptuaHzc, sobc problems .and
make dccisia_!11_~y being .!bk w se
beyond dinical/pbysiat manifs..
tations and to incorpoute a mtm

• Appear to h.1ve broader expo-

sure to concepts of primary nursing, standardized care plans, nursing diagnosis or nursing problems.
Thes~ arc essenti21 elements for
continuity of cate in light of the

increased intensity and complexity
of patient care needs.
·
. • Demonstrate better under•
standing of basic sciences (p.uticubrly chemistry) and ph;irmaccutics. After penetrating each orifice,
organ and vessel, science is now
combining pharmaceutic.ils for

comprehensive, hohstic view. This

includes the integration of tltt ccncepu mentioned e:trlicr,
• H:avc more exposure m leadtt·
ship theory .and pnpu;tion for~
ch~rge nurse rote or 1tton1

nuue role 1.nd are able a> _giy::
direction to otben.
•
Tebbitt ticed two .additimttl

treatment. The profession.al nunc
needs to know what is happening,
what is causing th.it response and
why, and then take appropriate action.
o Are aw11re Cif underlying con-

qu:aJities of BSN prepared tnUiel
which, she said, c.onttibute to their

cffectivcneu in the work ..et:ti:nJ:
the" h.i:vc better ~crba1 a.mi
co~municadon wlh 2nd .u?: ;abl:
to dul wuh dun~ .and eontli=tm

cepts of care th11t c:an be transferred
or modified, .1ltbough their technical ,md patient comfort skills are
initially underdeveloped. The b.'.lc•
calaure.ae nurse does not rely on
"rote" skills but on knowledge
bases and le:uns quickly. However,
it is imp~t.ative th:1t technical .and
clinical skills continue to be addressed by baccal.:aureate progr,uns.
• Have experience in community health which btings insight .:ind
resources to the discharge planning
process. Again, this is :m import.mt

Oe:dblc, objec.nvc :an.d l~ biased

w~y:s

"flve ye.an a,co this d i f f ~
don wu not s.o .-,~rct)t," T~bbi:t
sald. "Cr.adu.1te! of lm:al.nu:=c
progr.:uns in nuntng have progr&
sivcly improve.d .in the ar:.:s i.d:Jltified. ·• Tcbbiu s.:u.d she: betu:v~ the
haccl:&urut.e b ePCntul tti the
.1chievemcnt of the gmls oi prok:5sioll.':l l ou:s.es.
Tebbm. who. b.olds .: m:stet'1

element in light of decre.ued inp.a-

tient days and increased rcferr.:ats to
outpatient facilities .md communi-

ry agencies.
• Are more comforuble involv-

degree, s;aid t.b~t .as .. nurs.e .ex~-

ttvc sht his empkry~.d regu.~d

l

nuucs :and Hctns~J.J pr:.~:i.:.;J

rwtk'S

for the ~n 17 ye.1:s it:l utb:ln

and n:r-,l settings. Sht: w::s .;ippoi:i?ing families 1n care and denning
cd h, th~ governor (;;t Minn~~ u.:
approprfate puJmcters for tb.u inchlir
a 17-membcr ~k for~t on
volvement since m.:rny h.1vc been 1
nursing :ecrnittti~h.t. tttlli:;i::ion
introdu.:cd to :he scl1-c.1re frame- l
.and :t?Ulti-l>n. She cummdy d:,ai'rs
work, which pl.lees resp0Mib1lity \ a 15-m,i:m~t work Jtet:p for ree
for ccruin cJre beh:iv1ots on P.,·
Nation.1! C.ommi$$rc.n on ~.;ur~ing
tien:s and famihes. These ~c,ivicics
lmpkmeritnitm Prort.:t. She :s .s
ofrcn rel.He to behaviors required
mcm~t of t~c Co:.:ncH on P~tkr.t
after disch.u_gc.
Strvi.-::1.:s M th.: Am<:m:-2:'l Ht.)S-;"!1t.2l
• Rcl.ne in .1 more co!hh-Orattve
AsSfX:i.:,tion, .:i n,('mber cf the ho~:d
m3nner with other hcJ!:h cJre prol>! ,l:rtc:ors o! tht Arrr-'!n~~n. JourfessionJls. They arc ori.::mtd to .1n
~.:.i of Nul'$ing Comp,H1y l~<l
interdisdplinuy ph,!o~<:iphy notirt;;
the importJncc of their tcnmbu•

Reprinted frc:n:The ~-,.erican i:urse. \~cl. 17, ~c .. 10
r
{Decen-.ber 1985) , p. 3
L,

memtx:r of the ~re ot th~ Amcnc.2n Or;.rn11:iw,t: ot Nur,.e £xec,u-
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,uo

' ..• i . (

Major reconstruetlve vascuiar procedure-& withoot pump

$1,497.68

(patient over 70)

$1,492.18

,.,, 462

••-

L, · ·

Specific cerebrovascular disorders, except transient
llchemlc attacks

s1.01s.1s

'

-

$865.85

Simple pneumonia or pleurisy (patient over

$780.05 -.

69)

ClrculatorJdiscrderswlth acute myocardial infarction and .
• without compllcationS
.·•

· Other cirdlovascular or thorac.lc procedures

127

17 4

.

:. :

· ·. · -,

... r '"·.~ -

, ..

:

•.. , -...

, .• • J

· · · ·. '· p.o

.. ·:
_.;,. ..• '. 16.6
•:· 58.4 . ·,_,,
.

. '

_·:;; •·-· .•

; . ·,.63.7

:::-,.,L.. . .

, _,·f ·.:: '.· .:;. ·'
·:<•83.1 ; :.~,; -tt· 8.2

:'t68:s ".':; ,,r;:. ; :'

r.:•:::-:~~~

$728.60 ·-· \

$720.86

.· .. · ~:~:.~ :-..·/-::' .. o ,

64.9 ·

· · . 8.1

$710.31 -·:~>-:-79.6 :· ·. :·::1.4
- ... ; .:- .

. $670.13
".-

:'. :- .

,.:1_-:..

/~:-,._66.9
• ·• ·:: :~·,. :·. t

..

· _. .. 7.7
.· ·· S.2

·..- ,. - .

Chroruc obstructive pulmonary disease

$569.97 . ~. :' ; 66.0

Gastrointestinal ~emorrhage (patient over 69)

$565.75 _ ...c /~·-6~ ... :

8.0 ·

i

6.9

. . . \,'. :-: : : : , .": •. ·J

_ ' ~ e : " ' ~ S,.stecm<J Cori>., 2986

CrllChel ty

Heipttols Novf>.mber 5. 1Q86

-~- r

. . .-.-:.

: • ._., 13.2 . _ : ..

.'iJ~~?:9 ~-/\~_-,/~:f2_

~art failure1snock

,

·::\

.·•

;.:.,:,,-~:-;·.=.::: ·:::''.'f, •

$748.93

.:< . ,···.

Nutrltiooal/miscellaneous metabolic disOrders (patient
over 59)

.

.a.·

-.u{f~1;,~:.~\ ·.,:-:-;.~·\. _, _:

Ma}or Joint and limb reattachment procedures

Respiratory neoj)lasms

>...

•

.. , .... ·.: .•

. ·"!;• 67.8

209

69)

, •.

~r·.ss.o .-.. ~•i4:2
· '., 3 ·d)t-"_::-·_'..•,·, -.;-:•_,.,

$1,195.70 -.

$91 7.97

296

.-·. -~ :i \ ·_.; ~-

.-f:;:.~· :: .(!:• -~·- ·r·

.. ~.:

Psychoses
\

108

'/:' __ ; t4.8 . ;; ':,1

;·:.~.'!:

Hip and femur procedures, except majQI' joints (patient
over 90)
- ., ..

Kidney/urinary tract infections (patient over

:::-. ••. •• .

t

,

·,_. .,

.. 15,l

~:-;,;55.2 ; '.~.--,-<21.7

,430

82

.............-f .. ,-!,.,,.::--;:

•"

$981.61,

320

.-

•

Septlcemia(patientover 17}

122

,>:

·.}}_)5.0 _·,

416

89

·.. 16,8

,'';'-':

7

• complications

: :210

:

$1.~~:4}1 ···\{}!~i~:-//'..-~/i:i:_~,--·

Rehabllltatlon
0

-~:~~:"· :~

4.

.

~-:~ -.

'.'.18.6

.

. '·J)';.

$1,262.19

: '.· .. i2"t .';, '.c1~~latory dlsord ers with acute myocardial lnfarction and
·'

·:~•.-_~·,.I ;• ~,·

$1,263.49 . <'f::10.4'

. Ma)or small and large bowel procedures (patient over 69)

: :~- 15.7

.;.82,6';!,i,

$1.547 ..SO

Coronary bypass with cardtao eatheteri:atlon

'.' '' t ·. Cranlotomy (patient over 17). except for trauma .
:,.t'.14&

c:omponant , I.OS (days)

c:ost ~•r cHe

Description
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3626
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STATEH£MT OF DR, JUAKITA K. HUNTER

Dr. HUNTER.

3627

aonc@xn of oux quality care is one of the primary factors

36aa I

thllt is lea.ding many nurses out 0£ institutions tod-sy. and

36i9

ns Dr. Sherman says, he gets oalls from hi~ aolleagues a~out

3630

their oonoerns.

3631

conoe:r:ns, about what is happening within institut::ions ana

3632

why th~y :£eel they can no longer woxk in raa.jor inst.it:11.t.icns

3633

because of the shortage of nurses, lack o;£ salaries,

(

3636

the care of clients.

3637

In some, I believe thay're vezy coneaxn•d abo~t the

"The transcripts of those hearings ron~ncted by the

3639

consumers.

recoro inserted at that pl~ce requested. or at

3640

the ood of the record, as appropnate.

"Any requests by those Memben, sta.ff_or idtness_es
fo cornet a,iy crron. (!tkeT than_ er:rors
transcn.ption, or di~ted errors m tm:nsmptimi. 1mil be append·
ed u, the record. anil t1u? a1Jpropriate place 1~•here the
dmnge i-: requested ui1l be footnoted. (EmphasLS added.)
"Prior to approval by lhe Chairman. of hearin~ con-

ductl:'d jointly \\;th another Con~ss1~mal committee,
a memc,nmdum of undE>rstanding \\-ill be l'repared
which inrorporates an agreement for the pubhcat1on of

the veroatim transcript."
Ir any other change i,; deemed ~ecessary, a "'Titten

=~
.wttsrrtee•
. .
~ a l Reseafti, '"":.toemenl
,iiaHOBA2

_

ffas.>i~t.cn, nc 20515

Tte;t.o.-:t:; (ZO!) 226 • 6sro
Please retum within 5 working days.

.hetiilWilf!!!

out because I'm endangering my license and I'n andangezing

qual~ty of care.

for the

I too get calls £ro11 n.y colleagues about

3635

3638

C.ommittee which are decided to oo pn:1ted ·will be
publis.'ied in ve.:rbatim fom1, with the material reques"..ed

Lat me start by saying that I think th•

of the working environment and they simply say I aust ga~

Testimony given by you ~fore the C?mm~ttee
appears in the attached tY1,ew-r:itte:1 tra.ngrnrL . o~mitwe rules require tho pubhcat1on of .a verba_tun
transcript. Please attach a!l request('d mfonnat1on,
preferably in l\."})ewritten form, to the pror,er P:£:':.
~
8, within five working- days, and return. 1mm ta

Iy .so that this information may appear m the final
printed Vt)!ume,
Ruic 23 of the Committee Rules Governing Procedure
st.'ltes:

155

We're also concerned about anpower~ng

Having had a pe.tsonal exp~rience iayuilf 1:ithin t.h• lllSt

3641

~ew years, I can appreciate the anger ~nd the hostility ei

3642

those persons this morning who talk&d about how awful it

3643

when you t:q• to n&gotiate th,~ syst~m and soflleon• says -to Y<>~

3644

what are you trying to do.

3645
3646
3647

decisions about your care.
Thie CHAIR:-IAM,

All you•r~ t:tying to cl<> is

l

PAGE

MAHE: HSY158040
JU1t£2 HSY.1580'10

i 56

!6~9

in a way thatts intelligible to the~, understandable and

3650

access.U,.le.
D~. HUMTtl.

<

The. CUAIRMAN.

3£.14
367S

be

.
The situation
now

1· n "'ew York STatQ W1H1ld
n

that nu rsing education is not standatd?
Dr, HUNTER.

3&76

correot.

Multiple entry levels into the

profession and also there is no

t a consistent use o: th•

I think irom 2 prosp4otives whioh I'm going

3677

Mumbar: 1 is--when we talk about aedical c,u:a. i

3678

don their eduoation and,oz
nura~s within institutions b ase

think it's iraportant to i:amember that we're basically

3&79

p:x:eparation.

3651.1

talking about physioian oare.

3680

3655

health oare. we•,:~ talking about a oollabor:ative

3681

3656

relationship between health pzoviders.

368?,

S6S t
3652

t:o approach.

3657

(

:?lGf

i 57

When we're talking about

The fact that most people enter institutions to receive

k environ~ent ~h1ch

The other point is to change that wor.

~entioned before which is causing
is another. factor that I•~
the exodus of nu~~es out of institutions.
If we aan success£ully change

3683

practiea anvii:onaant.
th. ~t
•

t in. whioh nu1:ses ean pi:ac:t.ic•

3658

nursing care indicates that i:eally are talking about a

3684

you will provide an anvironmen

36:59

broader ptospective and that a lot of the focus on quality

3685

the

3660

and getting information to consumers should be focused on

3686

atient because the patient will be getting the
empower the P

l661

the nurse because it is indeed the nurse who in many

3662

instances is the first person that the o1ient sees and the

3663

last pexson a client sees ~hen hear she is leaving the

366 ...

hospital in relation to going home.

3665

How do I tie thal in to getting information to the

3666

consum~rs--one of our najor focuses over the last 20 years

3667

has been to standardize nursing education because studies

3'66S

hav~ indicated that the nurse who is better prepared is

3669'

bettex able to teach the client, is better able to provide

36'70

that continuity of care, has had the preparation which

3671

allow~ her to deal with families and/or group of people and

3672

also this individual is bettQr able to teach the client so

3673

that client can indeed ll~ empowered.

.

(

W ay

they had been taught to practice.

This .in turn vill

3687

3688
3689
3690
3691

3692

about in school but in assenca,

3694

institutions.

3695

collaborate.

am\
3696
3697

the~@ is v~ty little

Af~ssio~als in atuc~t~~n9l
aJllong Pr ..,,
""
interchange ot: discussion
we need to teach ou~ stud•nts how to

It has been demonsttated that in 1nst1tutio~s,
~h~sici3ns and n~rs~s do not
pat:ticula:rlY I CUs wh e:rQ •· ,

\

.

..'(/£/ !ll(j
)UJlJ;:
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3'700

together, how to collaotivaly d.1%ect the en,u:gies toYatds

3.701

pat.itint care.

a1oa

159

One final point is that the:re have baen studies im:Ucat.ln~,

(

that thare at~ hospitals a~ound the oountxy which ~o indeed
provid~ that model environment which enhances the bettex

Ttom an organizational prospective. oux association has

3703

directed itself this year towa..rds developing oonsum&z:

3704

advi11ory councils across th0 state.

We also_ havQ a consmuu:

pati.ent caro.

3728

of nuzses, therefore you get bQtter quality oare. the~a£o%a

3729

you g@t mot@ empowered consumers.

3730

3705 · advi!iory council 1dthin our state !structure with objectives

Therefore you get a mo:re stable wn~k foxee

3727

The CHAIRMAN.

I will stop there.

I want to thank you very auch ioz: that :~na

testimony.

3706

:tala.tad to helping us develop any plans that we implement in

3731

3707

:a:a1at1on to h!!alth ou:e because we do balieve that the

3732

3708

consumei: !lust in fact be involved in any kind of planning.

3733

President for.: the Hedical Cas~ Hix and Utilization

3734

Hnnagement of the Hew YOrk City Health and Hospitai

Cor.poration.

3709

On~ final point I want to make out the better prepared

37t0

nurs11 or: the nurse who has that broad base of education,

3735

371 l

particu.la:z:ly

baocalau:reate education, we

3736

3712

teach ou~ students that in utilizing the nursing p:rocess.

3713

they involve the client in decision making from the

· 17114

b•ginning to the end of that cate.

In other words, any plan that you develop for car.:ing for

1715
3716

:ft:0111 those :f:rom

that patient includes the patient as fa~ as decision making.

Then. one other.: thing that probably could be helped in

3717

.

17181

te~as of evaluating the care is--you probably need to do some

3719

si21ple evaluations when people go hoiue, in ter.:ms of ho-..: was

372.0

the nursing service, wexe you plensed with the service--we do

3121

all kinds 0£ informal survays when we

372i

ins~itutions.

3723

ran.den, sui:ve:y.s.

go

to hotels and other

Thete would be nothing wrong with doing some

(

3737

I

Mow ua'll hear.: from Ms. Susan G. J1ai:tin: Assist.ant Vice

Chat 'With us' info::r.mally for 5 or 6 ninutes.

some questions for you later,

Ila• 11. l"•.ava

.
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1423&

1

1'hfl CffAI:JUtA)L

ht:11z1n9 11 I

I t would ,aake :foi: a ao:r:e intai:es ting

had some sha:r:p dif;fei;enoes of disagt:&eiu~nt

:In addressing the topic o.f. cor.su1u1r infd::mat.ion on 1,.1 ,e

you state that the trustee oj a hospital sexvn~. an a link tc

the co.nuaun,ttu.
r

that
-a·y
or·
... ay no.1.·i: -..
'"
.
'"
.,e t ·rue.

~,ete on a pedestal.
rather distant and sort oi• up ~h

You ~ay the trustee is a consumer of health oare
You ?11aan

truste&. that as txusteas they 1 re oonsume~s of health care
ci2q6

scu:viees.
tts. DYE.

Let's :£01:get about the trustee who becomes

Q24~

a patient ~x: pxospectiva pnti·•n~.
-

42:SO

hos?ital trustees as trustees a ..... """' he.,..lth
..
consume:rs?
J'l:::.. DYE.

You're suggesting that

They are consumers in the sense that they have

the. link to Un~ conuuuni ty t""'
v
as.:u
4
.....
c
the quality 0£ patient
112.5·3

ca:r:a.

:.etvices.

They•xe i-".vidual~ who come into the institution

more as ~Jnsumers than as professionals, who volunteer.
'Ih@ CHAilUfAN.

The iirst ct:iteria you mentioned uas that

the trustees have to p~otact the ... inan~ 1·~1
n
and p:z:ofessional
-

~257

integrity of the hospital.

4258

to that function.

V

That isn't much consumer quality

Let's assume that the t~ustAA 1.·s a consumer of health care

Trustees generally at:en • t licensed hl'lalth

They' re lawyu:s and bus1nes;;me~. consu.iuu:.

4261

pr(>fessionals.

4%6~t

civic organizational leaders.

· q26S

4264
4265

4267
qz68

4269

:nut -they

Wh~ch is good.

aren't tzntned health professionals.
I

presutn@

when you prepai:a in_iorruation :fo:r: your t:ru.st.&es

~t•s designed foL a substantially lay audience?
Ms. DYE,

Absolutely,

The CHAIRM:Alf.

Why is that in:£0:c:mation not: app:ro_priata:

dissemination to health consumexs, to possible patiants?

11s. DYE.

I'm not suggesting it'~ not.

I think ve slrnuld

4270

use the trustees as an example of the kinds o:f qucest:.icns

lf271

that we assume should be asked.

lJ272

question first.

I nenn both.

The C!UIRHAM.

ql5t

.

I susp<&ct in ~-

lot oi h~spitals, the community perceives trustees as b~ing

serviees--you don't ftean when they get sick,

.

184

you, b~t I have none and that's very distEhssing to ~e.
4238

·.

You have -t;.o sta?:t lil.i-th a

Giving someone iniox:..aation doesn't :,:resuJul

that you'i:e-4274

l

The CHAIRHAH.

The person is going to asl! is this

h~spital1·

4275

capable of delive:c.ing me_qual1-ty health cai:&, and .is th.is

4:276

health practitionex capable of taking cax& 0£ ~•-

l

I

lf277

4278

developing a methodology oi daliv~::ing knowlt;,dge to

4279

who are admittedly lay paopla.

4280

information that trustaes ftQ~d to play th~i~ rolQ as

f
f;

trustees in making sure that the hospital st~•rs

st:~ight

I

I
l

lJ282

p~rtl

I

Ms.

DYE.

Uithin th~ structur~ th~t

havr

in pl~c~.

of which has to do ~ith confidtnti~lity and iu& proe~ss. I

l

I
1
j

I

-:a,

ta86

1:12.87

PAGE

vould say that informbtion should be ~ade available.
the CHAill.r.AM.

I

.supposo we ':ce going to have· to considiu:

-the qi.iestion ot confidentinlity,
has xeigned suprene and the physician's right ~o p~lvacy has

428!11

•u9CI

i:eii;ned.supreme.

i

I

r.ut I $tippose our society may be coming to the pQint whei:)

43 l

·,

01

Ms. DYE.

187

I thin~ this state lends the nation on

43p.

identifying fox thQ puhlie where thexe's inoidenca• in

~~,:

institut~-0ns and making that ~ublic.

43.13

ti:ur; tees, this is the one state wher0 t:he oha.raotar: and

lj

3 1 ij

q315

on

behalf of tha

~ompetenoe of tha t~ustee oan he questioned on the hasis of
what's happened at that institution.

ilZ!ll

if th~to 1 s either a physician or a hospital that is involved

ll316

429)

~2931

in this @xplosion of 1at.rogenesis, that mayba wa havQ to bit

tf 3 i7

there axe 2 other factors that we have to re~ember when wa

the bull.at and say in a oase like that where therets

tf318

talk about individual hospital data.

4294

evidence of a whole systamatio pattern of incompetence and

4319

One is patient confidentiality.

ii!?95

negligence i:lnd substanda:r:d health se.tvices delivery, maybe

q3zo

about the r~lease of information, about hospitals and

Q21i

the right of th~ public to know takes precedence over the

4321

physicians to worry in tha conversations about thei% due

4297

Iight 0£ the hospital or the practitioner to privacy and

I.J322

process and their confidentiality but

4298

con£~dent1ality.

q3z3

the patient and his or he~ tight to con£idQnt1alitY and

ti324

dependent upon the number of incidences or the physician or

1.J325

the kind of care, that rnay impnct on informati~n about a

q3z7

communities where people can track nnd figure out uha thG

I.J328

family or patient is.

ffs ..

DYE.

What we're dealing with is at what point we

4300

wou1d have enough knowledge and enough to base a decision on

q301

where we can go publi~ with that.

1
q3ozs

The CKAIRMAK.

Ii there's a hospital that has a whole

Ms. SCAHLAH.

Can I

jump in for one moment ~ecause

We tend when we talX

l.l&

can't fcrset about

Q303

str@a~ of iatrogenic incidents. or a practitioner. I

43oi:,

you would agr&e the public has a right to know about that in

4329

ma~ing those choices.

4330

Let's say in a small conu11unity

4331

Doe or Mary Roe as the nanP- for: that patio.n't,

the line is probably drawn to protect tha hospital or the

S..332

:£igu::e i t out.

institution from puhlic scrutiny wherQ there's one isolated

1,333

dozen Joe DoEs and Mary Ro•~- I

4334

point ta which the public would claAtlY pr~vail in st~Etift9

tJ3osi
Cf30!if

4307

think

Kov the question is vhere do we d=aw the line, and I think

The CHAIRHAM.
iJhQ:t@

'lVQn

if yo\l put ,'John
t,(!l.•'.lPlC!

Supposing th,'!'t~ at~ a do:::e:n in<: ld4'f:t.S ~.-nd

A

think you ~•Y c6A@ t o •

KJ.l'U:;: HSrt58040

~335

433&

PASE

188

ns.

scanLAH.

I agre~ with you, provid4d that thQ 01v11

qs37

zi9hts of the individual patients are gu~~ded.

ij338

th.at the physician thnt you want to take away his licl!lns.Q oz

q339

th~ hospital that you want to olos~ is one that is ~xying a

•340

new e~perimental dzug in regard$ to AIDS patient and in Jact

~3~1

~hey~re hilkinp those patients.

4342:

doYn. but yet the names of the patients or tha patients

Vhat happ&ns

ns. ~CAXLAH.
4347

ca%eiul 0£.

I

q3q9

tven if you used Joe Roe o~ Hary Roa?

That's the balance that we have to be

We can't assume that the answer is either

in thQ direction of the patient's confidentiality or the

everything public no matter what.

ns.
4353

SC~HtAN.

The last piece I think is important is as we

thQ chi6f op~rating oificer, and executive officers of
hospitals ~valuat~ info~mation and we release it to the

tl3S6

public, we have to look lor comparability of data.

q357

to look at hospit~l X and the data that it releases when

We have

think it's

I'm impressed about how iauoh thi!! h!l~pH:;a.l.s;

now interested in the con:Udantialit:.y issue llhen for

The CHAIRH.IU{.

Y!!a.l:1-

The :£act that they :r::ecogni2e that th~::a •.s

4369

halnncing act to be done in the case that they're ~oving

4370

away from absolute confidentiality no matte~ what.

4 371

Mr. RASKE.

It's called market pressur~s.

4372

Dr. LE\'IH.

There is a--DRGs aze v~n:y helpful to us

4373

consumers, the peopl~ I represent because i t revealed th&

4374

level of iatrogenic a£:foct--data emerg.ed out 0£ the DR.G

4375

p:cocess--quite accidently perhaps but there it was.

~376

sort o:E interesting to use that as a data bas,; io:t lll~k::.-n9

4377

some judgments about the quality 0£ nedical eaza.

That in faet it's comparable, so that consumsrs

f

rtss

With regard to pz:otocols and cu:@, I. thl.nJ: lt 's a gce,d
420 pl~s ~l&s.

4379

idea--theze's a care protocol for eve~y nlG.

4380

There could also b~ a hazards protocol assoc1~t~d wi~h 6~eh

4381

of the peer protocols.

4382

eo=paxed against data £rom hospital Y, makes sense in a
co•pazison.

with ways of doing that comparably, but I

4378

look at individual inioxmation and as trust~es evaluate and

Q3SS

4362

tJ368

institution's. or in the direction of always making
'+351

I believe we can ootF,e up l

&nd years it never bothered them.

agtee that it's a very tight balance.

The CHAIRHAN.

It also is a tight balance act.

11366

And they should b~ olosed

the publicity.
The CHAIRMAN.

ll 361

Dr. LEVIH.

thea~elves could he discoverable the way you go about doing

~344

I

and all of us axe not misled in the use of the data.

a p%ocass thnt would close down that institution.

w•

4383

the care of this particular cond1t1on.

c~n st~t1st1cally

I.J384

know we're going to have a high probability of~ bco-hco

Hlffl f .ISY t ssoi.o

43&51

PAGE

h•x• and here.

l90

That 1nfo:tJijat1on could be supplied to th!!

1.1386-

patient on entry to that hospital.

Here is your cazQ

tJ387

protocol and hnte is what you can get in the u~1 ol troubl~.
And heze is vha you as an individual can do to reduce the

Kitt£:

4tilOII
ijl,l,

1+412!

f.l391

£t:ame.

Those are very constructive possibilities int6rnal to the
q393

hospital.

Mow Lo ad vance d awry oi data that will help

£ilter out some of the things thnt could have bQen avoided
q:395

;in

4397

hospital's a disaste~·area or people going to a hospital

4398

because it's record is so attractive.

What kind of infotmation should we o£fez?

4399

Q41&

4400

OTA's prescription is superb. I think you can break ti down

4qo1l

•~ very specific, distant
furthet and bettin to bui'ld -~o•e

qqoz

warning signal data and that's what ~e•ze after initially.

qq03

Aight now W& van~ to protect the public at the grossest

4418
4419

I ~ould say strQngthen the muscle of your
comm'unity--soru~one sai.d you can't have a policeman in every
:rool'll.

You can 1 t.

What we hava to do is nurture and

stxengthen the ~uscle of that co~munity in terms of its
existing,

organizations. particularly in its

i agree with everything that you say and I
You must admi~ he

showed a little movement.
I always take a black and whLt~ position

because we don't have time to make shndes of gray.

The CHAIRMAN.
Dr. LEVIN.

In my business we havo to.

In youx: business you do, and I think iPs

important to point out that Dr. Sherman and organi2ed
4422

ThA CHAIRHJUL

Making a lot o:£ moves in a lo-t: o:f d:i.:He:ti)nt.!

I

directions and there 9 s a lot more give and take.

4425

more forthcoming attitude than you would hav& dr~a3Qd

4426

possible

as

1

l

I

medicine 1s making a move.

q424

We have

little as 5 years ago.

4427
4428

4429
Q405

agree with anything Dr. Sharman said, but you ~ouldn•t

Dr. LEYIH.

4423

I think the

I think this has been a very productive session. I didn'~

agreed uith everything Dr, Sherman said.

People not g~tting to that hospital because they know the

Q3.96

advocacy areas.

Th& CHAIRMAN.

4420

the :Uz:st place.

191

4413

liJleliliood of those so-called untoward 0vents ocaurring,

particularly those that are management within the hospltal

PlClt

KSY15S040

4430

vex:y greedy, too.

change, and it is in the wind, thQY want ~or~ or it ~nd they
want it faster.

I

f

Ii

443i

I

ll432

4433

Once they smell tna possibility cf

worV. to be dona.

!

t
l
-t¢l

i
I

II
It

res/;ir;ofJ;e:]
!f/t1
MAME: HSYl58040
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ttlJ3S

any of these gl':oups that want soA& ass1stance Iz:011 the

4426

consumer side,

q437

telophone number and you call us.

4438

troops to help push, facilit~te this goal.

"'it'll 91ve 1t

qq39

The CHAIRHAH.

qqqo

Dr. LEVIH,

-t}HU't..

!. 1 11 giva you my

w~~11 ~e there with our

~o any of you want to r&spond to Dr. Levin?

Anybody want my telephon@ number?

The CHAIRHAH.
Ms. LIYEO.

t;Q

L@t me just dls~iss the panel and--

I would lik~ them to hear what I have to say.

The CHAIRHAH.

Let

ffi@

thank this panel.

lny o! you who

q44q

want to hear ns. Rose lnn Liveo, president of SHAME, you're

4445

welcome to do so.

4q46

you'd liKe to liberate yourself and go home and

4447

wives and ~ids, I will reiterate my thanks for your very

4448

constructive, £orthcoming testimony.

4449
4450

But you've been hera ma, 1 hours and if
SQe

your

How, we'll recognize Hs. Rose Ann Liveo, president of
SHAME, for 5 minutes.

r

Good ioorrring.

am Or. Juanita 1-lunter, President of the New York

State Nurses Association. the professiorial association of more than

30~000 Registered Nurses in New York State.

I am also Clinical Asst.stint

Profe5sor .of Nur.sing at the State University of New York., here 1n Buffalo.
I am pleased to have this opportunity to speak to you on behalf of

STATEMENT

the Board of Directors and our membership about the finding5 ar.d rec0111-
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mendatfons of the Hea 1th Department's Labor - Health Industrt Task Force
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ON
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May 6, 1988

Buffalo, New York
,

'

on Health Personnel.

The Association understands and shares the conums

of the Health Department for the adequate provision of heclth care s~rvice.s

to the people of New York and for the supply of health care personnel.
including nurses.

As a former public health nurse, and in my current role as projt=ct
director for a grant funded program which provides nursing care to the

homeless, I am acutely aware of the multiple factors which mu~t be
addressed

by both

government and health care providers to ensure a wide

range of health care services for all our citizens.
The current imbalance between supply and demand o-r professional
nurses occurs at a time when the number of employed nurses is t~ gr~.at-

est in all history.

Between 1977 and 1984 alone. there was ar; ioc~ase

of 55% in th~ number of nurses nationwide, as compared to only a:1 St
increase in the population.

{1)

Not only is the aggte~te numbei' of

nurses higher, but the rate of labor force particip~tion of r,:urs~ 'is
one of the highest among workers in predominantly fema1e ix:cupatfons..

Almost

ao:

of registered nurses are activ~ly employed fu11 or part

time. ( 2)
The reasons for the increased demand for re~istered nurses inch1de

the foHowing:

addresses the working conditions of nurses.

(l} changes in the delivery of health care servf ces t

(:2) the rhe in acuity level among hospitalized patients, (3) the rapid
· expansion Gf ambulatory and home care f:,ci11ties, (4} the negative

We believe that there is

s19nHicant number of nurses employed part time who could be encoura~
to return to fu11 time employment.

salaries to per diem nurses.

Currently. agencies pay premium

These per diem nurses control their work

impacts. of depressed salaries and (5) unsatisfactc,ry working conditions.

schedu1es, a fact which is quite attractive to single parents. put time

in hospitals.

students. and homemakers who supplement family incomes.

Simply put, hospitals need more nurses, but nurses are

The provision

choosing to wort where their professional satisfaction and economic

of child care, flexible scheduling, and housing benefits couid draw

~rds are greater.

some of these nurses back into full time work.

These factors have thus created a relative

deficiency in the supply of nurses, particularly in acute care hospitals.

ThE I-lea lth Department and the Task Force are to be comiended f:Jr

The Report's recognition that the current shortage has been affected

The Health Department and the Task Force are to be corrmended for

the report's recognition of the conditions which are driving nurses out

recruitment of students into schools of nursing.

of hospitals.

experienced a nearly 20% decrease fo enrollment since 1983.

NYSNA supports many of the recoJl111endations of the Report

such as those which address the need to improve salaries and benefits,

to develop a portable pension plan, and to create incentives to encourage
nurses to remain

in

It is important to note that the economic

position of nurses. when compared to other professions has actually

average salaries for teachers were 19% higher than those for nurses, and
average salaries for all female professional and technical workers were
Despite significant publicity about the shortage

of nurses, nurses' wages increased only 4·t. on an average, in 1986.

(3)

N'l'SHA recot'llllends that the Health Oepat·tment and the State Legislature

look carefully at the reimbursement framework, and assist hospitals to

improve the wages and benefits of nurses.

This approach was recently

successfully implemented in New Jersey.
NYSNA also sup:ports the recom1endations of the Task Force which

-2-

NV'SM

fessfon, particularly for women students.

However, we a 1so believe tr.a:

Hu.rsing continues to

be an attractive career option for students intereste·d in public service.

and for those persons who are aware of the var1·ety.
• and range o.f emp 1o~!'lt

oppol"'tunities in nursing.

A recent n.1tional survey reported that in 1985,

10'.t hi,gl'ler than nurses'.

(4)

believes that this ref1ects a declining interest in nursing as! pro-

schools and high schools could reverse this trend.

Hhtoricaliy, shortages of nurses have always been alleviated by

eroded since 1982.

These schools have

an aggressive marketing and information campaign wfthin junior high

clinical positions and in hospitals.

improved wages and benefits.

by

In summary, the iask Force recormiendations which NYSAA S>upoo.rts
include:
1.

Improve the compensation dnd benefits of t1urses, ~s;>eci.! 1iy fo-r-

experienced nurses who remain in direct care positions.
2.

Increase the availability of scholarshi,..s and
,,

"i""."'S
f 0~ s •dJ'-K"lltS
,L.
VQH

of nursing and increase financial assistance to schools of nursing.

3.

Improve pens ion and benefit programs for hea 1th ca,...e wori:~rs.

especially nurses.

1f institutional licensure is not the intent1on of this recoll'fflendatfon,

4.

th~ Association strongly recorrmends thi,t affirmative lan-guage to this

Promote re:crui anent ir,to nursing through comprehen$ i ve

effect be added to the final report.

111rketfng and pub l fc relations efforts•

s.

?rovide prescrfpthe privileges for qua 11fied registered nurses.

Unfortunately, the Task force has allio made reconmendatiom; to which
NYSNA ta.i::es strt1n9 exception.

NYSNA cioes not believe that the current

shortage warrants setting aside the safeguards that protect th~ public
and that UUd.~antee at least minimum qualifications for health care pro-

fesshinals.

There are statement~ in the report that statutory, regulatory

and other professional requirements which pertain to the education of
nut"ses constitute unreasonable barriers to the profession and to the
efficient utilization of practicing nurses.

These statements should be

removed •

.Speciffcaily., the Association objects to the language of Task Force

Reconnendation I IIA {p. 68) which states in pa_rt:

11

Establ ish a job

redesign program to innovativeiy solve human resource problems.

Redesign

projects sh::wtd be encouraged to modify scope of practice ... This program
should include {1} state funding through grants and reimbursement

change.s:, and authority to waive regulations to encourage and support

the demonstrations.it The Association would certainly support programs
'lfflich would res.tr-ucture the work requi reirients of nurses and other per-

sonnel in hospitals in order to pe-rmit nurses to fully practice their

profess i oii.
However, if this reco.,'ffl'W?ndation implies that institutions will be

given authority to ~t(!rmirie the quaiifications and authorized scope
of practice of nurses or to .extend authority of unlicensed personnel to

practice nursing l' the Association w'il 1 vigorous1y oppose such projects.
-4-

Linda AH:en, former vice-president of Robert Wood Johnson
found~tion. suggested an alternative approach to institutional licensure
most clearly:

11

The ratio of support personnel to professionals is sub-

stantially lower in the hospital industry than in other industries.

Gi.'en the complexities of operating busy hospital inpatient units, the~
is an astounding absence of secretaries, administrative assistants, and

mid-1evei non-nurse managers.

Moreover, the computeri:zatfon of hospitals

has lagged far behind that of other industries.

nurses are cl!rrently

performing many nonclinical, administrat1ve. and management functions ,
in hospitals.

Fewer better-paid and better-educated nurses, in combina-

tion with an improved nonclinical support staff might yield bett~r ca~

without substantial increases in operating costs." (4)
The Task Force's reco11J11endation JIIB (p. 69} raises similar cone-ems.
The Report states in p,art:

"Beginning in 1988, periodically ...-eassess

job mandates, scope of practice requirements, and other regulations which
may be barriers to the efficient and effective use of health prac:::titioner:S. •·

Mandates and requirew~nts that are not essentiJ1 to job perfcr~~nce,
patient protection or quality of care should be eiiminated."

This illngua~

appears to encourage the practice corrmon1y known as "sunsetting., the pr.actice act; i.e., requiring legislative or regulatory review and re•
enactment of entry into practice and scope of practice req~.drt"m.ents at
specified interv~1s.
patient safety.

This practice has the potential ftn· e1'ldangt>ri~

Such requirements have proven to be w~stefo'i M!d d~s~

tructive in other States.

If the Task Force does Mt inte11rl to r&~M

-5-
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HoWJ?ver, w~ strongly urge that the Task Force and the

legislative sunsetting of the practice act. aftirmative language to this

in New York.

effect.should be included.

Depart.merit avoid those recmmiendations which, if implemented, would

The Association does note that the Health Department ha5 recently

(l} erod~ ttie high standards of care expected of all health c:1rt> pro-

impletrie:nted such a re,ssessmerit and authorized an expanded scope of

fessionals and (2') would undermine all our efforts to establfsh an en•

Pf'llctice of licensed Practical Nurses to include complex procedures

vironment in which nurses wi 11 want to practice.

re1a.ted to intravenous therapy.

NYSNA be1 feves that issues regarding

· the scope of practice of 11censed professionals should be determin~d
by the

official bodies authorized

by

statute.

The New York Sta.te Nurses Association welcomes the opportunity·

to work with the Heillth Department, the legislature, and other concerned
organizations to addres~ those need~ and special problems which arise

Those bodies should

tnterpret the nature of the practice and the skills and knowledge base
required of the practitioners in question.

from the current shortage of professional nurses.
I wish to conclude by addition of testimony from my husband who

HnaHy. the Association fs concerned about the Report's emphasis

recentiy experienced a major

phys fca1

assault due to treatment for a

He is unable to be present or to testify today.

on Competency ba1ed te ... ;.ing as a basis for awarding academic credit and/

malignancy.

or eHgitdHty far Hcensure. The implication of this reconrner.dation,

the he~ring officers to know he received care from many health providers

found in section !!St is that work exper1ence is a valid substitute for

during the past four months.

educationai programs.

with whom he came in contact it was the registered professional nu:-se

NYSNA cautions that although there are some un-

He wishes

From among the many health care providers

doub'tedly successful examples of the use of such testing, there is no

who addressed his total, physical, emotional and social needs in relation

indication that a broad scale expansion c>f competency testing is

to his diagnosis and treatment.

warranted at this time.

Demonstrated acquisition of technical skills

He further states that although he was seen by nationally pr01t.foe1,t

without validation of a sup~rting knowledge base will not serve as

medical speciaiists and in nationa11y prominent heaith care instituttons

evidence of the ability of the individual to apply those skilis to the

it was the registered professional nurse who empo~rtd him to

<

range 'Jf comiflex patient needs encountered in today's he~lth care

{1) acknowledge his illness, {2) cope with his illness t?ll"'ough iflformaticm

envi ronm:n t.

and education given by that nurse and (3) to ".ssist him to a,tiveiy

rn

conclusion, The New York State Nurses Association acknowledges

the Task Force•s efforts to address a complex and difficult issue.

We

belie11e however that: broader il'lput from the nursing conrnunity should
have been sought.

We

are eager to work Wl'ith the Hea1th Department on

strategies to address the retention and recr,uitment of Registered Nurses
-6--

participate in his treatment plan.
He Salutes All Nurses On this National Nurses Day.

1rt1

-

t!tll!#q
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Good afternoon, I am Madelin~ Naegle, Pr~aident-El~ct of the N~w Tork

estate tlursea Association.

Dn behalf of NYSMA's President, Dr. Juanita

Hunter, r want to express appr~~iation for the meeting held 1n December of
last year with Chancellor Barell.

A major issue dlaoussed was the need

for additional state funds to support nursing educetien.

!nd~ed, somE

gains were made during the 1988 Legislative Session but there remains a
need for more.

Increasing the recrulteent into nursing and maintaining the

viability of desperately needed baccalaureate programs of nursing is dependent upon adequate financial aid.
I did note in the preliminary summaries of tha Regents 198S Legislative
Proposals a plan to provide scholarships for Licen!ed Practical Nurses
enrolled in associate degree RN nursing programs.

V1thout question there

exists a pool of LPNs who have the potential to become RNs who are unable

to pursue that education without financial assi5tance.

We would suggest

- t h a t th~ plan be expanded to encourage qualified LPNs to pursue baccalaureate degrees in nursing.

Statistics show that the most acute shortages will

be baccalaureate prepared nurses and not associate degree prepared nurses.
In the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services Sixth Rep~rt to the
President and Congress on the Status of Health Personnel in the United
States published June 1988 the following statement appears:

"

• • There

is a project~d significant imbalance between the supply of and requirements
for those nurses with baccalaureate and higher degrees.

The data in this

report reflect a full-time equivalent supply of baccalaureate and higher
degree nurse~ that is one-third the requirement for such nurses by 2020."
In addition, NYSNA urges the Regents to encourage minorities and disadvantaged students to seek the highest education each is individually capable

e

of achieving.

The Regent's plan to support the establishment of

accelerated, competency-based associate degre~ programs for LPN~ is worthy

or

exploration but must be of quality design to assure the prot~ct1on of

the public.

As you are all well aware, the Mew Tork State ~urse~ lssoc1at)on's
priority aontinuea to be the upgrading end standardization of nursing education.

That goal 11 based not only on the need to adequately prepare

nursea for practice 1n a technically ind aoitntifically complex environment, but also to attract and retain nurses in the profession.

At the 1987 Arden House Conference on R~cruit~ent and Retention in
Nursing, approximatelf 80 nursing leaders in New Tork State identified the
passage

of Entry Into Practice Legislation as critical to reversing the

declining enrollments in schools of nursing.

following that Conference a

Consortium was convened to examine strategies for improved recruitment into
nursing.

The Consortium, which included representatives from the State

Board for Nursing and the State Health Department, also identified the
standardization of education for two careers in nursing as a priority,
noting that it was the basis of the most rational and logical career ladder
for nurses.

(Executive Summary attached).

The time for enactment of Entry Into Practice Legislation has come and
passed.

For your information, I have attached recently received materials

from the American Nurses' Association Cabinet on Nursing Education which
details the history of this goal.

You will also find the ANA statement or.

Nursing Program Articulation, the breakdown of nursing education programs
in the United States and a list of organizations supporting Entry Into

Practice Legislation.

The New York State Nurses Association is NOT in

isolation on this issue.

All 50 State Nurses Associations have taken a

position that educational change is needed.

Eight states have already

drafted legislation and ten others are in the process.

Two states are in

e

Horth Dakota remains
the only state to have achieved the standard1%ation of nur=ing educatlon at

this time.

We urge the Regents to sypport this ioal ~hioh is identified

over and over again as the oritioal change that la needed to im~rove nursing services and attract prospective nurs•t to the profession.

I will oomment briefly on o~r Assoe1ation's diaappointmP-nt at the passage this 1988 Legislative Session of Chapter 257, the Nurse Practitioner
Law.

We are pleased to be involved in drafting the regulations but must

advise the Regents of our concerns that the new law will not enhance the
profession nor will it bring the needed primary health care services to the
rural communities or inner cities as its supporters predict.
The other issue to which NYSNA would like to alert the Regents is the
plan recently adopted by the Ame~ican Medical Association to create a new
tl}health care provider called the Registered Care Tecbno!ogist, a strategy
intended to address the nursing shortage.

Nursing egrees with medicine

that the lack of bedside caregivers is jeopardizing the quality of patient
care.

Nursing does not, ho~ever, agree that creation of a new health care

worker, the RCT, is warranted or appropriate.
It i i a myth that RNs are leaving the bedside.

The current shortage

has been ~aused by increa~ed demand for RNs who are well-prepared,
versatile caregivers.

Between 1972 and 1986, the number of RNs employed in

hospitals per 100 patients rose from 50 to 95, and FTE RN employment in
hospitals is up more than 200,000 since 1977.

The RCT proposal asserts

that better-educated RNs are leaving bedside care, but the fact is that
som~ 65J of staff nurses in hospitals are either educated

in

com~unity

colleges or hold baccalaureate or higher degrees form colleges or universi-t1es, the highest percentage in history.

Tb• aTailab1ltty or Rlfa ror bedside oaro can
th~ util1%&tion or the ex1$t1ng workforoe and inoreas& the supply cf

red.11cin1 llf t11H spent on tuks that could be performed by less u:peria:tve aaaiative peraonnel.

~e1i1ttred Nuraea.

For example, RN work measurement a.tud 1e1 con ..

NYSMA urges the Regonte to •~si~t by ln1t1at1ng or

dva~e4 bf Ernat and Vhinney found that between 10-40S ot individual RH's

supporting broad-based nursing education fundins at federal, ,tat• and

work.tng hour• ere spent ansverina telephones end delivering 11easagos

local l•vela in order to enhance recruitment into nursing.

arran1h1 tor bausekeeplna aer'Vioes and transportation

or

Initiatl••• tor

support include th~ federal Kurstng Education Act; scholarship5, tuition or

patients, filling

out order t'ar•:1 fol" c!iat and lab tests, filli11g out requisitions for sup-

loan forgiveness programs; and work study program, and teaohi.ng prcgrua.s •~

pl:1••• aaae11bling and stamping oharta, arranging for pick up of .supplies

clinical sites.

aad ••d:1.oations, and completing forms ror patient charges.

On behalf of the New York State Nurses Association. I want to thank tbe

In large part,.

il'l<H"e.u ed. utilization of RNa to conduct non-patient ca re a ati vi ti e3 has

Regents for this opportunity,

bffn created by ®.st aontainsaent efforts suoh as prospective payment.

1989 will be adopted at ita October Convention.

'these 1.ftorts have led to the subst 1 tut ion of relatively 1 nexpensi ve and

program, we will share it with you and seek your support.

versattl• II~ and LPNs tor tnei 118 ry personnel.

Nursing• s strategies ror

!.1tpact!ng the shortage address this concern; proposed creation of the RCT

1 would be pleased to answer any questions.

fl)

category does not do so.

RCT training will not prepare personnel to perform the support tasks
essential to bedside nursing care in a cost-effective, coordinated or
quality &a~ner.

The new RCT personnel category would introduce dupli-

cation, inefticieney, and could only be cost-effective if hourly wages for
RCTs V1!re tJe low-

tis

to make the field unattractive to potential trainees.

Th• reality of RCT vork would be nursing care, making the work content of
the field no mere attractive than 1:s nursing at present.

RCTs would be

utt d f!r medical direction, r-equir1ng more physician time, which would also
add to co,ts.

Finally. the RCT co~eept represents~ threat to nursing's

l-egal scofte
-of ""racti~e.
r
y
•

able to nuriing.

\~ft Rew York Stat@.

The Association's Legislative Progrsm for

.,..,,.r
.. h ese re~sons, the RCT proposal is una~c~ptrv

We urge the Regents to oppose any such movement
-
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Late in 1986, a survey cond1Jcted by the Amerfcat1 Organfzatfon of Nurse
Executives conffn,,ed the growfng concerns of a shortage. of ntrsts in practice
settings. Concurrently. schools r.if nursing were e.xperfendng a crisis in enrol 1·
ment of nursfng students.
While there had been cyclical nursfng .shortages fn the past, this shortage
appearsd to be dffferent. Some of the differencei ide.ntif1ed were increasing
technology, changing patient demographics, increised acuity, and the burgeoning
home care, long-term care nursing needs. As pati~nt/client hospital stays were
decreasing, nursing care needs were fncreas1ng both in the hospital and 1n the
community. The more complex the health care needs, the more sk.i11ed nursing care
needed by clients.
Schools of nur~ing were taking note that ~men previously attracted to nursing
careers were pursuing other areas for study. Ca~eer opportunitites not open to
WOfflen fn the past were now available. These new opportunities not only offered
better salaries but a more prestigious image for women.
The NYSNA Board of Directors, concerned about the impact of these trends on
the future of nursing, assumed a leadership role in developing a strategic p1an
for addre~sing the nursing shortage in New York State.
Primary in this plan was the 1987 Arden House Conference on Recruitment and
Retention tn Nursing. This invitational conference convened approximateiy 80
nursing leaders in New York State to address the declining enrollments in schoo1s
of nursing and an impending nursing shortage of serious dimension.
The Arden House Conference participants identified the foilowing goals:
A.
8.
C.
0.
E.

Implement entry into practice legis1ation.
Define and differentiate the roles for two careers in nursing.
Develop a comprehensive recruitment plan, especially targeting
non-traditional students, minorities and men.
Develop mechanisms for control of nursing practice in all healthcare settings by professional nurses.
Seek funding mechanisms to assist in the implementation of the
recommendations.
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Consensus was reached that the New York State iforses Associadori should take
the leadership role 1n bringing together a c:;nsortium of nursing and non-nur5ing
groups to develop mechanisms to r:arry out the Major goals of the Arden House
Conference.
The first meetfng of the HYSNA Arden House Coqsortt1.m was held on January 20.

In revf ew1ng the Arden House Conference Report the Consortium members found
that the recommendations clustered around r&cruitment of students 1nto nursing
education programs and retentfon of experienced nurs:es in practf ce settings.
It seem@d clen to the Consortium members that the CiJrrent health care environment severely lfmits the ability of reg;stered nurses to provide the high quality of
care needed by our citizens. The increased de!Nl.nd for nursing care 1s. without
question, due to the increases in technology, short~r hospital stays. increased
patient acuity and an increasingly older patient population.
Further, the frustrating and burdensome p~actice environrr~nt for nurses is
having a detrimental effect not only on the retei1tion of r,urses but also on the
recruitment of prospective students.
Solutions suggested by others that include the downgrading of educational
requirements or the development of new categories of personnel ~ill not solve the
nursing shortage and will compromise the quality of nursing care. Professional
nursing requires a broad-based knowledge of science and huma~ities acquired in a
collegiate setting. Nursing is not a collection of technical skills acquired
through on-the-job training.
The Consortium members recognized that the nursing shcrtage causes are multi_faceted and require creative and positive solutions. The following strategies for
retention and recruitment that address both nursing education and nursing practice
1988.

were fdenti fied:

1.

2.

3.

Standardization of education for two careers in nursing, the
basis of the most rationai and logical career ladder for nurses.
Improving the practice environment for nurses through increased
professional autonomy in decision-making and increasing authority
of nurses over nursing practice.
Improving economic rewards for nurses through increased salaries
~nd benefits commensurate with education and experience. Develop~
ment of financially rewarding career paths and development of an
adequate portable pension plan.
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4.

I~lementfog strategies for non-tradi.tional studentst minorities
and men. Development of adeqw1te ffnandal aid and support services..
5. Pursuing efforts to enhance the ireage of nursing for p.ro.spei;:tive
nur!Hng itudents and consumers of nursing ca.re.

The complete report of the Arden House Consortfwa includes:

• The components of an Ideal Nursfng ?ractfte Environment .
• A Nursing Environment Assessment Tool •
• Short-tenn and Long-term Strategies for Influencing the
. Nursing Practice Environment.
• Guidelines and Df rections for Recruitment and Retention

Activities Related to Nursing Education.
• Goals to Assist the Nursfng Cormrunity to Become Involved

with Recruitment and Retention Activities •
• A bibliography on the Nursing Shortage/R~tentfon and
Recruitment.

-3-
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Sine• the early 1900a, nursing bu be8ft a,•1in1 st.udily tovatd a broader and

edw:atlonal bu• for nura1n1 practic-a. Si,nificant
historical landmarks demonstrate thb p-ro&Tu• u vell u vide? racognition of
nurdn1 •• a profession.

1899

Jirat nursing proaraza esublished vithin a colleie or
univcr•ity, admitting registersd nurse• for baccalaureate study
at Teachers College, Columbia t.'nivcrsity.

1909

Jirst education&l program foT nursas organized as an integral
part of a university ilt the University of Minnesota.

1923

Goldmark. re~rt, •'Nursing and Nuning Education in the United
States" emphasized the desirability of establishing schools of

nursing to educate nurse leaders.

1924

1941

Yale School of Nursing vu the first nursing school utablished
as a separate university department vith an independent budget
and it• own dean.
Labor-Federal Security Appropriation Act passed by Congress

appropriated funds for accredited schools and universities and

met specifications for educating nursing students.
1945

World War II created a critical need for large numbers of welleducated nurses in the military and civilian sectors.

1948

Brown repo~t, "Nursing for the Future," recommended basic
schools of nursing in universities cand colleges.

1960

The House of Delegates of the American Nurses' Association
accepted a recommendation from the ANA Committee on Current and
Long-term Goals: "To ensure that vith.L, the next 20 to 30
years, the education ~sic to the professional practice of
nursing for those who enter the profession shall be secured in
a program that provides the intellect-..ial, technical, and
cultural COl:lponents of both professional and libera~ education.
Toward this end, the A.:?erican Nurses' Association shall proDote
the baccalaureate program so that in due course it becomes the
basic educational foundation for professional nursing".

1963

Surgeon General's Cor.sultant Group on Nursing published the
report, Toward Qualitv in Nursing: Needs and Goals which
identifi~d the need for more schools of nursine to increase
efforts to recruit nursing st:udents, to improv; the econcrnic
status of nurses, and to increase the level of nursing
research.

_(}{/ /1/(j
1964

ANA convention, th• Hou.so of .O.la1a.t•• voted ta: ,.Continua to
vork toward bac:ul.auruta eduaticnt u the educational
foundation for profusion.tl nu:rdng praet.ice".

The A."it\

Coalaittaa on !ducation vu urg~d to vork vitb •ll deliberate

•P••d

to •nunciat• a Jreci•• cefinition of praparation for

nursing •tall levels.
1965

The Amedc.an Nursu• A.csociation issued it& first fom.al
1tatemant on the educ&tion.a..l preparation for nursL~g; it was
published in the Dac1:11bar iasue of th• AJN " a pcsition
atattDll\t.

The ANA ComittH on Education stated in the report,
Mucat&onal Pr3pu~tiot"1•• fo:t. Nune f?',actitionen and Auistants

~o Runes, tha position adopted

by the House of Oeleg.a~es that
"minimum preparation fo?" beginning professional nur,;ing
practice at tha prasant t ~ should~ baccalaureate degree
education in nursing, 11 and "mininrum preparation for beginning
technical nursing practice at the present ti.me should be
associate degree education in nursing 0 •

1966

The Rouse of Delegatas adopted a motion that "this body commend
the ANA Committee on Education and the A,.'(A Board of Directors
for their farsighted action in issuing the position paper en

education."

1967

The ANA-NT... careers program vas initiated. The new feature of
this program vas concern for recl:'Uit.cen.t across the continuum,
from the basic school of nursing through the doctorate, with
particular emphasis on baccalaureate and higher degree
programs. It is planned so that as m-~ch of the program as
possible could be decEUttralized allowing state and district
constituents to carry responsibility for direct recruit:nent.

1968

Commission on Nursing Education Report, "The Commission is
Concerned that the Focus of Nursing Education be on Nursi.~g
Practice".

The report identified a number of troubling problems of the
time. One was defined as the "need to identify inadequacies in
education and health c:are, 11 apparently due to widespread
sployment of providers who were called upon to perfonn
services (in this case nursing services). beyond their
capabilities. Another major concern focused on the need for
"surveillance and control over the opening of new schools."
Schools of practical nursing were enjoying rapid gro~th due to
the availability of vocational education funds from the fede=al
government. Another concern of the 1968 cot:lmission ~as the
uallocation of federal and state rncnies fer education." The
commission insisted that state plans submitted for funding of

e

••
•

•

-3maain9 educactou under tM V~Cio=al Zd1-e•~1on Act should
DNt qu.alifytn1 st.an.d&rd..s and .appf'OV'l.l 'by atat.e ~res of
nun1n1. the 1968 cominton ooud
thae pl.au •hould be
cotSt1n11ent up-cm t.'\e avail.ability of cr-aaJ.ifi•d nunins faculty.
In addition. accot'dica to the caaisaiaa. ataee pla:nt1 should
•hov •vidcnc• of niuru l&&dership and i.nvolvuent 1.n cC1111Unit.y

planning.

1970

Th• Al'U. House of Dele1atu votad to "endorse the Hcond phaH
of th• work of the H&t.ioaal cc. .hdon for tha Study of Nursing
and Nursin1 !ducat.ion". .A.11 a ruult of this •~tion. th&
American N11rsu' .A.sociation \fOrkad to pro110t• iaplamentation

of ths findina• and ~•coma.ndatioa.s of this atudy. including
one that "uch state havei or cruee, a ust•~ plening
comitt•• th.at vill take nursina education under its purview.
such C01111littees to include representatives of nursir.g,
education, other health professions, and the publis~ to
recommend specific guidelines, ee&M for i.mplementaticn, _and
deadlines to ensure that nursina education is positioned in the
mainstream of American educstion patterns vith its prepa~atory
programs located in collegiate institutions".

1975

ANA COlllllission on Nursing

Nursing Education.

!cl\tcation published ~-:cL.. rds for

1978

Folloving the February 1978 national conf~renca on entry into
practice. convened by the Commission on Nursing Education,
threa resolutions were p~esented to and adopted by the House of
Delegates. These resolutions addressed (1) increasing
accossibility cf career mobility programs in nursing, (2)
establishing a mechanism for deriving competency statements for
two categories of nursing practice, and (3) identification and
titling of t.0 categories of nursing practice. These
resolutions, designed as action-oriented steps to facilitate
implementation of the association's stand on proposed changes
in education for nursing practice. were addressed by the
commission during the 19i8-l980 biennium. Plans were discussed
with the nursing community at four regional forums held
throughout. the cou.~try during 1979. The commission presented
the results of its ~ork at a national briefing held in May
1980, and brought forth a detailed report to the 1980 House of
Delegates.

1980

Following the mandate from the 1980 House of Delegates the
coanission worked during the last bier.nium to (l) publish and
disseminate the educational mobility guidelines endorsed by the
1980 House of Delegates and (2) continue to develoo a
comprehensive statecent of roles~ functions, and c~mpetencies

Th1l eom:ai~sicro aceomplish•d the cha~s•
to publish and ~is~uiin•te th• aducational mobili~y snidelines
by iss~in1 &nd diatrib~cin; the doC'Umlfflt Eeueation&~
rrep!nUon for ttuninz: t, SQ~'tc• ~oog in I.peril 1981.

for nur~ing practice.

To addr••• the issue of competency dtl\,,lcpmentj the caa:1is•ion

appointed the Ad Hoc Competsncy Work Group. chaired by a ii'l(!l'Aber
of tha Comm·!.asion on Nunin& Education. made up of a
raprHentative from th• Coanission on Nursing llesu.rch. the.
Commission on Nursin& Ser.tic••• and the Congr~as for Nu~sing
Practice. This work grou~, Met.ins three time.s during the
biennium, Wied input on competancias received from tha three
regional fot"UmS and the nation.al b~iefin; held during the 1978-

1980 biennium. and studied the ongoing vork of state nu~ses'
associations. other nursing organizations. and groups related
to competency development.

The Comission on Nursing Education received a report from the
Ad Hoe Competency Work Group in November 1981. Based on the
information racaived from the Com.p1ltency work group, as vell as
from other sources. the commission re2ched the decision that
further efforts to desc~ibe nursing roles fro~ a competency
basa could best be done in the practice setting. The
development of specific roles~ functions, and competency
stataments for different kinds of nursing practice is dapendent
on the kinds of health care needs. the types of practice
settings. and the available manpower pool within a
circumscribed area or region. Knowing about significant work
in progress within a circumscribed area in institutions and
agencies, the Commission on Nursing Education ccncluded that it
was mcst appropriate for these groups to vor~ together to
further develop nursing roles, functions, and competencies.
1982

The Commission on Nursing Education's resolution, "That the
American Nurses' Association move forward in the coming
biennium to expedite implementation of the baccalaureate in
nursing as the minimal educational qualification for entry into
professional nursing practice," was supported by the Cabinet on
Nursing Service in a me.oo from the cabinet to the 1982 House of
Delegates. ':':'he ANA House of Delegates mandated the resolution.

1983

In May the ANA Board of Directors allocated $75,000 to meet
educational goals for nursing. One result of this allocation
was a strategy meeting with representatives of 25 SNAs to
dete'l:"l:line a coordinated strategy for achieving educational
goals. The meeting was held in July of the same year.
Significant outcomes
a continuous flo~ of
implementation ~ould
financial assistance

of the meeting included consensus that (1)
information regardi~g SNAs progress in
be necessary, and (2) S~As ~ould need
to implement this goal. In December the

A

W
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Cabinet en Nurain1 Uuc.ttion dacided to use the rt.m.:1inder of
the $7.5,000 for arant propos•ll from SMA.s ta assist their
ef!oru in 1Clplaent1n1 the baccalauruta u the basis for
prof•••ional mastn1 practica. Two rtatu, Haine and Montana.

wre ••lecr.ed to re..:•ive f'tmU.

At the Dtic•bar mating of ?.b. AIU !o&rd of Directou
$100,000/yut' for five ya.in va.~ C011!&1itted to illplement the
baccabauraate.

!dueation fo~ Nursing Practic& in the Ccntut of t~e 1980s, vas
published by the ANA C.binat on Nursing !dueation expressing

ANA• s datarmin.tticn to utablbh the baceal.aureata as the

educational base for profusiorui.l wrsing practice.

1984

The Kellogg Foundation ~warded a grant to A.c~A a.r_d three other
nursing organizations to study the lmovledge &nd skills
essential for basic nursing practice. The gr~up is now kno....-n
as the National Commission on nursing Impleeentation Project
(NCNIP).

In February, the Cabinet on Nursing Education funded the
remainder of Maine and Montana's original raquests. In
addition, Oregon's and North Dakota's propcsals vere funded;
funds vare also committed to supp<,rt a scholarship program for
baccalaureate c·omplet.ion and graduate education for nurses.

In March the Cabinet on Nursing Education asked the Board of
Directors for $1 million to support the achievement of the goal
to establish the baccalaureate as the standard fer professional
nursing practice.

In May, representatives from the four funded states :et in
Kansas City. They exchanged infor:::iation and caterials. A
clearinghouse of information was· initiated.

In July, the 1984 House of Delegates adopted the
recommendation: 11That the American Nurses' Association
establish the goal that the baccalaureate for professional
nursing practice be implel!!ented in 5% of the states by 1986,
15% of the states by 1988, 50% of the states by 1992, and lOOZ
of the states by 1995, vith the ultimate goal being cong~uence
of professional nurse licensure with the educational base of
the baccalaureate in nursing."
The A."IA House cf Delegates mandated "That ANA develop a
national plan regarding entry into practice that specifically
addresses titling and licensure of individuals ed~cated vith a
minimtlr.l of a baccalaureate degree in nursing to be submitted to
the 1985 House of Delegates for action."

..
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In Augu-1t a Joint l'lMting of the Cabinet on Nursing !du.cacian
and C.bin.t on konomic and- General W.lfan connnad. The
purpose of the ma.et.ins vu to diacusa t.he C&binat on !eon011lic
and General W•lfara • s role L"l illpleNl'ltation of educational
rcaqu.iramen;.s for mn-sin1 practice. A.s a result, a pa.pet' waa
dev•lapad by a t&sk fot'Ce of thas• tvo cabineu. The resulting

doc:umant, fI9pating

for

th4 lututt, wu published in 1985.

In September, tho ANA ~binat on Nursing Education app~oved th&
StandaTds for Professional Nursing !d9eat;on.
In October, lettoTs requesting suggestions fol' ~h• National
Plan ware ••nt to all SNAs by the chairperson, C~bine~ on
Nursing Education.

In Decamber the ANA•Board of Di:-ect~rs alloca~ed $500,000 for
uaa .in a public ~alationff project for fiscal yea~ 1985 to
implement "entry." Of the origin.al SlS0,000 budgeted tot.he
Cabinet on Nursing Education for fiscal year 1985, $15,200 was
aarmarked for the public relations project.

In December, the Cabinet on Nursing Education funded states
which had the immediate potential of ma.king ~ignificant
progress in their implementation e.ffort:s. Implementation funds
vara,granted to Illinois, and .additional funds were allocated
to Maine, Montana, and North Dakota.
198S

In Janua-ey, the Task Force to Develop the National Plan
Implem&ntation of ANA's Educatior.al Position prepared a
·plan for SNA review and coi:::ment p't'ior to the Cabinet on
Education's preparation of recommendations to the Board
Directors and the 1985 Rouse of Delegates.

for the
draft
Nursing
of

This National Plan is meant to provide a guide for states to
follow as they assess their legal situations (nurse practice
acts and rules and regulations) and detecine their best
appt"Oach as they work to~ard the educational goals of the
profession.
An informational report received by the 1985 House of Delegaces

indicated that the primacy focus of the Cabinet on Nursing
Education was continued support for constituent state nurses'
associations as they work to develop and implement strategies
to me.et the educational goal of the profession. Five states
were selected to receive additional funds. Standards for
Professional Nursing Education was published.

fe51;i,JJfJieJ
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Th• Bou.• of DelegatH dinetf64 AM..\'• G.&bin•t.» ,on Nurdng
Education, hactlce, and Huzun liJht.l to Jc!nt.ly delineate the
future scope of pracUc• for ~rson.s ed.uc&t•d vith a
baccalaureate or hi&har .tear•• in nuratn1 and for those
aducatad with an asso-ei4~• &lgrae ln nursing.

Th• Bouse of Deleguu action urg1td tha SNAs to IIIOve to
establish the baccalau~aate vith a ujot" in nursins as the
minimal educational -requi~t: f.;)r lic•nsure to p·ractice
professional nursina. and to retain tM l•1d tit.le of
ngistsred nurse for that. lic•n.se. Tba ?iow;e of Delegates also
urged >.RA ta go on record u supporting the l~a•l- title of
associate nurse for the t~chnical lev•l of nuriing.

1986

At th~ Dacqber ~ard of Dir&ctors meeting, $300,000 was
allocated for fiscal ye.a;:- 1986 to SNA.s for support, The 1986
ANA Bou:se of neiegatas adopted a til:le-lim~ for dGlineating
scopes of practic& for the future professional and associate
levels of puctice, after :m informational report.
The House of Dslegates adopted a resolution regarding
grandfatha1:ing of t.he licensed practical nurse/licensed
vocational nurse. The American Nurses' Association supported
the position that "Whereve1: a given state implements the title
"associate nurse" (A..'i) currently licensed LPN/LVN' s be
grandfathe~ed into tech.~ical nursing practice with that title,
and that the educational requirement of the associate degree be
waived. (A Statement on Nursing Progra.~ Articulation,
developed by the Cabinet on Nursing Education was attached to
this resolution.)

The first case study was published: Fisher-wakefield, M.;
Langemon, D: Achievin~ ANA's Education Goals for Nursin~
Fractice in North Dakota: A Case Studv. American Nurses'
Association, North Dakota Nurses' Association, ANA, 1986.
1987

The ANA House of Delegates received an infor::iational report,

"Activities Around It:rplementation of the Baccalaureate."
Dakota implemented changes in the rules and regulations
accompanying its nurse practice act.

North

Maine's proposed legislative changes resulted in the
institution of a state~ide Commission on Nursing Supply and
Educational Accessibility. The intent of the legislature ~as
that by 1995, there will be tvo levels of nurse, requiring
either an associate degree or a baccalaureate.

!t/f1
Hontana' s leghl&tiv,a p-roponl u c.han1• lN.rsing educational
requirements '-U present..ed but. not. pus•d by t.ha Honuna
leaislature. (The Montana ffui'us' A.ssoetation ia ~ow .analydng
the influencins fa.ctoTs u it d•velop1 1trategiu for

re•ubsia•ion of legialative chanau.)

The Sc9pe of Nur1tp3 ?;:actico vu adopted by the 198i Bouse of
Dlle1ata1.
Two cua stiJdie.s ware published:
Hunger, H.; Shreffler, J.; Vaniarhorst, R.:

Nursing 21-;

Montana's Cumaign !qr Nursing•s Education1l Coals: A Case
Studv, American Nur~es' Association, Montana Nur,es'
Association. ANA. 1987.
Smith. D.L.; Chandler, N.: Imolementation of Two Levels of
Entrv·Into Nursing Practice in Maine~ A Case Studv 1 American
Nurses' Association, Maine State Nurses' Association, A..~A.

1987.

1988

NB:ms.022
02/25/88
7/1.9/88

At this time the other project states are educating thair
constituents and building loc~l support. in preparation for
proposed changes in their nurse practice acts.
·

AfflltICA?I fflJ'R.StS • ASSOCL\?Iot~

Caoinee on Nu:i-~ing Educaeion

Stacn11ent on Nunir-.g Progra.za

6rs:1w1ac1gg

The expeccadon that baccal.aureau hval •d~-adon vill ba co1quind for future
profe81ional nursing pracdc:e and an usoci~t• degree for tutute technical
mtteing praetice dictates that educaz:f.o-na1 aobllf.ty opportu1\it1.es which
lacluda systematic planning lot articubtion aaong tR&nlng ·;~r~gra.ms be b~oadly
....vaUable.
·Vh•n used in reference to an educational system, the tena •aiticulation° m~ans
•, •• the c'>mnunication which exists between cwo inatitutioi,:s (a. sending

lmtitution and a recaivS.ng 1n.rtitutic-n).r.gardi.r.g the nature and e~tent of

the acade11ic preparation possessed by • student leA!ving the fitst and ueking
to enter the second, Clearly, the gre•ter the amount of the se1..i-¼ent's
applicable educational background vhich is aec;epted by t.he .second lnsti.tution,
the better the articulation.• 1

'Ihe existing diverslty in nursing curYicula dictates the existence of clear
conwun1cation; among nurse education programs, the sending and receiving
institution, and the prospective stud~nts. The goals and objectives of the
academic program and the competencies required of the student upon entry and
eut must be clearly communicated to everyone.
Interinstitutional agreements should be developed which specify the
tt'ansferability and acceptance of earned academic credit to meet graduacian
requirements. The effect of these agreements should make routine the transfer
of certain academic credits from one institution to anocher. The availability
and clarity of such articulation agreements should enable students entering
nursing education as well as previously licensed nursing students to make
informed decisions and expedite educational mobility.
Opportunities for the assessment of prior learning not validated through the
transfer of credit should be provided by the nursing facu~ty of the receiving
in.seitution. The availability of this option will assist facul:y and s:~dents
to plan individualized progra.~s of study that build upon the students'
previously acquired knowledge and skill. Formal agreements for program
articul~tion and the availability of mechanisms to validate previous learni~g
will enable student~ to access and exit the nursing education system a~
multiple points as they prepare for and continue their nursing careers.
In general, the academic preparation of nursing faculty should be at a level
beyond the one in which they are teaching. In addition, t:.~ose faculty ~ho
design and imple=ent curricula for educationally mobile students should have
the motivation, kno-.ledge anc skill appropriate to their role and
res,;,onsibllity.

1Char.tbers, Charles M. Articulation: PossibUities and Rest:rictions.
Nursing Education in the Eighties. Ne~ York: National
League for :~ursing, 1980, 27.

ilSUes in Diploma

t i , . ~ . it is believtni that: any person 11ishing to pursue or ad.van.ee a

c.u:-ur a
1.

mu:sing through educacional mobility program• hu • tighc to:

A cout'ff of scudy vtch an appropriate balanca o! nursin1 and libual
studies.

2.

·Expect to ttansfer and apply credit earned at previous edueat;ona.l
imei'l!Utiont to
graduation requirements,

3.

Acceu to clear and concise information from racdving institution
to f&eiliuce realbt.ic edueat:1.on and career planning.

4.

NURSING EDUCATION PROGRAMS IN TBX UHITZD

•••t

1986, NAncNAL L!AGUI 10R. NUllSIMG

716

State approved associate degree in nu-r.sing programs in nu:-dn;.

455

St.ate approved baccalaureate degree program in nursing.

112.S

State approved s,:hools of practical and voca.tior.al nurs!ns.

209

State approved diploma progra.m.s.

170

BSN completion progra..."'UI.

190

Mas1:e.r 1 s in nursing prograi:i.

35

Doctoral progra::i.s in nursing open and r..a.·.ra acct:pt•d t.te:.:: !.i:-s::
student:s.

7

Doctoral prcgr;;.,-,s in nurs!.ng in t.he proc:u.s of .t~::t;::.~~i ~t:::- !i:-s~

Evalu.ation validation and awarding of credits for previously

a.c¢:rad ~ledge and skills not validated through the transfer

process.

5.

S'U'I'13

Facul:y of nursing programs that are vell prepared to work vich

sc-~nu who are educationally mobile.

CTF:bh:001
1/17/88

ABrican Nurse.a' Association

1986 Ro~• of Deleaates
.Suaaarv of A.ci:t.on

-

·'ct,

NB/dd.750
02/23/88

students.

·
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ORC.UII.Z.,\nCNS SUPPOR"m.c nm SACaUURE.\n
AS mE i!Cti~'T fOll

lU'I'O'lt! !Ynr1 Dl'rO P!tCY!SS!CNA.L HURS!NC P!.ACTICJ

American
>.med.can
American
American

*

Association of C~llegcs of Nu~sins
Association

ot Cdtical·C...::tt Nu:-ses

Association of N•phrology Nurses and Techniei.&:U
Association of N•u~oscience Nur,u

American Associ~tion of Nurss Anesthetists

American .usociation of Occ~patioMl Healeh Nu~s•s
American Nurses• Association
American Organi~ation of Nurse E.~acutiv~$

Amcr:.~an Public Health Association -··Public Health Nur-se Division
American Society of Post·Anesthesia Nurses
Association of Operating Room Nurses

Asso~iat!on of Practitioners in Infection Cont=ol
Association of Rshabilitation Nurses
'E:!.ergency Nurses Association

Nation&l Association of Pediatric Nurse Associates and Practitione=s
NMCOG:

.

The

National League for Nursing

National Nurses Society on.Addictions
National Intravenous Therapy Association
National Student Nurses' Association
·,
Cncology Nursing Society**
National Federation of Licensed Practical Nurses

Southern Regional Education Board - Council on Collegiate Educaticn in Nursing
State nurses' associations of the A.::erican Nurses' Association

*

~*

!:,is list ~ay be inco~?lete and does not incluce state boards of nursing.
The Oncology Nursing Society supports the baccalaureate provided that the

baccalau::-t?ate prog:-~s a:-e "accessible, flexible., affordabla, and i::movacive."

Infor~ation as av3ilable, March 1987.
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87

YEARS.
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THE ASSOCIATION'S rouNfiERS ESTABLISHED AS THE PRIM~RY OBJECTIVES OF THE
ASSOCIATION •1H£ ADVANCEMENT OF THE EDUCATIONAL STANDARD Of NURSING AND

TH[ FURTHERANCE OF THE EFFICIENT CARE OF THE SICK."
THE STRUGGLE TO ACHIEVE THIS EDUCATIONAL STANDARD HAI COHSUMEO MUCH
Of TH£ ASSOCIATION'S EN(RGY.

STATEMENT

OF
THE NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION
BY
JUAHIT.l K. HUNTER. EDD. RN, PRESIDENT-ELECT

TO
BOARO OF REGENTS
LEGISLATIVE CONFERENCE

THE ATTAINMENT OF EDUCATIONAL STANDARDS

CARE DEMANDS PLACEO ON TODAY'S NUR5£S

COMMENSURATE WITH THE PATIENT

CONlINU[S TO ALLUDE US.
f'ROBL £ M.
FOCUS

DUE

TO THE CONTINUED HEED TO RESOLVE THIS

OUR Ass OCI ATION 's MESS AGE TO THE RE 6£ NTS THIS YEAR wIl L As~ IN

ON

THE

COMPEll.ING

NEED

TO ADVANCE ANO STA.,OA!'tOIZE tH!RSlNG

EDUCATION.

EACH YEAR THE EVIDENCE FOR THE NEED TO OBTAIN PASSAGE Of lHE ENTRY
INTO PRACTICE LEGISLATION GROWS.

THIS PAST YEAR TH£ CURRENT NURSIWE

SHORTAGE HAS HADE THE PUBLIC AWARE OF THE PROBLEM BECAUSE

or

lME DlRECT

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN NURSING'S INADEOUATE EOUCATlQijAL SYSlEN AKO ITS

SEPTEMBER 11, 1987
ALBANY. NEW YORK

INABILITY

TO

ATTRACi

SUFFIC1£NT

NUH8£RS

OF

lNOI\IIOUAlS

HHO

l~

...~:'./
··~-''

PROFESSION.

I \.IAS ESPECIALLY PLEASED TO HEAR THE TESTlMONY PROV!O(O S'r iH£ Ntw
YORK STATE COMMISSIONER Of EOUCATIOH AT THE M~Y

HEARING ON NURSING ISSUES.

20. 1987

ltSISLAi!Vf

THAT TESTIMONY CltA~l 1 AH!RIHO iHt tx!SHNS

AND PROJECTED NEED FOR BACCALAUREATE PREPARED PROFESSIOMAL NURS£S AID
IMPROVED EDUCATIONAL BAS£ FOR TECHNiCAt. NURSES.

TH£ COM!'i!SS!-OtcH:

A•

or

EDUCATION SUGGESTED IN HIS TESTIMONY THAT IN ~AK!NG T~f £0UClT1DNll
IMPROVEMENTS. CARE HUST BE TAKEN TC ENSURE fiNANClJL jSSJSTAICE A•0
CA REE R MO8 I l l T Y• ES P ECI ALI. Y f O

M i NO

IT Y S TUOo.r S •

TH E Co 1"! IS S : C't n:

-3-

-2NOTEil THAT H!STORlCALL'f •tHJRSING SHORTAGES ARE AODRESSfO WITH 'QU!C!I'
F tx ES • SU C.H AS GI VING TA SKS TO l ESS OUA L IF H O HEA l T H CA RE

wOP. K ERS ..''

THIS OOWMWARO SUBSTITUTION Of HEALTH CARE PERSONNEL IS AN

!MOEID,.

IM£Dl•Tr AND SHUOUS THREAT TO SAfE CAR£.
THE

Dinn

ESTABLISHED IN

ADDRESSED WAYS TO (A} INCREASE ENROLLMENT ANO RETENTION IN SCHOOLS

~URS:tNGi {B) lNCRtASE MINORITY RECRU1TMENT ANO RETENTION, {C) IMPROVE

ENVIRONM[NT fDR

TH[ QUALllY Of NURSING PRACTICEc {O) ALTER THE PRACTICE

THE PRiflARl PROBLEM

1HE NURSING PROFESSION IS ITS OUTDATED ANO CONFUSED EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM.

.um

fXP£RTIS£ OF REGISTERED NURSES AND PRACTICAL NURSES

BACtllAU~E&T£ OEGREE IN NURSING FOR THE LICENSE TO PRACTICE PROFESSIONAL
ft-URSiltG AID Hf£ ASSOCIATE OEGRH IN NURSING FOR THE LICENSE TO PR.4CTICE

fECHfHC.At NURSING.

NUtBfRSIHP Of

TH£ f IHAl R£PORl IS NEAR COMPLETION ANO WILL BE SUARED WITH TH£

THOSE ~HO ARGUE AGAINST THE EDUCATIONAL UPGRADHiO

As

O£HNC THOR POSITIONS WITH FACTS ANO STATISTICS.

Nrw

YORK

STATE

NURSES

ASSOCIATION

HAS

DISCRIMIHATORY TO

STATUS OF THE

31. 1985

YfAR SINCE ITS I~TRODUCTION 10 YEARS AGO.

BLACK,

N-ORSES ASSOtllT!01 AOOPTEO AN ACTION
NURSING N[tDS

ANO

IN 1984 THE NE~ YORK STATE
PLAN

RESOURCES

IN

FOLLOWING A TWO-YEAR
NEW YORK STATE.

THE

HURSfS CUHHll

A HURSE

£0UCATOR

CONTINUE TO DIRECT MINORITIES AND THE OISAOVAfHAStO

LICENSED PRACT-ICAL NURSE.

THAT

IS TH£ CURRftfT

FROM AUGUST 1, 1984 TO jULY

381 OF THE GRADUATES FROM LPN SCHOOLS IH NEiJ YORl STAT£. WER[

COMPARED TO 111 OF THE GRAOIJATES FROl't ASSOC!,HE: OEGR££

.'ROGRAMS

PROGRAMS.

ANO

10%

OF

THE

GRADUATES

Of

BACCALAUREATt DEGRf£

rm

NUP.S!NS

To THOSE WHO ARGUE THAT IHD!V!OUALS WHO CHOOSE LPN PROGRAMS

ON MAY 13 ANO

ro POHH
OUT THAT THE AVERAGE ANNUAL TUITION OF LPN PROGRAMS l~ 3986-87 WJS

NURSES ASSOCIATION CONVENED A CONFERENCE OF

$2,387 COMPARED TO $1,308 FOR A PUBLIC 2-Yf~R COU.£Gf ANO S1.~22 FOK"'

PRI.OR'.UY ACT!Ol'f IOENTHIEO AT TH,I.T iIME ANO IN SUBSEQUENT UPDATES OF THE
£H~cn,un OF THE ENTRY INTO PR ACT lCE LE SIS u T ION.

111. 1987. THE NEW YORK STATE

or

AND A MEMBER OF A MINORITY GROUP, I SUGGEST TO YOU THAT IT IS
INTO NON-ACADEMIC. TERMINAL. LOW PAYIHG CAREERS.

THE

sr.ur

80ARO FOR NURSING AND THE REGENTS.

REAfFIRltEO !TS COMPHHtE:NT TO TH£ ENTRY INTO PRACTICE LEGISLATION EVERY

WOULD SE UNABLE TO AFFORD h COLLEGIATE PROGRAM.

I

WOUl..D LI(£

NURSE LEADERS fROtt AROUND TH£ STATE Rt?RtSENTING NURSING PRACTICE.

PUBLIC 4-YEAR COLLEGL

EDUCATION. ADRIMISTRATION

THE LPN STUDENT COULD HAVE COMPLETED A 2-YEAR COLLEGE PROGAAM.

AND

RESEARCH TO ADDRESS DECLINING ENROLLHENTS

11 SCHOOLS OF NURSlkG ANO AN I~PE~DINS NURSING SHORTAGE OF SERIOUS
OIMIMSlO'N.-

or

1938 Of TWO LICENSED CAREERS IN NURSINGt (B) IHCOGNIZE

TflESt HHHV!Ol!AlSs AND (C) ESTABLISH PROSPECTIVE REQUIREMENTS OF THE

rs

THE CONFERENCE PAPT1CJPAN1S

THiT EMERGED AS THE UNDERLYING ISSUE OF ALL OTHER CONCERNS CONFRONTIMG

REQU!~r~nns MtO fUUY PROTECT THE LICENSES ANO PRACTICE PRIVILEGES Of

PLAN

CONSUMERS ]N THE CONING YEARS.

NURS£S 1 ANO TO (E) INFLUENCE THE IMAGE OF NURSING.

LICEISED PRIOR TO THE EtFECTIVE DATE Of CHANOE IN EDUCATIONAL

ASS£SSM£tn Of

or

INTO ?RACTICE LEGISLATION YOULD (A) f1AlNTAIN THE S'fSTftt

TI¼E COttPET£NCIES

THE

TH[ NEEDS

TH'f PURPOSE Of Ti-IE COUffRENCE \./AS TO OEVfLOP STRATEGIES AND

80AtS TO E1iSURE A CONTINUfD STEAD'f S!.l??LY OF f>ROftSSIONAl UURSES TO MEET

lN OTHER WORDS, FOR

~f>PP.Ol:!MAT(lY

S200 ~CPL

CtRTAH,LY KORE PUBLIC SUPPORT f"Or! NURSING H!!.lCATlON !'!US! 8£ MADE
AVAILABLE.

PRESENTLY lH 14£W YOR!<. STAT£ NURSING t:OllCA_T!ON REC£1\1£S AN

ESTI~ATEO 8 HillION DOLLARS ANNUALLY WHIL[ 150 MILLION IS ALLOlTEO
ANNUALLY TO UNDERGRADUATE "EDICAL EDUCATION ANO 500 MILLION FOR GRADUATE

MEOICAL EDUCATION. THE REGENTS CAN AND MUST HELP REMEDY THIS INEOUITY.
IT IS ABUNDANTLY CLEAR TO OUR MEMS£1SHIP THAT .THE UPGRADING AND
STANDARDIZATION OF NURSING EDUCATION IS THE FUNDAMENTAL ISSU[
CONFROITING NURSING.

EFFORTS TO 08TA1H PASSAGE OF OTHER LEGISLATION

SUCH AS THIRD PARTY REIMBURSEMENT•

PRESCRIPTIVE PRIVILEGES FOR NURSES

AND THE REMOVAL OF AN EXEMPTION CLAUSE IN THE NURSE PRACTICE ACT AR£
CONTINUALLY THWARTED BY THIS ARCHAIC SITUATION.
THE NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION AGAIN WOULD LIKE TO PROPOSE A
MEETING WITH THE REGENTS TO PLAN FOR OBTAINING PASSAGE Of iHE ENTRY INTO
PRACTICE LEGISLATION.

I

WILL ASSUME THE NEW YORK STATE NURSES

ASSOCIATION PRESIDENCY AT THE ENO OF THE ANNUAL OCTOBER MEETING ANO WILL
P~OCEEO IKNEOIATELY TO SEEK A MUTUALLY SATISFACTORY MEETING DATE.

l CANNOT CLOS£ WITHOUT COMMENTING ON THE NURSE PRACTITJONER
LEGISLATION WHICH NYSNA VIGOROUSLY OPPOSED LAST YEAR AS IN PREVIOUS
YEARS.

I BELIEVE OUR POSITION IS QUITE CLEAR, BUT 1 WILL STATE IT AGAIN

AS BRIEFLY

AS

POSSIBLE.

NURSE PRACTITIONERS ARE NURSES - ONE OF SEVERAL

SPECIALTIES IN NURSING - THEY PRACTICE NURSING - NOT MEDICINE.

THEY ARE

LICENSED TO PRACTICE UNDER THE EXISTING BROAD NURSE PRACTICE ACT - NO
OTHER STATUTORY AUTHORITY IS NEEDED - SPECIALTY PRACTICE SHOULD BE
RECOGNIZED AND CREDENTIALLED BY THE PROFESSION - TO DO OTHERWISE
RESTRICTS THE PRACTICE Of OTHER NURSES, CONFUSES 1HE NORMAL OVERLAPPING

/

/
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Testimony
Oavid Axelrod, M.0,
Legislative Hearing on Nursing Issues
Wednesday. Hay 20, 1987
Thank you for the opportunHy to appear today to dhcun thh

impor.tant issue. Hurns are an enent 1a l COIIC)o-ntnt of vur health system.

Our

ability to provide meaningful, caring servtce depend5, in large part, on the

availability of well trained nurses.

For many months. health providers acroS$

the state have been telling me about the troub1e they are having recruiting
nurses.

There ts little doubt that a shortage eidsts. and that it is iikely

to increase at least in the near future.
There should be no need for me to restate the lesson that all young
doctors learn early in medical training: that nurses are the backbone of our

health care system.

They ar-e the people who make \t work, for the patients

1nd for the doctors.

At the Department of Health we get a certain amount of feedback about
the three health facilities for which the Department is responsible: the
Roswell Park Memorial Institute, a state institution in Buffalo reknowncd for
its cancer research and treatment, Helen Hayes Hospital in Havestraw and the
Oxford HOl'lle in Oxford.

You know what is most gratifying? The word-of-mouth

reputation for families and patients alike.

And all the multi-million dollar

research in the world couldn't produce that reputation without a dedicated
nursing staff of talented. c0111nitted professionals.
It is this quality that we are at risk of losing, and that is a
catastrophic problem.

!t/t1
-2At first gl~nce, the current !.hortage of nurses is not surprising.

There have been perfodic $hOrtages in the pnt.

These have been addressed by

actions in the health care industry and changtng ec.onOffiic conditions in the

conrnuntty at large.

Higher salaries. improved b~nefits And improved working

conditions have helped to reduce prev1ou~ shortages of nurse).
However, I b&li&ve the shortage we are seeing today is dtf ferent, and

more serious than nny shortage in the past.

While short-term actions of

hospitals and other health facilities can reduce the current shortage,
long-term trends indicate a ser\ous gap between need and supply unless major,

almost revolutionary, actions are taken in the near future.
The gap between need and supply will be increasin~ for a number of

reasons.

Th\s includes the changing labor w~rket and the changing health care

delivery system.

Perhaps most important, the increasing opportun1ties for women; 96

percent of all nurses are women.

Twenty years ago women who worked were

teachers. nurses or secretaries.

Today career choices for women are much

broader.

In the nursing field itself. the increasing options for women, such

as administration. home care and quality assurance. are leading to shortages
in hospital based nursing staff.

In addition. demographics indicate that the

number of high school graduates in New York State will be declining roughly 18
percent over the next ten years from 1985 to 1995.

This will reduce the

overall pool of young individuals available to enter nursing careers.

-3-

As wt look &t the longer ter11t trt"nds,. tt :>KOIIK'-S 1opu·,~t thtt tht
gap bet1itten the supply and the ne-ed for nurHs h

1980 and 1985 in Ntw York, th• number of

registered nuries dropped 17 percent.

M\I

Hrely to inctt&H.

Between

dlC)lffllls alid d~grHs grinttd to

This 1~cludli1 a cecline af 30 percent

in Bachelor Degrees conferred and a dro~ of 36 pert•nt 1n diploma~ llWirded.
further sharp declines in applit1tions to nursing school1 indicate that th\i

trend h not only tontinuing it NY be accelerating.

To compound the problem. the need for n~rses continues to rise.

Not

only have options increased outside of hospitals. the demand in hospitals has

also increased.

While the hospital bed supply in Nw York State declined 27

percent from 1975 to 1985. the number of RN's rose 28 percent during the same

per;od.

The number of RN's for each 1,000 occupied beds increased from 428 to

74? during the same period, an increase of 58 percent.
During this same period - from 1975 to 1985 - the number of LPNs
dropped 25 percent.
undP.rstood.

The causes for this decline must be explored and better

I am concerned that we may be underutilizing an important

resource.
If the current trend in the suppl~ of nursing continues, and the
utilization of nurses continues to rise, we will undoubtedly face a major
crisis that will inpede our ability to assure the availability of needed
services to New Yorkers.

-4-

The solution to this problE!ffl lies only 1n part 1n efforh to 1ncr~ut
the available supply of nurses.

I beHevt 1t h critical to also consider the

other side of the equation - the utilization cf nurt~s and the structure of
work in our health facilitin.

The health care system h chang1og rapidly.

Growth in the nUfilber of elderly persons,

nN

technologies, ttie growth of home

health care and other shifts, from in--patient to alllbulatory care sites for

services and increasing compet1t1on, require th.at

111e

carefully evaluate the

types of personnel and the pre-requisite training that will be n~edod to ~erve

New Yorkers.
The current system will not be able to increase the supply of
qualified nurses to address all of the anticipated needs as they are currently
defined.

It is time, therefore, that as we carefu1ly consider the health

needs of New Yorkers and the training and personnel needed to meet those
needs, we confront the long term patterns of health care delivery.
Nurses are one component, a vital component. of a cadre of needed
professionals and occupations.

To address these fundamental questions. I am

establishing a Health-labor Industry Task Force on Health Personnel.

This

Task force will consist primari1y of repres2ntatives of employees and provider
groups in New York.

I am asking the Task Force to advise me on the types of

health personnel that will be need~d and to recoT11T1end positive steps to
recruit

and

retain them.

The time has come for governmen~. the labor backbone

of the health industry, and the industry itself to review basic roles and
responsibilities of health personnel and to adapt to o~r changing
environme!lt.

-s-

in terms of the ~p~cific legislative proposals being tonsidered by
the Legislature, J have the follwing eoanents.
Baccalaureate degref for entr¥ int2 P!:2ll.Uiana,1 2r~ct.Lt! - Given the
projected shortage and the need to evaluate the r.i)lu of a varitty nf
profess iona 1s. l am concerned with any uncoordinated attion to intreau the
requirements for one sector ot health care profeuionals.

Viewed tn isolation

from the totality of manpower needs. the proposid has merit.

Howev~r. I would

not wish to encourage a piecemeal approach to the critical judgements we must

face in th~ whole of health manpower.

l &m open to considering this position

if our comprehensive review of the role of a variety of health professionals
concludes this is an appropr1ate standard.

Licensed Professiona1 Nurses and

Associate Degree Nurses prov1de quality. essential services.
contribution must be recognized.

Their

It may well be that nurses with Bachr.lor's

Degrees are better qualified to perform certain services - but does this 1mply
that other nurses are not professionals with important roles to play? Scope
of practice must be based on education, training, experience and demonstrated
competence.

Increasing credential requirements can be a barrier to a

profession and can increase costs.

In an equalitarian society we must avoid

unnecessary and artificial barriers that add to the cost of care and block
access without increasing the quality of care.
Mental Health Therapy Aides - The appropriateness of permitting
Mental Health Therapy Aides to perform some nursing functions also needs to be
carefully evaluated.

I am prepared to work with Colllllissioners of OMH and

OM«DO to review the role of MHTAs, the types of services they provide and
whether additional training or requirements are appropriate for those
services.

fesI!rr)j/11&J

!f/f 1

.
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-6Nurst Practitioners - I ~trongly support efforts to establhh NursP
Practitioners in statute.

for the past decade. thue have bttm many effort!.

to more clearly establish thli Nur~& Pract ittoner in State law.

come to act.
team.

Ttie t irne has

Nur~e Practitioners are r~cognized members of t~e h~alt~ tbre

In this state and across the nation they have de;;-;.f.)nstrated their

ability to provide high quality, effective health services at a reasonable
cost.

The Health Department hu done What tt can to grant Nurse Practit1on&rs

upanded roles in licensed Article 28 fat 11 Hies.

aut there a·re limits to

what we can pennit, given the current Nurse Practice Act.

I !itrongly support

efforts to mod\fy the Nurse Practice Act to inc lode an expande'd practH ioner

role for ~urses.

Nursing Scholarsh~ps - lf scholarship funds are to be made available
for nurses, I strongly recotm1end they include a service obligation in high
need areas or facilities facing critical shortages of nurses.

This can best

be done through the existing State Health Service Corps program.

Current

proposals for 400 scholarships at $1,000 each are not adequate for a support
program or for a program to address shortage in underserved areas.

I would

also question the wisdom of expanding scholarship assistance for only one of
the critical manpower elements of our health care delivery system.
I will be happy to answer any questions.
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years, t~enty-two of th~s• wer• in Now York.

'

,,,ust be the ,:inly ,:at-~~r 1,,.•here b~i1,g ,:,:,1npetent and inte-lligt-nt i1r, a

it is ~••n a~ inappropriate and disregarded.
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Critical thi nliing, d inica.l

The pa.r adox is that rny f,:.rmal e,duc:~ti 01"\ ha;

respc~$ibi?ity to protect th• public fro~ incorop~t~nt h~slth c~r•
Thin prot~ctii:,n is pr,:,vid•d via th• Me..:hanisn., of 1na.nda!'.or:1
b.llftm
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provldft the!l9'

Hoi.te,Y~r, I am scutE-ly /HJ.tr~ th.at if suc!1 a µrogr&m fa 5 -,t,'f!n as; a

Th• tru~ victi~s of such action ar• not th~

:~v~: and c~rtifi~d to diagnose and treat mental il!n~ss •
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f_ ad...,._,,.::111'-d nursing pra<:t ii:: I!- should

and rosip.onsibH: 1:"y of th:i- o:i::j:)-f!rtn ••• "-rid !h+ · ~ntp$:>rts are th""

nurses t!1er111J~l voss.

Good. moi.ning.

I am Jean Steel, a member of the Board of Director• of the

Affleriean Mur••• Association, and a former chairperson of the
·Aaaoeiation' s Cabinet on Nursing Practice.

I am a certified

nurse practitioner with twenty year• of experience, including in
private practice in collaboration with a physician.
Statement

member of tho faculty of Boston University.

I am now a

I am pleased to have

been oiven the opportunity to testify on the proposed le9islation

of

.

JEAffSTUL,RN .

before the
~t_ort State senate and Assembly

c Bearing on Nursing Issues
May 20, 1987
Albany, New York

related to nurse practitioners, A.1412 and s.1314.

It is evident that the intent of this legislation i• to
provide statutory
practice.

sanction for the evolving scope of nursing

This objective is an understandable response to

society's need for full utilization of a valuable health ea.re
provider, and could be seen as a legitimate effort to erase

certain perceived barriers to nurses• full utilization in the
health care system.

l

However, it is my strong conviction that this specif1.e bill

will not ac.bleve, in actual practice, ita intent, and may

the quo.lified nurse will have to secure an agreement with one or

actually erect und••ir&ble barriers to access to qualified

more physicians in order to offer these services.

mu:si.nq services.

reason to believe, and experience in many other states hu

Without question, nurse practitioners, clinical nursing

There is every

demanstrated, that physicians will, in many cases, decline such

specialist.a. and many other nurses have bean educated to provide

an agreement, thereby controlling the nurses' opportunities to

• broad range of health care services, including certain

provide the intended services.

diagt10atic and treatment functions envisioned by this proposed

l:q-islation.

These nurses pres~ntly carry out tho~e acts under

the brc.ad language of the Nurse Practice Act, with the exception

The addition of the prescriptive

of the prescriptive privilege.

It is generally accepted that there is an oversupply of
physicians, and that our colleagues in medicine are themselves
expanding into underserved areas.

Their rasistance to competi-

tion by other health care providers is well documented.

For

pr!Vilege ~uld indeed enhance the ability of nurses to provide

example, the 1984 House of Delegates of the American Medical

4NCh services.

Association sharply cautionned its members against cooperating

However, I believe that the intent of this bill will not be

with the extension of the practice of allied health prov.iders

&Chi8'V9d in prJlctice because of its requirement that the

such as nurse practitioners.

additional authorized services could be offered only in

and nurse psychotherapists have keenly ex~rienced this

collaboration with a licensed physician, and for the prescriptive

resistance.

privilege,. only under the terms of a. mutual practi·ce agreement.

in private practice, will find this resistance express~ in the

2his requirement will inevitably serve a gate-keeping funetion:

unwillingness of physicians to enter into a collaborative or

2

Nurse anesthetists, nurse midwivas.

I have no doubt that many nurses, particularly tho~e

3

.

f{lt;!ll.g
·JDl:ltual pnc:tleit egreement.

I also believe that physicians will

:be atron9ly oppoaed to participating in any kind of practice
arr&n99,!!ttlnt

that would oxpose them to potential liability for a

I would also atreas that there is no common, legally
interpreta.ble definition of the fer:m collaboration.

Regulations

impltlme!lting such a requirement have in some cases been
interpreted &a strict. "supervision", requiring the physician's
of each act of diagnosis.

In Alaska, a state which

implemented• similar act, nurses found that collaborative
agreements were required with numerous physicians--Le., each
·· P&titmt attended by the nurse praeti tioner miqht have a different

Pt'iMr:r physician, and hence, a different "collaborating"
J)hy9ieian.

This language was repealed in Alaska exactly because

.

of the problems vith implementing the requirement for
collaboration.

the pctrformance of therapeutic and corrective measures.

There is

no professional nurse in ac~ive.practioe who does not now perform
what must be understood as therapeutic and corrective roeaau.res.

nu.rn'• practice.

·&t,,pt'aVal

A simil&r problem exists in this bill's language regarding

It is not necessary to legislate professional

collaboration betYeen and among health care professionals.

Nurses in i.ntensi ve care uni ts engage in suoh ac·ts in the
ordinary performance of their•duties.

ALL nurses administa,r

treatments, some of which are explicitly prescribed by
physicians, and others which are an expected part of the nurses'
usual practice.

This bill would inevitably expose such nurses to

challenge and risk the requirement that physician collaboration
be obtained for a wi<ie range of customary nursing actions.

The

disclaimer elause contained in subdivision 4c cannot, of itself,
prevent an endless stream of new questions concerning what
practices would be reserved to the particular m.ars@s defined by

this section.
I urge that the experience of other states which have
implemented simil.u- legislation be heeded and that the
restrictive requirements for physician collaboration be avoided.
Nurses are educated p~ofessional health care providers and can be

4

5

-

,.

expected to practice their profession vitb appropriate
conaultation of other providers when indicated.

Care must be

taken that their praotice im permitted to evolve without
unnecessary restriotions which would render the intent of thia
legislation meaningless.

In conclusion, I would like to offer the obaervatlon that
the leqislation currently beforQ the New York State Legislature
to standardize and upgrade the educational requirements of

licensure as a nurse would also delete the restrictive definition
of a nursing diagnosis in the present nurse practice act.
Deletion of this wording would accomplish the goal of permitting
nurses to excerise the full range of their capabilities without
making their practice contingent on any other health care

provider.
Thank you for this opportunity to speak with you.
pleased to respond to any questions.
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COOO HORNtNC.
ASSOCIATION.

! AM JUI>ITR R.YAN. EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF THI!: AMERICAN NUU!S'

THE AMERICAN NURSES ASSOCIATION IS THF. NAnONAL PllOFESSlOMAL

ORGANlZAT!ON NEPRESENTING THIS COUNTRY'S 1.9 MILLION REGISTERED NURSU,

STATEMENT
OF

nlE AM!JUCAN NURSES' ASSOCIATION

I AM EXtREMELY PLEASED TO BE IN NEW YORX StATE A.ijD TO HAVE THE Pfltv~LEGE 01'

ADDRESSING M.FJfflEtlS OF THE NE\J YORK STATE LEGISLATURE ON ISSUES OF SIGNIFICANCE
TO TH£ FUTURE OF THE NURSING PROFESSION lN THIS STATE - AND IN THIS NATION.

8Y

.JUDITH A. RYAN, PH.D., R.N.
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
BEFORE TtiE
!GV 'YOU. STATE SENATE AND ASSEMBLY
PUil.IC BEAIUlfC ON NURSING ISSUES

THE AMEP.ICAN NURSES' ASSOCIATION EXISTS FOR THE PURPOSE OF IMPllOVINC HEALTH
STANDARDS AND THE AVAILA.BILITY OF HEALTH CARE SERVICES FOR ALL PEOPLE,
FOSTER.ING HIGH STANDARDS OF NOR.SING, STI.KULATING AND PIOKOTUIG ml
PROFESSI01,AL DEVELOPMENT OF NURSES, AND ADVA.'iCINC NUI.SES' ECONOMIC Alm
'ii!"£LFARE.

TO tHAT ENI> THE ANA HAS ESTABLISHED CENElilC S'TAMDAIDS FOJl -.SIJC

ED'UQ.T!0N, N'lJRSI.NC SEP.VICES .-.J'ID CLINICAL NURSING PP.AC.TIO:. RAS ONE'l.O?tt! A!CJ

MAY 20, 1987
t.EClStATIVE OFFIC!'. &""1!..DINC
Al.I.UY, NEW 1'0ll

PROMUI.G.\TED

A

CODE OF ETHICS AND INT£RPRETIVE

STAT!'.ME.'li'T'.S

OF THAT

Cotil:: FOi'l

PROFESSIONAL NURSES A!ID BAS DtvELOPED STANDARDS FOR. SPEC!.ALn" PRACTIO: A!m A
HIGHLY SUCCESSFUL. CERTIF!CATION PR.~:AM FOR Nt.''RSE S!'!CIA.l.ISTS.

SUPPORTS SYSTFlfATIC STUDY. EVALUATION AND RESF.ARCH 11' NURSING

T"dE A1IA Al.SO
A.lit)

SERVES AS

THE CmrRAL AGENCY FOR THE COLLECTION, A~YSIS A.VD .DISSEMlNA.TlOtl OF
IhrORMATION REL-1:VANT TO NU'RSINC.

PROFESSIONAL UCENSINC LAYS AND THE LEGAL R.EG'Ul.ATIO!i OF ~OF'tSSIOf'IAt. PAACTlct
IS A STATE RESPONSIBILITY.

IT REKi\lNS, HOWEVtR, t'HAT om: STATE'S L£.GlS1.AT!VE

ACTION HAS AN IMPACT ON TI{£ COUNTRY AS A WOI.£.

RESPOND TO THE QUESTIONS POSED FOR

nus

i. tJOULD, nn:R&F01l'£, LtKI. TO

HF.ARING AN'D COMMOO" Olll TH£ l"tltt)Uk';

NURSE PRACTICE ACT LEGISLATION IN N£tJ YORI< S'tAtt fRO!'l A NAT!ON'Al.. Pl.:RSPtcttVF..

3

4

P'ROFtSSlON Af.'D PUBLIC NEED TO EXPLORE THE CONTRIBUTrnG FACTORS.

ntt Ml!RJ.Ct\JI mlaS!S' ASSOCIATION IS INDEED COHCERNED ABOUT THE MARKED Wat.EASE
UJ.DDaD FOi. IUBSING SERVICES IN THE HEALTH CARE MARKETPLACE.

THE RATE or

VAC.A.lfC'r IN BUDCITED POSITIONS FOR REGISTERED NURSES IN U.S. HOSPITALS MORE

TWO OF

nu:

MOR£ SJGNIFICMlT OF ntOSE FACTORS ARE THE EDUCATIONAL REQUtRltMENTS ESSENTIAL

FOR EFF~CTIVE CLlN!CAL NURSING AND THE MARltED DECUNE IN TI{E ?Mm£ll OF
STIJDENTS SEL.£CTWG NURSING AS A CAREER.

'tl:td' DOUBLED AltwttR 1985 AND 1986 • • UP FROM 6. 3 P!RCEHT TO 13. 6 PERCE.\'!.
E!CHTY-nmn mcm OF HOSPITALS REPORTED VACANCIES IN 1986, COMPARED w"lTH

THE mm.srnG CARE NEEDS OF OUR AGING POPULATION. THE PERVASIVENUS OF cmtOWIC

St.XTY-nVE PD.CUT Iff 198.5.

ILLNESSES, THE NEEDS FOR HIGH TECHNOLOGY TREATMENT OF

DEMAND FOR REGISTER.ED N'JRSES IN SElTlNGS EXTER..'l:AL

l.DW

BIRTH-WIGHT SAAIES·

'tO HOSPttll.LS•E.C. HOKl H!ALTR, COMMUNITY HEALTH, AMBUl..ATORY CARE, OCCUPATIONAL

ritANSPl.ANT PATIENTS-THOSE WITH AIDS-AND THOSE VITH DRUG AND ALCOHOL ilUSE-

HEALTa. lltJ'RSillC JbmS • AND OTHE1l SETI'INGS HAS INCREASED BY 300 PKRCEh"T IN

RELAnD MENTAL HEALTH SYNDROMES-TI{£ NEED FOR HEALTH EDUCATION

SE'tTIIICS Df \lHIQt PROSJl'ICTIVE PA'YMENT MECHANISMS HAVE BEEN IN PLACE FOI,;. FIVE

OF HEALTH RISK FACTORS•PWS THE BURDEN OF CARING FOR PATIENTS HOSPITA.l.IZ!l>

mt SHOI.TAGE OF REGISTERED NURSES IS YIDESPR&\D AND

Y!AIS Oil MDU.

PAllnc:ut.AIU' ACVtt Df l'Rl MIDDLE ATLANTIC, PACIFIC AND EAST NORTH CENTRAL
UCIQIS OP

nm

COIC!N?'lr.

AND !WIAGE!!DT

ONLY WEN THEY ARE TRULY IN NEED OF HOSPITAL CARE-DUR.INC EVE.I. SHOR.TEI: l.!J1CTHS
OF HOSPITAL STAY-CLEARLY SUPPORT TI{E NEED FOR BETTER PR.UAR.ED NUI.SDIC
PERSONNEL.

OF PARTIC:Ut.d. t"Jlila:lll IS Di! FACT THAT A GREAT PERCENTAGE OF THESE VACANCIES

NEW YORK STATE VAS THE FIRST TO TAKE DEFINITIVE ACTION TO IMPLEM!lf! THE

OCCOIS lll S'ET!IlllGS lillICH IIQUIR.E ADVANCED NURSING EDUCATION AND SKILLS, E.G.

PROFESSIONS CALL FOR THE BACCALAUREATE IN NURSING AS THE MINIMOK PU.PAL\n®

. IB ca.mCAL CAU

Alt,

IJiitNStVE CARE UNITS AND COMMUNITY HEALTH AGENCIES.

FOR ENTRY INTO PROFESSIONAL NURSING PRACTICE.

LECIStAnON TO STA!IDAJU)ttt AND

AL'?HODCR. T8Elit.E AU 50V !Qt£ UC'ISTElW> NURSES TH.~ EVER BEFORE, AND ALTHOUGH

UPGRADE NURSING EDUCATION YAS FIRST INTRODUCED IN THIS STATE IN 19?6,

TR J!ltltl£R OF CRADGAnOl!IS FRON' NURSING EDUCATION PROGRAMS HAVE CONTimm> TO

CO?-4TINUING

I.IS!,

nm U.S. ;DEt>AR.1KPJIT OF HEALTH

A.Ni> HUMAN SERVICES PREDICTS A FORTY

P!ICENT tl'RDERSUPPLY OF B.\CHi?.OR'S DE:GtltE-PREPARE.D NUltSES BY 1990.

BACHELOR'S-

NEY YORK'S TRADITION OF PACE SElTlNG IN THE FIELt OF N?JR.SIWC.

AS

OF NOVEMBER., 1986, AU. 50 STATE hu'RSF.S' ASSOCIATIONS ANO 21 NATlONAL N'O'RSINC

SPECIALTY SOCIETIES. HAD ADOPTED POSITIONS ENDORSING

nu:

PREP.AUD NTJ'RS£S ARI Tim ONES \!OST PREPARED A.ND MOST LIKELY TO MOVE INTO

STANDARDS FOR NURSING EDUCAnON.

SP!CLU.TY AREAS, SUCH AS CRITICAL CARE, AS tlELL AS TO ASSUME ROLES IN SETTINGS

SOON TAKE U:G~SLATIVE ACTION TO IMPLF.HENT THAT STA.'lt).tJU).

PROFESSION' s

SEVERAL STATES, (17), RAV£ TAIG:.N OR tJ!U.

OO'TSIDE OF IWSTITOTIONS.

ACHIEVEMENT OF THE GOAL HAS BEEN PR£VENTEO BY COMPARITIVELY SMALL, &i"T '10CAL

IW Olm!R TO KEET THIS ESCALATING I>EMAND FOR NURSING SERVICES, BOTH THE

GROUPS ..,1i0 HAVE MISUNDERSTOOD AND MISREPRESENT£~ TiiE NEED FOR ANO ErF't"-C'r Of

.
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ON THE smJECT OF' MEETING THE INCREASINC DEKAHl> FOR. RUUiliG SD.VICES. nm
AMERICAN NURSES ASSOCIATION \lOULt> URGE STATE LEGlSLlTOllS TO SUPIVI.T nm

PROFESSION"S STANDA&J> FOR NURSING !t>UCATION, PllOVlDE SCHOL\llSHIPS !Oil
! URGE tHI BEV YORK STA.Tl LEGISLA:rull TO ADD TO ITS RECORD OF PRCk.'""IU!SSIVE
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m:ra.suc EOOCA.nos
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'l'll'!UllCIS! IN nm STATE OF mN YORX.
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or
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Stl'CH LIMITING STAT'l,"'nS.

ANA BEUEV&S THAT PRIMARY CARE 'PRACTITIONERS ARE ONE

OF SE.V'ERA1. NUUDIG SY!CIAL.TIES VHlCR SHOUU> BE, AND ARE, RECOGNIZED TO BE
PIACTICI!fc VI.THIii nm !.£CAL !OONI>ARIES OF NURSING PRACTICE DESCRIBED IN STATE
SU1'DT! •• At.KIT AT
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C'OTTI:NG EDGE

or PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE.
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SUPPOafaG nt£ &\CCALAUR!ATE AS 1i1£ EDUCATIONAL

JU3QitlUGKt 'M. JSOIISSlOIW.

mntSINO PIACTlC!

HAIN! STAT!
HAB.Yl.ANJ)

N'URsr:s•

ASSOClATION

NORSES .ASSOCIATlON,

lNC.

MASSACHUSETTS. NOP.SES ASSOCIATION
MICH.IGAN N'JltSES ASSOCIATION

AmiCUl ,.lmUU 1 •ASSOCIA.nOH

MINNESOTA NURSES ASSOClATlON

Al.ASAM ffAtt 141J1lSES• ASSOCIATION

MISSISSIPPI NUJtSES • ASSOCIATION

.AUSX.\ D.115. ASSOCUnOlf

MISSOURI NURSES ASSOCIATION

Al:IZ011& ·IUUES• ASSOCUnON

MONTANA NURSES' ASSOCIATION

·AIJ"JtBIAS ffAl"l IIUUIS 1 ASSOCIATlON

NEBRASKA mnts£S' ASSOCIATION

·CA'l.U'Cl11fIA IIUISIS. ASsoct.AnON

NEVADA h1JllSES' ASSOCIATION

Cl'ltOPADO IRJUU 1 ASSOCIA'tlOR

NE"IJ HAMPSHIRE truR.SES' ASSOCIATION

~neut JIUUIS'

N£W' JERSEY STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION

ASSOCIATION

1>EU.QU! ,·lftll.SU• ·ASSOCtAnON

DIS11.1Ct OF

couama NlmSES'

NElJ MEXICO 'mmsEs ASSOCIATION

ASSOCIATION, INC.

NEV YORK STATE NURStS ASSOCIATION

'FUJl:tnl mmslS ASSOCIA'ttot:

NOR.TH CAROLINA NURSES ASSOCIATION

GIOllCU. !'DUIS ASSOCIATION, UiC. ·

NORTH DAKOTA STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION

c:tlAK ffllRSBS ASSOCU.'::105

OHIO NURSES ASSOCIATION

MVAll mxts£S• ASSOCIA-TI(Jlq

OKLAHOMA NURSES ASSOCIATION

IDdO ffl11SD AS!-OC!A.nOlf

OREGON NURSES ASSOCIATION

n.t.nlOIS ll'ORSES• ASSOCIAnON

PENNSYLVANIA NURSES ASSOCIATtON

DffltAlllA .STAT! J1UISIS • JSSOCIATIO..~

RHODE I-SI.AND STATE NURSES' ASSOCIATION

lOVA !fllb!S• ASSOCIATION

soum CAROLINA NURSES' ASSOCIATION

J:iUIFSAS STATE' ffllRS'ES' ASSOCIAnON

SOUTH DAKOTA NURSES' ASSOCIATION. INC.

i:mtiOCJt'.t NO'RS!S ASSOCIATION

TENN£SSEE NURSES' ASSOCIATION

LOUISL\WA STATE SORS£S ASSOCIATION

T!XAS

NURSES ASSOCIATION

UTAH NURSES• ASSOCIAtION

iXHI!lT I (continued).
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EXHIBIT I (conti~d)

VIINDNX STATZ JIUI.SES ASSOCIATION, INC.
vtm;D ISl.ABDS IRJISES• ASSOCIATION
VIJICill1A

mmsu•

ASSOCIATION

'rlASHI1'GTOB STATE MJIS£S ASSOCIATION
VEST VDaIJnA -.SIS• ASSOCIATION, INC.

il'ISCCSSD llCllSIS ASSOCIATION, INC.
V!t'IWllc: BIDlSES' ASSOCIATION

MERICAll ASSOCUTlOK 01' COLLEGES OF NURSING
MERICAW .ASSOCIAnO!t OF CllITICAL-CARE NURSES

MGIICAB ASSOCIAnoa OF NEPHROLOCY NURSES AND TECHNICIANS
ANBIICd .USOCU.TION OF NEtlROSCIENCE NURSES
AmlCAJI ASSOCIAnON

OF OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH NURSES

.AHERICA!i POILIC HEALTH ASSOCIATION/PUBLIC H~TH NURSE DIVISION
AIIERICa!I 0ttGABUATION OF NtJR.SE EXECUTIVES

ASSOCIAnON OF OPERATING ROOK NURSES

ASSOCIATION OF R.EHABIUTATION NURSES
AMERICAN' ASSOCIATION OF NURSE ANESTHETISTS; COUNCIL ON ACCREDITATION OF ~1JRSE

AIISTHl:sIA IOOCATIORAL PROGRAMS/SCHOOLS
NA'l'IotllL AS!fflCIATION OF PEDIATRIC NORSE ASSOCIATES AND PRACTITIONERS
NtlRSRS AS.SOCL\T'JON OF Tim AMERICAN COLLEGE OF OSSTETRICI~S AND GYNECOLOGISTS
NATIOIIAL I..EM;uE FOa Nl,"RSINC

MnORAL mTIAVl2fOtrs tHE2A.PY ASSOCIATION
MTIO!lAL STOD1:lff IIORSES I
'

ASSOCIATION

O!fCO'LOCY !IU'RSI1iG SOCIETY*

l'AttOlliAL F'!l)DAnON OF LIC!NSEt> "PAACTICAL NURSES

SOO'lHEb UCIOlliAJ:. E!'JUCATION BOARD; COUNCIL ON COLLEGIATE EDUCATION IN NURSING

4

FJCHIBIT I (continued}

EMER.CENCY NvliSES ASSOCIATION

SOC'tETY FOR THE AllVANCEMENT OF NURSING
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF POST ANESTHESIA NURSES

* ONCOLOGY NURSING SOCIETY SUPPORTS THE BACCALAUREATE PROVIDFJ> ntAT
SACCALAUltEAtt PROGRAMS ARE "ACCESSIBLE, FLEXIBLE, AFFORDABLE. AND
INNOVATIVE."
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NURSING ISSUSS
'.the educational background req\tirements for nurses h-ave been

a.n issue for t;)ver SO years.
major

· Statement

fore:

educational

Historically, there have been three
consistently

issues. that have

risen

·to the

the move to place nursing in educational institutions

a.nc

of

to call it a profession; the plan for two levels of nursing, one

Gordon M. Ambach

requiring a baccalaureate degre2 for professional nursing and the

President of the University of the State of New York··
and

second, the associate degree for technical nursingr and the issue
of expanded practice for the nurse practitioner.

Cc:nnmissioner cf Education
E};TRY INTO ?RACTICE

Before the

New Tork. State Senate Committees on Education and· Eealth
and

New York State Assembly Committees
on Higher Education and Health

The first issue was the move'to place nursing in educational
institutions and to call it a profession.
Horner, Assistant Commissioner for ffealth Education of the Nev

York

State

Education

Department,

in

a

document. s-agg@st.ing

re:r:-,edial measures for Nursing Education and ?rz.ctice in New York:
State, expressed the opinion that nurses needed more educaticn

than that of just caring for the sick.

He even proposed that. Nev

York State should "Issue the license of regist:ered profes.sional
nurse without examination to students who are graduated :rem art

W&dne$day

May 20, 1987

Bearing Root1 B {Hamil ton Room}

Legislative Office Building
Albany, New York

approved college course of study -,.;ith a ~,,ajor !.~ ';"l1lt"Sin<;

to the degree of Bach~lor of Science ir. Nu,:- sin,;.•

nursing.

baceala.1%:rea.te de-gree: in nursir.g and the technical or associz.te

support fx:OJn thi!! ?4ational l,eague for Nur~ ing and the American
Nu.:ses

Association

repo.rt of the

and

70 • s

has

and

been

the

recommended

!nsti tute

of

by

t.ho

Medicine

Lysaught.

report

on

The State Education Department is not oppoi;ed

tt"'tlrsi.ng in 1983.

to t ~ levels of nursing but is firm in the belief that such a

:lec.isi.on must be ma.de a.ft.er careful consideration of all options,
impUeati.ons and safeguards.
There. are ~any good reasons to consider the baccalaureate
deg:-ee

!or

a

registered

professional

requiring an associate degree.

nurse

and

.

'
J..eVe.L

a

The acuity level of hospital

patient care,. the dis.charge of patients "quicker. and sicker", the
"g:-eyir.g"' of our population with an

increase

in chronic care

-unreaso,'fably high New York State in£ant

problems and the

mortality a.nd :hOrbidity :ates of high risk mothers are examples
o:: :.;.itt:a":ions ::e-qi.:.iring t!"',e i.~te:-vention of nurses who not cnly

ha'l:"e.

a

::ursing

bacealaurea.te
bae~laureat.e

professional

educatio:1.

preparation.
i;!egree

judgment;

enables

manage

who

also

are

Educators
nurses

care

to

educated

believe

exercise

prov:.ded.

to

with

that

a

independent

collaborate more effectively

caused

area

The

"shortages"

of

nation currently ha~

licensed registered profess·ion a•.1. nurse!a an d approxL-nate.ly

7 a2 l

ooo

cf

"typeff

m1rsea.

licensed practical

nurses.

professional

The actual

Approximately

nurses

are

25\

of

shortage i
the

pr e p are.
d

baccalaureate

prepared and only 1% doctorally prepared.

i.n

register-ad

mmstar•s

5%

The remaining 591. of

registe:red professional nurses are prepared at the diploma and

We are undersupplied with baceala'!.lre.at:E

associate degree levels.

• c or·rJi ng '-... o t h,e Depar-t.n-ent o: ?e.aH:.:-:

and r.igh ..~r degree nurses.
Euma.r..

(DHH")
..,

Services

1'.C

pr OJ· ec •..:_ons,
,

New
•

York S ta-ce 1n g;; i'.'; will

have an oversupply of 18,580 in the nursing work force.
there

might

be

more

1 c
d· prac~-caL
._:
..
-~.ense

degree registered professional- nurses
•

32,210

too

few

professional nurses.
and

higr.er

and

baccalaureate

deg:::-eed

nurses

nurses

supply is approximately

by

the

and

associate

ne-d_-~,
•
..,
-<-4
the::-@ wct!ld :tJe

...

higher

Nationally we need
year

965, OOG

hacc.alin::.riur::e

2000

$00, 000.

need 256,000 master's prepared nurses and the projected supply is
112,000--less

than

501

of

the

need.

doctorally p::::-eo
.. ared nurses -s
•
, 4 11t'>QO w:i..t
· ,-.
•• <'in ex~<:tee supply ed.
A

individuals,

- .....·.o~.-s
. ,· '"'eve
...
families and cor.-!l!',mi t·1• c•.......,_-.,...u:a•
....... o ma na gemen ..... pcs:i.· t ions
·

!i.a.1-distributior",

nux·ses that are inconsistent with the numbers of nurse& that a::e

only 5,600.
education are not able to

passing

of

a

naticna.l

,

.

1e{l{j /1/(j
syst81!!.

of

1~ursing

consistently

point

to

the

differences

i~

sisnificant effect on the ability of various sub-groups cf ou:

enter t.l:e proft?ssicn.

of

p:roc;ra.u ~la.iming that gracuate.s of associate degree an<l diploma

n:iprEH,entation of minorities in baccalaureate programs is much

preq:rams

grt=att'1r

score

highez

profea:sior.al nurses.
.individ!.H!.ls

,,,h{,

than

ba,ccalaureat.e

have

with

c~teacies oj!

:scc:=es:.

regist&red

The intent of the exam is only to idontify
the

min.1.mal

necessary for safe nursing practice.

differentiate

prepared

any

basic

knowlr:!dge

Scores on this exam do not

statistical

individuals who

nursing

pass,

validity

between

the

but who have different

n:.erefore, it is !':leani::-:gless to rer;:ort how high or lcw

sch.co!.• s a,:erage

ct

tnan

a:5:sociate

in

diploma

degree

programs

84

cf

the .37,000

students

i~

education

must· be

.-1
!
cc •• s ....; .f.;#'
-e....
.. e .....
, 1,...•cvever, .1.n
lignt. of the effects this would have on

access

to

the

profession,

especially minority

is

as

in

4\

in

In 1983-

baccalaureate

programs

Minority students rep:resent~c

In New York State

i984 of the 9,780 students enrolled in baccalauzente cursi~;
represer.ted
;:I
ts
s ...._uu.en

action

scholarships

programs,

:i. f

groi.:.;;.

-~:

12 11'J

of

..•- he

2,6:,- ...,

of

qraduate:::.~
_

There need to be more a .:fi;;:;n.a "=.i ve

ioan

and

black r.iinori ty

the

represe nted

bache lcr r;;if science programs.

nursing

to

11.3% of the 23,000 graduates of BSN programs.

its q:rarluates.
of

same

representation

admitted

14.7~ were from minority groups.

score is ..,., i th an expectation that this score

requirements

the

diploma programs and 14% in associate degree programs •

•
•4:n1:icr1
... y

the

about

Minority

programs.

speaks to the quality of a particular type of nursing prog::-a.m or

Chan-ring

and

programs

for

4-year

nursing

the baccalaureate cegree wi11 represent entry i:ntci

practice.
The ?OOl of nurse applicants has decreased end we ~ust we!g~
as sensitively as possible

According to recer.t::.y published cata,

members of minority

groups make up app:roxi:r-.ately lDl of currently registered nurses

and eles.e to• :20'.!

(Jf

employee licensee. practical nurses.

licensed ?ractica: nurse emp:ov::lent market is shrinkinc and
4

,-•~..,,,.-o-- •.

The

on

supply.

Enrollments

in

schools

women,

by

the

decrease

in

the

.... - ...- .:
.... -

"- .... ....

are

dc'w~

r.umber

of

:s-24

yea::

:nillion in 1980, 6.5 ~illion by 1995) and by the :ack of

- ~ - - - ..... ,1.•r--,-,,;

- 4 * ' ',,_

nursing

1Sli,

influenced by the wide range of other career choices avai!abl~ :c

support :er continueC

tc =etur~ to sc~ool.

-... .:

of

.. ,...

~-

"

.......

•

"

•

-

.......

,,j.,,r'

o}ds

IC
\ "'

-6--

there
_mu.st put. their jobs ahead of anything in their personal. U.ves
concurrently,

these same factors are

:resporu,iblie for the exodus of nurses from the profession.
drcp

in

enrollments

signals

a.

real

nursing

shortage

in

the

Shor.Uges in other professions usually bring about salary
increa:1.Hts, a new attractiveness to the profession and a re~rnl tant

inst;::ut:e Aquick-fixes"

· health care 1'1icrkers.

and teehniciana.

such as giving

tasks

usually

to less qualified

Programs spring up fgr all types cf aides

The .ncve to discharge

patients more

quickly

i.:itc the community has increased the need for more heal th care in
As

a result, curriculums for heme care aides who can

do :1ealth-rela.ted

tasks

have

been

developed.

The

these,

4~1

wer~

(fer students ~ith no prior nursing educatic:1~

166 were registered professional nurse completion pro;-rams

for registered professional nurses with an associate degree o:-

increasing

Also

in 1985 there were 776 associate degree programs and 256 diploma
schools.

Nursing shortages

Of

programs.

diplorna who wished to complete their baccalaureate degrees.

future.

z:ise in pt:ofeasional tsatisfaction.

baccalaureate

607

ge;,eric prcg::::-a:r--s
and

nursing a career ehoic;e.

~ere

The decline in diploma schools has been relieved by the

growth of associate degree programs.

In

New

York

Stat~,,

the

number of associate degree programs has grown from 3 in 1956 to
61

in

Likewise,

1987.

the

number

of

generic

bacc5laursate

degrees programs has increased from 19 in 1956 to 3: in l9B~.

the

present

degree
plus

time,

completir;n

th,are

programs

are

for

15

upper-division

baccalaureate

registered professional r.ursas,.

5 F.N/BS/HS accelerated programs.

In

contrast,

there bas

reen a dramatic decline in tho number of diploma prog~A?ts from ,2
in 1956 to 10 in 1987.

In 1985, diploma prog~ams accoun~~ !er

needs of tbe commu:iity for home health care and the accompanying
s,e'l:'erity of tr.e 'health

care

prcs.blerns

experienced

in

tl:e home

can..~ot be so!ved by crvickly preparing more less-qualified -oecole.
. .

Support. for the growth of baccalaureate ;;rog::.:a1r..s
be of paramount importance to any state's educaticnal p!ar..

We must give careful t:hought to the nursing issues and come up

vit..11 a plan that: is more t:ian a tempcrary solution.
What

w;.ll

changes

edu:c:atio:nal. !.nst.itutions?
t'h.eir progra::ns

a:-:d

in

licensure

requirements

for

They will oe challenged with changing

estab:Ishing

pathways

that

In the Cnited States there are approximately
tiree

1r.ean

truly encourage

·wi::

and

registered

6,300

·part-time

professional

nursing

nu:::-se

faculty

p:::-cg:rams.

~C, 300

met'lbers

i~

ful:basic

·8-

an ,eveu'l greater need

in the event of a two-level syst~::i o!

and physicia.ns shoulc share responsibility.

With the hack up of

fe~eral support monies, training programs for nurse practitic~er5
Changes

in

nu:se

titling

and

licensure

have

rlu!!'.erous

implications for health care deli'lery, the general public and the
nttraiz:g profession.

The dangers are

that nursing' s

scope

of

:nul ti plied after. 197 2 and were

followed by changes in .several

stste statutes to acthorize extended role functions fo:r nurses.

In 1978, the Board of Regents adopted regulations for ragister.ing

prac:tice may b.e restricted, interstate mobility may be eliminated

educational progra.ms preparing nurse practitioners.

and

status.

institutiona in New York State offering graduate level nursing

l:owever., opportunities also exist to expand scope of practice,

programs with a variety of clinical specialty areas which lead tc

nurses

broad.en

may

career

lose

their

options

career
and

flexibility

unite

and

nursing

educators,

ae.-:rinistrators anc employers.

of patients

and

The.re az:e als~ six

certificate nurse practitioner programs {3 nurse pract!tioner, 1

Given the central ::ole of the nurse in meeting the health

ca.re needs

eligibility'for certification examinations.

There are i9

the

increasing

severity

of those

health care needs, it is reasonable to acknowledge the need for
nurses "--'1th sophisticated knowledge and skill.

There is no doubt

that many institutions may have to fac1= the reality of change and
others will ha'-"e to make the difficult but perhaps wise move to

~urse midwifery,
pra.ctitioner

Graduates of certifica~e ~urs•

2 anesthesia).

programs

and master's

degree

programs

in

nursing

registered by the Department have no authorization to practice in
the

expanded

roles

for

which

they

are

Without

prepared.

authorization of nurse practitioner practice, New ·tork State is
not using a ".faluable resource to meet the health care nee-ds c!

While, from out~ard appearances raising the
be appropriate,

we must

address the prcibl"8:m:s s\lch a move cculd produce and move forward

ir, a manner that doe3 not create more problems that it solves.

t:ractitioner

has

been

occurring
•-

.i.u

to

some

The Burlington Randomi.:zt1c

remains the best example of e~,aluative research.

controlled

practitioners

practice

cf

nurse practitioner practice.

and

EXPAND!D PRACTICE
Nurse

Yiany studies have

assessed.

trial,
for

the

physicians

effects
in

of

priroary

Trials

:n a randomi%trtd

substit~ting

C3re

practice

nu~s~
were

Using a quantitative indicator-conCiticn appro~c~ tc

"'!a-.,
-'-·· .

.l. r
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The conclusions of this stuey inClude
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Representatives from the New York State Nurses As10ci1tion,
the Coalition of Nurse Practitioners and the State Beard

!0:r

improvL"lg the aecessibili tj,• of heal th care services:

~lursing have been meeting together periodically since 1984.

T!1e

L..-.p.rovi.ng the gnality of health care services;

representatives

havi.!'1.;- <t.11e petentia l to reduce heal th care costs;
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the

proc:ucti vi ty

of medica 1 practice
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As o:! iJ'uly 1986, nurse practitioners were legally recognized
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in
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legislative
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bill

in
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Provisi.on should be made for registration based on

current certification that is obtained by appropriate

nur5es may be

educational preparation and successful completion of an

patients

appropriate certification exam.

$Ocia1 workers, psychologists, dentists, etc.
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quality· assurance in addition to those responsibilities
the . pt: 1 sician.

shared w::.th

agree:t:en t

The

~;ct:.lc

subject to State Education Department review only in
processing professional conduct changes against nurse

practitioners.
3.

fee

A

needs

to

be

activities

Department

Education

established

to

support

including

State

processing

applications, furnishing registration credentials baaed

on certification and recertification

and

monitoring

national ce:tification examinatio~s.

April

l98i

journal

article

indicates

that

nurse

nnmerous ct.he~ statea are actively confronting the issue cf nurse

praeti~ior.er prescribing privileges.
.State Sc.a.re !or Nursin;- at its
:shctld

be

~!a~r

autono~cus

There was consensus of the

1986 meeting that prescr:.ptive
anc

without

restriction

to

substances/devices.
Narses

in California and

Florida have gained wider drug-

prescribin.g rig~ts !rorn :-ecently passed legislation.
•prescribing..
:::-eplacec

....,i "!:h

Florida,

recent

legislation

l~galit.y of what public health nurses

confirr.s

th~

there had been doing for

~issuing" prepackaged, prelabeled drugs when a physician
is not or. the premises.

tXEMl'Timq TO THE NuRSE PRACTICE ACT

Based on the premise that quality nursing care should be a
right of all, it is unreasonable to allow unlicensed personnel to
nu.::sing
·

care

to

dependent

patients

based

on

th~

institution that houses them.

f)ractitioners currently have prescriptive rights in 22 states and

aut:,c:-:..ty
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PRESCRIPTIVE PRIVILEGES
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pi.eces
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legislation,
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and

In the case of institutions under the jurisdiction of the

Department
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1•en
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a~·

Hyg1' ene,

clause will correct the long-standing inequity in the standards
of

care

fer
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dependent
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in-patient

on drug
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therapy,
_
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•
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--~. _ c~ ::te

drug therapy regimen.

The provision of quality care if be~~er

assured by having personnel

pe~form

such

care

services.

who

are

we

educated

shoulc

not

and
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to
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·
~ith de.~~nd~nt ~atie~ts
categories
o~"" exemp ti on for i.-.st ...~~u+_ions
- or. clients.

- - -----~.
,.... .......

Tte 1.egislatior. also en ti.t :es .c11.: regi ste::-ed :-,urses -:o dispense

deletion of the nursing exeml=tion
_

:iealtr:

technician

aide

...
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practical nurse, a.nd since ?iew York State licenses almost 9000
lic:t!nsec pi'.'actical r..urses each year,

accomplished without .undue hardship.
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